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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1,1 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras in Elementary Partiel
It is well known that many problems may be simplified by 
examining the symmetry of the system involved , and that the 
symmetry operations of any system form a group , its symmetry 
group , Thus although group theory is an elegant mathematical 
theory in its own right , it is also a very useful tool in 
several branches of science , especially Physics , Some of its 
applications are obvious , as for example in crystallography ,
In other applications , such as in the field of elementary 
particles , the symmetry properties are less obvious «
The total symmetry group of a system obviously contains , 
as a subgroup , the symmetry group of the space-time in which 
the system exists , This subgroup is usually referred to as the 
external or space-tlme symmetry group , The choice of this 
group is a problem in the realm of General Relativity and is 
by no means solved , Our universe appears to be locally 
Minkowsky and thus the Poincare group is an obvious choice , 
(being the symmetry group of Minkowsky space-time ) , but there 
are other possibilities such as the de Sitter groups ,
It is desirable to find the total symmetry group of a 
system , for then by examining the weights of the irreducible 
representations , all the equilibrium states, conserved quantities 
and in some cases the energy spectrum can be predicted , If 
however the total symmetry group is not known and a subgroup is 
used instead , then not all possible states will be predicted , 
This technique is described in many standard texts (e,g, [pol 
and | ) and may be applied to classical and quantum
mechanical systems ,
1In the field of elementary particles , the internal symmetries 
are not well understood , although many equilibrium states and 
conserved quantities are known , Thus it is a question of finding a 
group which predicts all known states ( and hopefully more ) and 
being able to interpret the symmetry operators physically , In this 
way it is hoped that the mechanisms involved may be better under­
stood , There are groups like SU(3) which fit some of the physical 
evidence and predict Internal ( as opposed to space-time ) properties 
which might be subgroups of the total symmetry group t such groups 
are called internal symmetry groups « The problem is then to examine 
groups containing both the internal and external symmetry groups , 
coupled in some way * Most internal symmetry groups so far examined 
(e,go S(J(3) 5 Sp(6) and the compact form of G ) are compact Lie
groups , while the external symmetry groups are non-compact Lie 
groups o So any group containing them both will be 21 on-compact,
Thus the mathematical problem of embedding Lie groups in non-compact 
Lie groups arises « A necessary ,(though not sufficient condition), 
for a Lie group G' to be a subgroup of a Lie group G , is that the 
Lie algebra «L ' of G' is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra X of Gj 
( see theorem 1^ appendix 3 ) 0 Thus the problem of embedding Lie 
algebras is a very important one and leads directly to the embedding 
of linear Lie groups , as is shown in. chapter 4 ,
The usual approach to the problem is to consider the Hilbert 
space H containing all possible equilibrium states of the system 
as vectors , with all physical processes and measurements of the 
system characterised as operators , ( e.g, the 8-matrix is an operator 
in scattering theory ) , These operators will be known as system 
operators , The total symmetry group is then the group of all operators 
on H which commute with all the system operators , The system operators 
are then the Casimir operators of the symimfcry group , Any set of
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generators of the symmetry group correspond to physical quantities,
to which quantum numbers can be assigned ? e.g, momentum , isospin, ' 
strangeness , Some sets of generators are obviously more convenient 
for a physical interpretation , but these are not often the most 
convenient mathematically , The embedding problem can best be 
tackled as a mathematical one and so the physical interpretetion 
of the generators in this case is not obvious ,
The simplest method of coupling an internal symmetry group S 
and an external symmetry group P is in the form of a direct product, 
P<S)S o This is attractive physically as it implies that the internal 
and external symmetry operators commute, l,e, space time and 
internal quantities like charge or hypercharge are in some way 
intrinsically different , (a doubtful but desirable premise ) , 
This is however a dangerous assumption , since this would imply 
that all particles in a multiplet (set of particles classified by 
the same irreducible representation) of S would have the same 
quantum numbers corresponding to the generators and Casimir 
operators of P ( and vi©e versa ), With the Poincare group this 
would imply that all particles in the same multiplet have the 
same mass and spin , With the multiplets of 8U (3) and other internal 
symmetry groups, there is however a sizable mass splitting ,( Part 
but not all of this can be accounted for by assuming that the electro­
magnetic symmetry operators do not commute with the Poincare group,) 
But by coupling 8 and P in a different way , it has been sug^uested 
that mass splittings might be predicted within the multiplets 
without having symmetry breaking , Thus the problems of Inexact or 
broken symmetries might be avoided ,and there would be no need to 
assume an explicit form of symmetry breaking (e,g, Gell-Mann-Okubo 
mass formula ["181 ) ,
'"'.Unfortunately the work of O'Ralfeartalgh Jost [^ 25js
Segal ['35] end others , shows hy a series of "No Go" theorems , that 
coupling the Poiicare group in this way is not easy , Many  ^ e*g, 
Hegerfeldt and Hennig [^ 23]? feel that the only possibilities which 
do not give a continuous or point mass spectrum are not physically 
interesting. These possibilities correspond to non-compact large 
internal symmetry groups. At present we would find difficulty in 
assigning physical quantities to all the generators , but we must 
surely allow for the existence of quantum numbers as yet unobserved. 
Some good results for mass splittings with these larger internal 
symmetry groups maÿ be possible , as is shown by Flatto and Stern- 
heimer L 153 with SL(3?C), who by-pass the "No Go" theorems by 
considering only partially integrable representations 16, 17 ] , 
Another possibility is coneerned with infinite dimensional fields 
[ 4-0 (,41 3 , where one cqn more easily obtain formulas for mass 
splitting, but the physical Interpretation is far from obvious @
The study of couplings with other external symmetry groups 
(e.g. the de Sitter groups [l9 , 37J and the conformai group^6]) 
has made a promising beginning ,
It is obvious that a knowledge of the embedding relations 
of compact and non-compact Lie groups and Lie algebras would be of 
great help in the search for the symmety groups of elementary 
particles and may thus contribute to a better understanding of the 
subject o
The problem of embedding a compact Lie algebra in a compact 
Lie algebra X  is equivalent to embedding X ’ ? the complex 
extension of X  ^ in X , the complex extension of X  »
and has been studied extensively by Dynkin {jL4] and Mal'cev ^ 81 
Patera and Sankoff | 3.^have also listed the maximal subalgebras of 
compact Lie algebras up to rank 8 , from which it is possible to
-9-
obtaln all subalgebras of compact Lie algebras ( of rank 8 or less)^ 
by the methods described in section 3.5 ®
The technique for embedding a semi-simple Lie algebra cC' In a 
non-compact semi-simple Lie algebra X is reviewed in section 1,2 
and in chapters 2 and 3 the theory is developed for all the eases 
which have not been previously examined ,
The results for serai-simple Lie algebras can be extended to 
all Lie algebras ,using Levi's radical splitting theorem and the 
Mal’cev Harish Chandra theorem ( Jacobson [24] pages 91 to 93 )o 
Any Lie algebra B can be decomposed into a semi-direct sum 
B" X 0  C j, where Is semi-simple and C is the radical of B ,
All embeddings of B ’ X ’ 0- C ’ in B are conjugate to embeddings 
where £  ' d  jE . Thus before the general problem of embedding 
one Lie algebra in another can be tackled , the embedding problem 
for semi-simple Lie algebras must be solved ,
Chapter 4 examines the question of embedding one Lie group 
in another with general results for linear semi-simple Lie groups,
-6"
1.2 Embeddings of a real semi-simple Lie algebra X in a real semi- 
simple Lie algebra X .
'VGartan and Gantmaeher )_19] have proved that :
"All different real forms of a semi-simple complex Lie algebra J2
may be obtained in the following way : first find all involutive i
automorphisms S of the compact real form jG of £  , Then take
the basis consisting of the 'eigenvectors’ of the matrix S , f
multiplying those eigenvectors having eigenvalue -1 by i and /
leaving the remaning eigenvectors unchanged , To the basis so |ï
obtained there corresponds a real form Jo of the given semi-simple
Lie algebra £  ", An automorphism is a bi-jeotlon which preserves |
the Lie product : £'SxsSy*1[ - 8 x ,y ] , and involutiveness impli
?that 8 ' = I . The trace of all automorphisms 8 which generate 
isomorphic real forms is the same and is equal to minus the 
character (f of the real form c£ , c£ can be denoted as \/8 of 
where the square root is defined by
y s = I (1-1) s + |(i+i) I 11.1)
Gantmaeher j^203has found a set of involutive automorphisms for each 
simple Lie algebra which generate all the non-isomorphic real forms. 
Obviously a necessary condition for £' = ’ to be a
subalgebra of £  = ^ /S £  is that Ji ' is a subalgebra of (which
implies that is a subalgebra of £.  ^ , In fact Jù ’ may be
isomorphic to more than one non-con jugate subalgebra of £,( Two 
subalgebras are conjugate if each can be mapped ieomorphically into 
the other by a similarity transformation ), Any algebra X" isomorphic 
to X,* may be considered a faithful representation T of ,
£  " " F (cL ) ® A représentât ior is a-map which preserves the 
operations of the algebra , in the case of a Lie algebra these are i 
addition and the Lie product (commutation relation ), and faithful
..nJ
-,î
ness implies the map is one to one ( an isomorphism ), Thus a necessary,
condition for £' to be a subalgebra of £  is that B ( £ ' ) c. £  for 
some faithful representation f « Cornwell ^ic]shows that a necessary
and sufficient condition for jB ' = £  S'* £   ^ to be a subalgebra of 
£  - y 8 £  ^ is that :
there exists an automorphism Y of £   ^ such that Yr(b’) ™ T(b') for 
all b ’eJJ^ and an automorphism of £  , which is an extension
of 8 ' ( 8 '^  r(b') = r( 8 'b') for all b'f£' ) such thate x  Li <v rv /"u- -T-- C
8 = S'axt " Y . (1*2)
Obviously any embedding representation conjugate to f will produce 
the same result's , but all non-conjugate embeddings must be treated 
separately , as it is possible for £  * to be isomorphic to more 
than one non-conjugate subalgebra of ju , Cornwell [lO , 11, 12 ]  
develop%s this condition (1,2) in the cases where Ju' and £  are 
simple classical Lie algebras , Cases not previously covered are 
when X' and/or Ju are the direct sum of two (or more) simple Lie'A—
algebras and when £' and/or £  are exceptional Lie algebras. Chapter 
2 developes condition (1,2) in the former case and chapter 3 in the 
latter , Many examples are given especially those concerning embeddings 
of 8L(2;C) , which la the quantum mechanical homogeneous Lorentz group 
and likely to be a subgroup of any external symmetry group , Some cases 
considered in chapters 2 and 3 reduce to those considered by
Cornwell ^^ lO, 11 and 1 2 and to avoid unnecessary duplication in
these cases,the reader is referred to the relevant section of these 
papers ®
I
lo3 Notations and Definitions
The summation convention is used throughout unless otherwise stated
Taking the oasis vectors of JE , a real Lie algebra to be
X. (i - 1,0.,n) and the structure constants to be . / r -iij "
X-, ) 5 an automorphism ad a of ju can be defined fbr all ae £^ij Ck
(a a  a )  L  = [  a ,  t  ]  , • ( 1 . 3 )
The 'Killing form B is then defined as
B( a,b ) - trace ( ad a . ad b ) (l,4)
Thus for a = a . x. and b = b . x . , B(a,b) = o£c? a .b\ y. .a.b.
( Y.S ^ - o] c? ) , With an appropriate choice of, basis ( called a J J If y. *
canonical form ) the y . . become t . and the character of JL is1J 13
then defined as
- h j  ■*'io (]-5)
Weyl I” 39J has shown that every complex Lie algehra 1  has one and
only one compact real form £ up to isomorphism and that for £ c
o  Pall the y^^ are negative and hence the character o of <L  ^ is - n ,
n being the dimension of £  ) .
There are several^adtprn,ative formulations of the canonical 
form of £  j, but that used by Jacobson £ 24] will be used here. 
The Gartan sub algebra )“{ ( a maximal set of commuting elements h )
has dimension '4 , where '£ is the rank of <£ , Thus for each root
a there corresponds a vector e^ for which V » hi - a(h) e_ and•^CX .'I—J <'v Ol
a vector h_ e Xt, for which B(h^ , h ) - a(h) , Defining the\JC <xGC /X'
sealer product ( 'bi-linear form ) on the root space as
( a,^) B(h^ ,h^) (1.6)
a basis for £  is then :
-9'
S i
2
Ba
2 eO' —cx.
(oc^  ,(X^  ) J
1^ 1 , * “C
(X. are simple roots
... - L " " "  [ t i
{
and
for all sets
i;j,k,.o.,.] for which +(x . 4-oc^  + .,,, is a non-simple root
The following commutation relations hold
Itiljl ” 2
U i T j ]  = h j  tj
ti'lal
Lîilj ] 1 £i
Is  D 1-L 9 0 3 0 0 9 0 (1.7)
where the A,, is the (j i)th element of the Cai-tan matrix for ■£J
(given in appendix 1 ) , The generators of f  ^  are then ih. (j=l,...^)
2k + Ik ' i(2k - Ik) for k= 1,000*0 n--& ( (X, being any root ) ,2
Explicit matrix forms for the defining representations of the simple 
classical Lie algebras ( , B g , G ^ and D ^  ) in canonical form
are well known and given in appendix 2 « A set of explicit matrix forms 
for the simple exceptional Lie algebras ( , E^ , E^ , Eg ) are
found in section 3*2 *
Every element g of the compact simply connected group G^ which has 
£   ^ as its Lie algebra provides an automorphism T(g) of £  , namely
T(g) a g a g  ^for all a e ju_ , This is known as an inner automorphism,^  <a- C
and it can always be expressed in the form T(u exp h u ”  ^ ) for some
u e G and some h a ) X , T(exp h ) is infact exp(ad h ) so every inner
-10-
automorphism can he written as T(u) exp(ad h) T(u)*^, There may he'W .>V
some automorphisms of £  which can not he so expressed g these are 
called outer automorphisms and can he written as T(u),Z^oexp(ad ^ )T(u)"^ 
where Z_h= h, and Z_.exp(ad h) is a chief outer automorphism ,( see 
Gantmaeher L 19 ] ) . It can also he shown that involutive automor­
phisms of the form U~^Z,U generate real forms isomorphic to\/Z £ ^,
In [_19] it is shown that the group of automorphisms of £  is
the sum of connected components IX =71^ + +o®,,o , where  ^ is
the set of all inner automorphisms and all automorphisms in a component . 
XL  ^ can he written in the form
T(u)oZ ,exp(ad h) T(u)'"^ (l,8)O 'V'
with the same Z , Each component corresponds to a 'particular’
rotation of the root space ,(a symmetry operation of the Dynkin diagram)!
,D,^  and Eg are the only simple Lie algebras with outer automorphisms:
D^ has 6 components ,(only 4 of which contain involutive automorphisms)
and the other algebras have 2 components each (If crtt 4 ) ,0 1
Cornwell Rll^has shown that Z for A ^  can be expressed as
= T( d ) . K (1,9) i
where K is the operation of complex conjugation and the elements of
d are given by
, j , k  =■• ( l a o )  .
He has also shown that the outer automorphisms of D^ (for ^ 2 )
can be expressed as T(q) , where q is an orthogonal matrix of the 
same dimension as the elements of D,, but with determinant ~1 , (see
f i a j  ) .
In equation (l,2) the automorphism Y can either be inner or
outer a If inner then it can be expressed as T(c) , where c belongs '■
to the centraliser C(G’ ,G ) for the embedding of f(G’ ) in G .c c c c
(ioCo cl(g') = I(g') c for all c a c( G' ,G ) and g' e G' ).^  ^  C C - ^  c
11.
If Y Is outer and £  (or Eg as shown in chapter 3 ) ? then Y is of the
form T(o.y).K , where T(y) r(a') = K T(a') == r(a'*^ ) for all a ' f 1 Î
and for a y in G , If £ is D . then Y is of the form T(P c ) where T(P) isL- O A-
any outer automorphism for which T(P) f(a') - f(a’) for all a'e£ ' ,/V /Tx '‘V /"ix XL- C
Cornwell [_8]shows that when £ is classical and simple all elements e 
of C(G’ s> G ) can he expressed in the form r,exp g .r”"'^' , where r eC C A/ A/ ^  ^
C(G^ pG ) and g is a chief centraliser element , For some , hut not all,£
it is possible to choose all g to be i n /•{. , P c may be similarly expressed:
-1 ^ i -1 "as r,exp G , r~ , For a representation P ^  B( QsS l(p.)G%P ) B”~ «where
i . Jdenotes the jth different irreducible representation appearing in the
reduction of T ( P^ appears p. times and has dimension n.) , c is of the
form c “ B( ^  e' )b “’^ = B( C-jvE cT(p.) (2§ I (n . ) ) B”  ^, cl and cV can
-a- Ji  ^ -'-"J ' J •••- J -7.- '-^ 3 '^3'—1be expressed in canonical form cl - rI«exp g I , rl” andA. J A..J — J —  J
o'! “ rV.exp g’! .r""^ ,■^3 '^3  'v-J ' v j  ^
Every irreducible representation of a simple complex Lie algebra £
(and hence of £  and all other real forms £* of £  ) can be labelled 
either by its dimension n (i,e, P ) or by its highest weight M , M may 
be expressed in terms of the fundament a 1 we1ght s X . of £  ()\.(h.)=#. .1 1 J 1 J 9
Ipj = 1,0.0.€ ) : M - m^  ^ or ( m^ , mu ,o..o...,m^ ),
■12 —
CHAPTER 2
THE CASE WHEN 'AN]X)P ARE THE DIRECT SUM OF TWO SIMPLE COMPLEX
LIE ALGEBRAS
2,1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1 , the remaining cases for embedding 
a real semi-simple Lie algebra X,' in a real non-compact semi-simple 
Lie algebra £  are when either £ ’ or X  (or both) - are exceptional 
or not simple *
This chapter is concerned with the case in which at least one 
ofthe real Lie algebras has a complex extension which is the direct 
sup.'w- ""^ of two simple complex Lie algebras * This theory can easily 
be extended to the cages in which mohe than two simple Lie algebras 
occur in the direct sum , This problem has been discussed briefly by 
Barut and Raczka [l] for the embedding of SL(2,C) , which is the 
universal covering group of the homogeneous Lorentz group. By using 
certain well-known isomorphisms between simple Lie algebras, they 
obtain by inspection some of the possible embeddings o As will be 
shown in section 2,9 their list is far from complete .
Cection 2o2establishes the form of the Lie algebra of a semi™ 
simple compact Lie group G^^@ G^^ ( G^^ and G^^ both being simple 
and compact) ,classifies its automorphisms and examines the real 
forms generated by its involutive automorphisms « The involutive "• 
automorphisms are of two types : those which generate real forms 
of the type £  ^  ^ ( X  ^and X  ^  being simple ) , and those
which generate real simple forms , An example of the latter is 
8L(2,C), which has A. ©  A^ as its complex Lie algebra* The second 
type of automorphism can be expressed in terms of the automorphism 
Z 5 which is defined as Z( ^ @  L) - ( b ©  a) , where a © b is in 
£  -1 £ g and and JL  ^ are isomorphic. The form of Z is1
examined in detail*
Section 2,3 deals with the embedding of a real simple Lie algebra 
in real forms of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra 0 JC ^  , and sectlo#
2,4 deals with embedding real forms of a semi-simple complex Lie algebra  ^
£>1^  © JLg in real forms of another serai-simple complex Lie algebra 
, of which there are four types * The extension of +he 
automorphism Z and the form of the centraliser are discussed in each case* 
In sections 2*5 ? 2.6 2*7 ? and 2*8 the four embeddings are examined
separately and examples of each given * The embedding discussed in section 
2.6 is equivalent to embedding a real form of a semi-simple complex Lie 
algebra in a real form of a simple complex Lie algebra ,
The examples include embeddings of the Lorentz group 8L(2,C) and 
further examples of this are given in section 2,9 .
ft
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2.2. The complex Lie algebra of a compact semi-simple Lie group and its real forms
2.2.1 The Lie algebra of ®  ^ 2c ^^Ic *^ 2c simple and compact).
|; The real Lie algebra of Is denoted by (i = 1,2), and the real Lie
1 algebra of G ®  by T . If the generators off. are (j = l,....m.),I .L / w L*  ^ 1C  ^ 1
then any element of in a neighbourhood of the identity _I can be 
I ' expressed in the form
1
i ‘"i . . ™i
I ii " f  T g p / b  = I(N.) f t .......
II Hence an element g. ®  g^ in G ®  G„ in a neighbourhood of the identity I(N, N^)4 ^1 .1C Z C 1 2àI can be expressed asI
! gi ®  |2 = I(N^ N^) -V 2 ®  LCN^)) . 2 x f l g p C K N p  .
j-1 k-1
and the generators of the Lie algebra of ®  , and hence of its complex
extension f, are thus given by = af^^ ®  l(N^) (j = l,...m^) and x^^^ = I(N^)
(2)a^ (k-1,. m^), which obey the commutation relations
= 0;
2^ ■
^  ^hn^^ = l,...m^ and h,n = 1,.. .m^), where
r i 1Cj^^ are the structure constants of (i = 1,2) . Thus I is a semi-simple 
Lie algebra containing two commuting sub-algebras, each of which is an ideal.
There is a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to £ having generators =
©OCN^) (j = 1,. . .m^ ) and = O(N^) 0  a^^^ (k - 1,.. .m^), where O(N^)
denotes the zero matrix of dimension Thus the complex Lie algebra of
G^ 0  G^ may be considered in either of the isomorphic forms:
|i 7 = c q ®  ICN^) + CICN^)®^^),
i'-i j: = ® 0[N^ )) + (O(N^ ) ® f p  = ® JCj'
-14'
Since the latter form is more convenient it will he used unless 
otherwisei stated* The real Lie algehra of G. ®  G will hence-
forth he denoted 'by ^  jq ^  ^  2o ' complex extension by X   ^,
A representation p (^8) p ^  of a subgroup of ^pc corresponds to
a representation p ^  p ^  of the corresponding subalgebra of’cf^^oOg*
2.2*2 Automorphisms of (© gc “
If T^ and T^ are automorphisms of £  and <£ respectively,
then they have obvious extensions T^ and T^ , which are automorphisms !
of Jj ., <© cC namely T_, ( a 0 b) = T^a @  b and
Tp ( 8 G b ) = £ (3 Tgb , for all £ 0  b in £  0) * Automorphisms
of the form T^*T^ will hereafter be classified as automorphisms of 
type (i) ,(the special case of T^ or T_ being the identity is included]
If £  2c and oG are isomorphic then there is an automorphism
Z defined by Z( a m b  ) = #"^(b) @  #(a) , for all a in £  . and b-v "L. r\-. -V -1.  ^ _J0 'T—
in oÊ 5 where 0 is the isomorphism 0( o6 = £  , Automorphisms
of the form ZoT^oT will be called automorphisms of type (ii) «
^  In theorem 2 Appendix 3 it is proved that all automorphisms of
0^1 0 £  p and hence of £  are of tyre (i) , unless oC^ and
are isomorphic , when they are of type (i) or of type (ii) only,
2*2*3 Involutive automorphisms of £  ^ @ and the real formsIc 2c
generated by them
(a) Automorphisms of type (i)
The involutive condition applied to the automorphism T^*!. 
implies that both T^ and T^ are involutive * The real form generated 
by T.j^ *T^  is .y~^T£T?2 ( ic ^  ^  2c  ^ ° definition
(l*l) given by ^  (l-i)T^*T^ + Thus
v / r T T f  ( ® 2 C - .  )+
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= |i(l-l)T^ + ~(l+i)ljX^^ @  ||(1-1)T2 + |(l+i)l|i 2^
Thus automorphisms of type (i) generate real forms @ where £
isv/r.j,o£^^ (i=l,2) which are semi-simple hut not simple*
(h) Automorphisms of type (ii)
The involutive condition applied to Z.T^aT^ is satisfied if and 
only if T^ = T“  ^ . Thus T^ and T^ are either both inner automorphisms 
or both outer automorphisms . For T^ - T^^ , ZoT^aT^ (a 0  b) is
Tl^b © T-,a = T'^.Z.T. ( a ©  b) , for all a 0  b in £ .  ^  <BcC1 -"V i.'v .1 J. A- -V' 1 C  <dO o
So all involutive automorphisms of type (ii) are expressible in the
form W'"'^ *Z.W ( where W is T^ ) , and so condition N(h) of Cornwell
£ 9 3 applies . Thus^ 1  automorphisms of type (ii) generate isomorphic
real forms * It is therefore sufficient to take the simplest case in
which T^ is the identity , and examine £ z  (£ ) * Taking
the generators of £  0 £  _ to be and x^t^, as defined inic c:c '^3 — D
section 2*2*1 , Z has the form L(2 N ) , where N is the dimension 
of £ ^ and £  2c where L(m) Is defined for even m as
L(ra)
I( I m ) , 0 (^ I m )
(2.1)
Thus the generators of ( I  ®  1  g* ) can he taken as
x f  ) = + x h )  and x f  ) r,l( ) ) forOu.1 /V 1 1 '0-1 -O- 1
i=: I50O.OON p which obey the commutation relations
•l6-“
[if’- i f ’] = <=ij
" 4 i (i.i = 1.---M)k=l
where the are the structure constants of £ . /Z (X ^  £ ) is thus a simple1-J X C J L C ^ C
real Lie algebra associated with a simple group G(C). Examples of Lie groups 
of the type G(C} are SL(f+lp C) with £^ = f^ S0(2£+l, C) with £^ - £^ = B«,
S0(2tf C) with ~ ^2 “ » and Sp ( £, C) with £^ = = C^„
2.2.4 The form of the automorphism Z
First taking the Lie algebra X^ with generators xj^^ and (as defined
in sectiona.2, IJ j, the definition of Z implies Z(a ®  I) = (I ®  a) and Z(I ®  a) =
(a 0  I) for all a in X If Z is expressible as T(#) for some then can• "V J. vy I»
be shown to have elements of the form w^^^^ = kô^^ 6^^ (a,b,c,d =
the index notation being as in a direct product, and k being a constant. w is 
an dimensional matrix with N diagonal elements non-zero (the iiii th elements) 
and it may be completely diagonalized by the interchange of the ij th and ji th 
rows (i j; i,j - After diagonalization the matrix obtained is
k ^(N^ ) 3 which has determinant k^, where y = . Since there are x = % ( N ^- N)
interchanges in the diagonalization, the determinant of w is given by det _w = 
(-1)* k^. For obvious reasons it may be convenient to choose k such that w is 
special, (i.e. det w = 1), orthogonal or unitary. For to be orthogonal, k 
must be ±1; for w to be unitary, k k* = 1, which implies k = exp (ito), where u 
is real. k can always be chosen such that jji is unitary, orthogonal, and 
special, provided N mod 4 is not 2. In this case w can not be both special 
and orthogonal.
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Secondly, taking the generators of © X ^  to be and  ^ (as defi: d^
in sectionO.2.1), the definition of Z implies
Z(a #0) = (0 €> a) and Z(0 ©  a) = (a ©  0) (i = 1,.. 0 = 0 (N),
If Z can be expressed as T(w) for some w, then w can be shown to be of the 
form
G(N) , c[00
c'L(N) , 0(N)
where c and c' are arbitrary constants. If c and c' are chosen to be -1 and 
1 respectively, / gcN) , i(N)
W * I
"  I -I,(N) , 0(N)
and Is special, orthogonal and unitary.
2.3. The embedding of real forms of X in real forms of X^ €> X^, X , X^, and X^ 
all being simple
2 3.1 Basic theory
The embedding representation of X^ will be denoted by
r(.cp = p^CX^)
where p.(a) belongs to X for all a in X' (i = 1,2). The generators afA" X '•t.-' 1 C C *^1
(i = l,...m) must satisfy the condition
LT(al),
which they do if and only if P^(ap] ~ &j])
and [p.(a'), pg(a')] ~ p„C[af, at]). Thus p and p. are both representations
of the simple Lie algebra £" and hence each is either a faithful representation
18-
or is a trivial representation by theorem 3 Appendix 3 o For T to 
be faithful either p ^ or p . or both must be faithful o If 
either p  ^ o rp^ is the trivial representation , then this is 
equivalent to embedding a simple Lie algebra in a simple Lie algebra 
which has been dealt with in ^10 , 11 y, 12^ and in chapter 3 o 
Both p ^ and p ^  will therefore be taken as faithful représenta ions 
in the following analysis »
An Automorphism S ’ of  ^ can be extended in the following way
s ’ ™ q » q text extl * ext2 ^
where S (i=l,2) is the extension of S ’ into <2 with
representation p ^«In the embedding condition (log), Y is such 
that Y r(X^) - r(aC^) s which implies that
Thus Y can be of either type (i) or type (ii) <> If of type (i),
it must be of the form Y= Ÿ... ,Y , where Y. p.(c£’) - p . ( J i M n  IJLjji J - C *
(1= 1,2 ) a If Y is of type (ii) then it is of the form 
Y - where Y^^^p ^(a^ = p ^ (^) and Y^^^ p g/a) - p.^ (a^ ),
( for a in X   ^ ) , which implies that p  ^ and p  ^ are equivalent ,
or in the case of «%-Ag_ or Eglvi;i)pj^  and p  ^ or p ^  and p
are equivalent o As S ’^   ^ is of type (i) , there are only two 
cases to be considered « :
(a) 8 of type (i) .
Y will also be of type (i) and so the embedding condition ü
(log) becomes
-19-
e e _c' c/ Y Y 1' 2 " extl'^ext2'*l'*2
which is equivalent to and = ^ext2’^ 2‘ These are the
embedding conditions(1,2. ) for embedding £' in and X^ separately. Hence a 
necessary and sufficient condition for embedding X' in X^ @  X^ with embedding 
representation p © p is that X' can be embedded in X and in X with 
representations p and p. respectively.
(b) S of type (ii)
Y is of type (ii) and so the embedding condition(l.2 )becomes
The trace of both sides is zero, and since the left-hand side is involutive, 
the right-hand side must also be, which implies
g/ y(2) g/ yCl) _ Y
extl' ' ext2** "• ' 
and - = I’ J
It is convenient to consider the representation in the form
where p^ and p^ are in canonical form and completely reduced. The cases where
and are equivalent and where and are equivalent will be considered
separately.
(i) £ equivalent to ^ 2
C O  Til f 21In this case and p^ are equal, and thus Y  ^ and Y^  ^ must be of the form
= T(B^)Y^ TCB^"’). where Y ^ J  = Similarly
^exti the form T(B^)S^ T(B^"^) (i = 1,2), where is the extension of S'
*“*• 2 0 “■*
into using the representation £^, Equation(^l) then simplifies to
--I. (2 .3)
( i i )  £  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  £ ^ *
(This is applicable only if = X^ = A^er£^)«In this case pj and £^ are 
equal. ifius and (i = 1,2) must be of the form
- TfBj) K,Y=T(Bp; Y^ ^^  = T(Bp .Y^K.TCB"') J = TCgp . S?T(|-p ;
Séxt2 = TCBpKS"KT(B-').
Equation ll.l) then again simplifies to ( Zô), as in the case (i) where p^ and 
£_ are equivalent.
The condition (2/3)can always be satisfied by a suitable choice of Y^, 
provided X' can be embedded in some real form of JC . Tlius a necessary and
sufficient condition for X' to be embeddable in /Z(X^^ ® JC^ )^ is that X ' can be 
embedded in some real form of X ^ with representation p^. The only possible 
forms of embedding representation are p, ©p. or p. 0  p*, the latter possibility<1,1 i -~-l '>'1
only being permitted in the case X ^ = X^ - A^ efE^ . The generators of X' = /sTc' 
are the same linear combination of /Z(T  ^Q £  ) = /S^~^(X © X ) as theLC Z (% 0Xu XC Z C
generators of X^ are of (X^^ 0  ^ 2c^'
2.3.2 Example : The embedding of real forms of A^ in real forms of A^ @ A_.
There are only two non-conjugate embeddings of SU(2) in SU(3),and thus 
there are three non-conjugate embeddings of SU(2) in SU(3) ®  SU(3) namely :
n  T i g ' )  3 (T ^ ig ' )  @ T ^ ( g ' ) j  ® (r^(g^') e r ^ ( ^ ' ) )
ru') = tpa') ©  ryg') ,
u i )  = ( r ^ { g ' j  O r * t g ' )  ,
w h ere denotes the n-dimensional Irreducible representation of SU(2)
.21.
Renultp for all possible embeddings of real forms of A.. in real 
forms of A are given in Cornwell 10 3 section 7ol and in 
[] 11 ^section 6 ol : the representation f (^ ) ©fj^Cg') provides 
embeddlngm of 8U(p) in 8U(3) and 8U(p,l) and of 8U(l,l) in 
SU(?pl) and SL(3 sR) g the representation (g’) provides for
embeddings of Sn(2) in 8U(3) and 8L(3,R) and of 8n(l,l) in 8n(p,l) 
and SL(3,r) « Using this information all embeddings of real forms 
of A^ in real forms of A^ @>A except 8L(3,C) can be calculated.
Since representations I and II satisfy P p - f 2 ' and representation 
III satisfies neither p ^  - p ° nor p ^ =; p ^ ;
SU(2) and SU(l,l) can be embedded in 8L(3,C) with representations 
I and II 5 but not with representation III, These results are
summarised in table 2^1 ,
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Tablei.l : Embeddings of real forms of A^ in those of A^ 0  A^
Embeddings exist with the 
Real forms of A^ 0  Ag
representations whose numbers are indicated. 
Real forms of A^
SU (2) = SU(1,1) = SL(2,R)
SU(3) ®  SU(3) I,II,III none
SU(3) ( & S U ( 2 ,1) I none
SU(3) ®  SL(3,R) II,III none
SU(2 ,1) < & S U C 3) I,III none
SU(2 ,1) # S U ( 2 ,1) I I,II,III
SU(2,1) <8 SL(3 ,R) III I,II,III
SL(3,R) (g) SU(3) II none
SL(3 ,R) (X) SU(2 ,1) none I,II,III
SL(3 ,R) ® S L ( 3,R) II I,II,III
SL(3,C) I,II I,II
NB. As discussed in the text, the relatively simple case corresponding to 
embeddings of real forms of A^ in real forms of A alone is not included.
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2oU Embeddings of ju j 0   ^ in ? the extension of Z
and the centraliser.
2oi|.®l Possible types of embedding
The general form of the embedding representation can be 
expressed as :
r(i: {c ® +  P21^ '^20^^ ® ( + p 2 2 ‘^'^ 2c))'
where p ,.(<£ ! ) is contained in X . ( l,j =1,2) * Since Q 01 3 1 c 3 o J-C
and 0 ($ X J ^ commute , it follows that f . . and P^- (3-1 9 2)2C T 3 c- 3
commute , The representation T must satisfy
£( C si ®  . aj @  ) = [ n  @ ;b| ) , r( © -bpj fll
® Si 8 g $ tg in a Igc ; and henc-e the f  ^ satisfy
(9 . . ( C a ,b3 ) =[Pj.(a), p . (b)3 (i,3=1 ,2) ,which implies that
P .. is a representation ofX  Î in X . , Some of the P ..r 13 10 JC \ 13
may be trivial representations and hence there are four distinct 
types of embedding 
Embedding 1 «
In this embedding only p and p  ^ are non-trivial and
thus r(J[, 0 ) is a subalgebra of X  ® 0 and f( 0 ®S1 ’ )
a subalgebra of 0 © X  po ° P 12 ^nd p being the only non- ;
trivial representations gives an embedding of the same type , 
Embedding 2,
In this case p and p are the only non-trivia 1
representations 9 and thus f ( j] ®’"^ 2c  ^ a subalgebra of 
S  2Q ^  0 @ This case is equivalent to the embedding of X  X  ;
in ^  \q ° Pip P 20 being the only non-trivial representations
gives a similar embedding *
Embedding 3.
All the p are faithful in this case ,
—2^^
Embedding ho
In this case p is the only trivial representation , Any of 
the other p .. being the only trivial representation give 
embeddings of the same form ,
2oUo2 The extension of Z’ for the above embeddings.
It is implicit in this section that X  ^ is isomorphic to^f* 
Embedding 1
Prom its definition must satisfy
^'ext(Pll('^lj^(^22("^2j)^ Pll("^2l^ ^22^^=^^'
and hence Z'^^^ is obviously of type (ii) and can be written 
%'ext = Fhere Z{ p == ^ gp p?, = P n  »
Clearly this is only possible if X^ is isomorphic to X ^  »
Thus Z^Eg f gg - p gg and Z^oZ^ p = p ) so Z^  can be
taken to be Z^  ^ , any additional factor being taken up in the 
oentralizer. Thus for the existance of Z’  ^ $ p must be 
equivalent to p  ^ or p  ^ the latter possibility being permitted 
only if X^ “ 2 ~ A^  or E^ ,When expressed in canonical form
r(a' ®b') = ( B-,©B„) (ph(a')œ p “ (b ' ) ) (B ©B_ ) "^ , ( the p W
being completely reduced ( i=l,2) . Then p must be equal to p ^
or p 2^  9 the latter possibility only being allowed for o£^ i^^=-]\^or E^, 
If f 21 8nd p 22 e^ UGLl then Z.| -- T^Bg^B^^) and
ndIf p and p 22* are equal then Z'^ = T(B j.K.TCg^ ) a
Z^ = T(B2).K.T(B-1) ,
_2
Z’ 2 must satisfy
%*ext(Pll(^lo) + f 2l(*^2o)) = Pll(^2o) + '
and hence p is equivalent to p gp or to pg^ ( for X  q = A ^
Embe
■25"
or Eg only ) « These cases are now • examined separately,
a)p 22 equivalent to p ,
The representation may he written as
'%(gl®gp)3 3 kkr( gi® g p  = B( as r^(giL®gp ez , ' (z-^)
where r f g ^ ®  g ' )  = r ^ ( g ' )  (g, r * ( g p )  » a n d
, (g,@ g') =(r^(g')®y'(g;)) ®  (rk'(g')®rk(g')) , (kfk')
■ v k k ' S 2 "  - " b -  ' 5 . 2 "  h -  '-Æ2
being the jth irreducible representation occurring in the reduction
of r j It is possible for some of the f^  to be the trivial representation
It is convenient to introduce the matrix w(n^,n ) ? whose elements are~  P Ï iw. .... - (f.. (f.. where 1,1-1,,on and j,k=l,,.,n , the index notationI J i v - L l X J i v  P ^
being as for a direct product ,(This is a generalization of the first
w of section 2.2,4 ) o Then with W(n,„?.n ) defined as A- P *1
^  P' q I
Z' can be extended to give
Z' = T(b ) „T( ®  B w(n,,n ) % B W(n, ,n, , ) ).T(b )"'-^ (2.5)ex G J D s K K 1-'
where n^ denotes the dimension of P^ ^ 
b) Ÿ 11 equivalent to p
This case only applies for Ju 2 -- or Eg ,embeddings being of 
the form ,
r ( g j ® g p  = B (  © B  r ^ ( g | 8 > g p  ®  ' ( 2 . G )
where r °  (g{®gp = f(g{) (g^  ' ) ,
•2o-
® ( f  ' (gp <» r^^Cgp) .
Z’ can then be extended to give
%'ext = (S-7)
where defined for the case of f n  equivalent to p  ^ ond
Lxt = T(^).K,T(B) .
Embedding 5
Z'ext Must satisfy
^'ext^^ P 'gf) ®  ( L )  Psg'-'^ 20^^)
= (P iiCt pg) + P 21 (1 ® ( P’l2^ '^  20  ^ + P 22 “^^  IcU .
and can thus be of either type (i) or type (ii) ,
If of type (i) p p 21 snd p must be equivalent (i=l,g) or in
the case of X 2 - A ^ or E^ , 'P 11 ^ud p * may be equivalent «
%'ext then he taken as Z^extl'%'ext2 ' "’tiere Z l^tl^^=1,2)
is the extension of Z' into X . for an embedding of type ,
Z'eitl = ^h'extl) T(w’extl)”Rxti “
A Z’^^2 of type (ii) exists if and only if P qq is equivalent to
p 22 Gnd p 22 is equivalent to p ? or in the case where X  ^ is
or Eg p P 22 ^ud p 21^^ both be replaced by their complex conjugates* 
r can thus be expressed in the form
r(a'®h') = + p°^(h')) ©( p °g(a' ) + UO(B^@Bg) 1
i
where P 11 = pgg P 22 f^l2 "="^*21 P 2I ' P L
canonical form and completely reduced , Z’ is then given by 
 ^ext" Z.Z^.Zg , where Z^= TCb^^^ ) and ) ifpii = P gp
s n a p L  == P L  = T(Bg) ,K.T(b7) and Z^ = T(B^).K.T(Bg) If
P i i = f 2 2 ^"^ p L = e n
-27
Embedding 4
Z ’ , must satisfy ext
^ ' e x t ^  P  l o ^  ®  12^ ^  I c ^  ^ 22^^=^ 2o ^ ^ ^  2o ^  ^ ^ P l 2^ 2c^
IciO T ) ) o
Since there is no automorphism of oB ^ *^20 "^'^ ioh satisfies this 
condition , there is no extension for Z’, and hence no embeddings 
of type 4 for >/z^  ((X (^ o£ «
2,4o3 The form of the centraliser for embeddings 1,2,3 and 4 ,
The centraliser C(G-' , G ) for the embedding of G' in GG c c c
( G’ and G both being simnle ) consists of elements c which canG C
—  1be written in the form jo - jc»exp g ,r'" , where g is a chief
centralizer generator, (Cornwell )o When G’ and G^  are serai-
simple , being the direct product of at most two simple compact 
Lie groups , the centraliser elements may also be written in a 
canonical form. This form will now be investigated ,
Embedding 1
The embedding representation is of the form
I l K i ® g f = P l f  « f  ®  ^here P i f g f  G.^ (l=l,2). A
member of the centralizer must be of the form c.(^ c_, since it 
1r a member of G-, G , and must satisfy T(c.)p..(gl)-^.(g!),-L C  ^  C JL X  -L rs^ A. _L ^  X
1=1,2 o Hence c. a C(G! ,G, ) , All members of the centralizerX  X C X O
C(G’ ®  G' 9 G., ®G^ ) can thus be expressed as Ic^ 2c Ic 2o— 1 — 1 — Lo_ = r. .exp g,.r7 ®  ,exp g^oïA = r,exp g.r~" forX  dL i- XV.(L o-'d XV..
r=r.<2) r and g= g. ®  I + I (&g' .X  C X C,
Emb e (
The argument used by Cornwell CG] applies for G ’ being simple 
or semi-simple ? and for G being simple , and so holds for embeddings 
of this type „ L'
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The embedding representation is of the form
^ l a G f   ^ h e ®  L c  '
and hence the centralizer elements are of the form o.ig) c„ , where
= P i f s h  ^ t  2l(gp 1=1,2 , Thua
jc^  e C(G.|^® G ’ 5 G^^ ) for embedding representation P qq ^ F p±
so the centralizer elements can be expressed in the form
-1 -1 -1 Oi®Oo = rq.exp gifTi r.oexp g_ .r^ = r.exp g ,r..^J- rv- d  XV-JL XV, J., X-'- X V - ( X  /\^d XV rv xv
Embedding h
This case follows through as for embedding 3 with Ppp p end
so the centralizer is of the same form ,
Thus the centralizer elements for embeddings 1,2,3 and 4 can all
-1be expressed in the canonical form c = r.exp g.r ,
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2.5.1 Basic. Theory,
The general form of the embedding representation is |
 ^ " Pll^'^lc^ ^  F 22 "^=^ 20^  ' j
S and s ’ appearing in condition (I.2) , may either be of type (i) o
type (ii) , and hence there is the possibility of Y being of type(i) i
*■?or type (ii) also . ( It may be recalled that from the definition of Y|
Y„f (a* # b ’) = r(a* # b ’) , for all a ’ #  b ’ e c2 ’ Q  ). A Y of■Xlx <Vx XU- XVx XV X.— XTx- X|_x _LU CLVx
type (ii) would be of the form Y= Z*Y^^^ oY^^^ , where Y^  ^^ 11 *^^  Ic^
13 and is f i f b  ) • Such )
obviously do not exist p and so Y must.be of type (i) . 8 and 8 ’^ ^^
must therefore both be of the same type , so there aretwo cases to Iconsider*- j
a ) S ’and S of tyne(i)
If s' is given by 8^Js' , then its extension is given by ..j
®iextl-®Lxt2 in the extension of into with |
the embedding representation p qq ° Taking Y as Y^.Y^ , condition h
(lo2) becomes = SjQxtl°^2ext2°^l°^2 ' ^bich is equivalent to j
Sm = Siextl'^l .Y^ . These are the conditions for
embedding in c#  ^ ( i=l,2 ) with representation /
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for embedding 
in c£ q cBp with representation P ^  P 22 that .! can be j
embedded in ^  . with representation P j_j_ (1=1,2).
b ) s' and S of type (ii)
If S' is given by Z' .8]^ ..S' then its extension may be taken as 
Z,Z^.Z^.8j^2^ i"82ext2 section 2,4.2 ). Assuming 8 is of the form
Z.S.oS and Y is of the form Y^.Yg, the condition (l,2) will be
examined for the two types of permitted embedding , namely Pqq snd
îk « "'’I^ 2 p equivalent and p qq and pgp equivalent . j
-3 0 .
p and p gg equivalent
This implies that P and P  ^ are equal , In this casec ?;
G )  , Z^=T(B^.B;h , = T(Bf ,shT(B-l;
c m/x.-l\ , ..C ^ / P , \ ^ / P , \ oCY,= T(B,).Y°.T(B:^) , where Y? P . f  cEf = f  ..(<£!) anfl Is the1 XV X J. XI- X X ’ X  X X V X  X X X ÿ,£-
extension of 8j into c£  ^with embedding representation (1=1,2). J
Thus embedding condition (1.2) becomes : j
Z.8^,82 = Z°Z^»Z2'^iextl'%ext2 *^lJ^2 * implies that ;
8^=(z^.8^2%tl'^l)= = ( %2"G2ext2'^2)~^° Since 8^ = 8^^ is arbitrary
Ithis can be satisfied for 5
sfY° = (Sg.Yg (2 .8) 4
Since the choice of 8 = S^" is arbitrary , this condition can always î 
be satisfied for a suitable choice of 8 and ( for example S^=Y^=l)o i 
Different choices of 8^ and Y^ provide conjugate embeddings . .
p q-jaud P equivalent j
This implies that p and p ^ 2^  are equal « In this case | 
Z|=T(Bg).K.T(Bh) , Z^=T(B^).K„T(B“^) , T(B^) ,sf T(B"^) , •;
® L x t 2= T(Bp).K.8°.K.T(B^l) , Yj = T(B.j_) „Yf tCB^) and Yg = ■
T(Bg) ,K„Yf K.T(Bg^) , where Y? and 3? are as defined for p n  and if
p 22 equivalent * Condition (l,2) again simplifies to give (2*8),and ;i
the argument follows as for p and p g2 equivalent . :
Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for an embedding of t
c£ © £  2g^  ln/z(c/i^ 0  oE 2c) with representation p S  p 22 7
is that p and p 2 he equivalent or in the case of c£ A ^  i
or Eg (1=1,2) p and p 22 he equivalent representations of
given that £  I = <£ ’ can be embedded in = 06 _ with iIc 2c Ic 2c
representation p , The generators of the embedded subalgebra h
are the same linear combination of the generators of s /z (  0  )
as the generators of JZ Ob jo are of j? ^2o "
 ' "
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-12«5.2 Example : The embedding of* real forms of in real forms of
There are three non-conjugate embeddings of SU(2) 0  SU(g) in SU(3)^SU(3.) ?h
of type 1 J namely those with embedding representations :
II) r ( g > g h  = £3(^1) ®  r^(gp
III) r ( g i ® g f =  ( I f g f  ® Ifg{) )<&£3(gf I/u-
All embeddings of real forms of A. O  A~^  in real forms of A^ A^ of 
type 1 are summarised in table 2.2 *
I
From Cornwell j^ioj section 7.1 and jjll] section 6.1 the following |
results are used : SU(2) may be embedded in SU(3) with representations 
0 and and in SU(2jl) with representation and in
SL(3jR) with representation n SU(l,l) can be embedded in 8U(2,l) %
and SL(3,r) with both these representations. Thus embeddings of real 
forms of A-| Q A_. ,generated by automorphisms of type (i) can easily Ibe found . j
In representations I and II p .. and p _ are equal, Thus1± /d
SL(2pC) can be embedded in SL(3?G) with both these representations  ^
However in representation III pqp is equivalent to neither 
Ÿ 2 2 " ^ there are no embeddings of SL(2?C) with this representation^
CO
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rO CO
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CO
CN
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2.6, Embedding 2»
In this case It may "be assumed that  ^0 Jul Is a suhalgehra of a 
simple Lie algebra <& ,
2.6.1 S ' inner
(a) S inner
~1Since the centralizer can be expressed in the form jc-~r,exp g,r 
(section 2,4 *3) ? this case goes through in exactly the same way as the |
simple case of embedding a simple Lie algebra in a simple Lie algebra
that was given in (^lo] section 6.
(b) S outer I
There are two cases to consider , namely X  =A^ (or Eg) andX 
As in [ll] andj^l?^ Y will be of the form T(c,y),K for X =A ^  (or Eg) and
- -tT(p .c ) for X = D; J the definitions for y and p being given in [111 ■
section 3(c) and[12]section 3(b) respectively ( and in section 1,3)« J
For X -- A ^  (or Eg) the embedding condition becomes 
T(r(u') ,expr(h’) ,r(u* )'^ aC ,y) ,K , , which is the same form as in ;
the simple case g and hence the arguments and conditions of [ll3  j
section 3(c) apply ,
For X -Lj? the embedding condition becomes
8= T(r(u').expr(h'),r(u')~,p,c) p and this too is of the same form as
the simple case g the arguments and conditions being as given in [12] ■-j
section 3(b) «
2.6.2 8' outer of type (1)
S ’ is of the form 8’= 9^,8’ , where at least one of the 8^
(i=l,2) is outer , Thus X  ^  and/or X g must be Ag ,Eg or D ^ , The 
different possibilities for 8  ^ ,8’ ?X-! ? i will be examined separately;
(a) 3^ and 8  ^both outer ? - A^(or Eg) and X g^Ag (or Eg)
s '  is of the form T(u ') ,T( d-! êè d ' ) *K . ,exp (ad(h ' ) ) .T(u ’ )'V A, ± /V (T ex U /A. -A-/
which is of the sa.me form as the simple case of embedding real forms
'-y#I
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of A y generated by outer autoniorpbxsms » The argument thus follows that ï 
given for the simple cases in section 3(l) and 3(d) in [ll] ( for 'J
embeddings in A^ and Eg ) and section 5(b) in [llj ( for embeddings / 
in and 0^ ) and section 6(c) and (d) ( for embeddings in ) p 3
SL(f’+lpR) SL( t’’+l?R) and + ^  Q follow as S
for 8L(^'+lpR):and 8L(r+l,R)(&)Q^^g, and 8L({"+lpR) ^
follo" 88 for q %(^^+l)° 4
T Ib) 8^ outer, 8 ’ inner , X  ^  = A^ or Eg , |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- i
S ’ is of the form T(u')T(d-J <*0 l) .K-, ,T(exp h ’)T(u’) , the extension |-'V' 'v, J_ -X- _L —w «X- 1^;
of which exists if and only if either f o r  Ÿ 2I equivalent to its i 
complex conjugate The extension is then given by ']
, where T(y^)( p n + p g i ) -  P]l+ Pgi'l 
or by T(r(u’)or(dn 0  I ) oyv>, ) ,K . <»T(exp r(h').u’"^), where # ^^  ^J-  ^ ^ c qA t -V 'V* ,/i
T(y^)( p P 21^” P 2] P ? this latter possibility only applying j 
when £  - Ag or Eg , The two possibilities will be examined separately, |
S ' e x t "  f  -i
If 8 is outer the embedding condition becomes 
s= T(r(u’) ,r(dn i).yg),K _u.oT(expr(h’).Cpu’~^) (2,9)
which ,using equation (16) in [ll], reduces to 0 similar form to 
enuation (25) in \ 111 , with y and h ’ replaced by y„ and h ’( h- In! ^ h ’ ) ^
•J 'v - ‘t- c:C c  'V  -L A'
By considering the explicit forms of y , c ,exp T(h’) and B(dn ^  %), the;V 'V A- ^  'V ^ JL ^
argument follows as infill section 3(c) , with y replaced by y_ .The
embedding conditions are then A,B and C of 11 section 3(c) , with y 
everywhere replaced by y^ , the proceedure for embedding is :
1) Choose an h ’ such that T(d-] (&) l) «exp(ad h* ) generates S> \ <S X, 
from cl ^ f ,
-36- . 4
2) Choose a representation r of X 0 X ’ corresponding to a. set of |
conjugate embeddings in X  ^  and construct the set of chief I
centralizer elements g ( as givenfor explicit forms of T In [ 81 ), ^ ^ é
3) Put Y and see if conditions AfB and 0 can be simultaneous ■
satisfied for any g. Repeat with n = -1 if applicable, I
}4) If the conditions of 3) are satisfied , £ @ X   ^ is a subalgebra of j
t£ p where £  is generated from X ^  by T(P (d..^l)y„ ) ,K ..exp ad r(h’)o i
(in fact the generators of £ î ® 2 the same linear combination 1
of the generators of X  as the generators of 0 oC ’ are of %
those of cf) *) If the conditions of 3) are not satisfied then
j 0 2 is not isomorphic to any subalgebra of cU with any ^
representation conjugate to V 
5) Repeat stages 2) ? 3) and 4) with all other non-conjugate representations! 
(if any exist ),
-1ii) &) l),g-g^ .exp P(h’) ,r(u’)" )
For the case when «C = A ^  or Eg and S outer , the embedding condition i
J
reduces to the same form as in (2.9), with y replaced by y^ , where
*L  ^ ^y ’ c'"' y.| o; and hence the argument follows through as in the above case,J- ^  ^ -O'
If S is inner the embedding condition becomes 
s= T(r(u').r(a' »  i) y,«c.exp r(h').r(u')-i) ,-w A- A J_ fr 'A /V A- 'V
which simplifies to a similar form to equation (40) in  ^lljp d’ being 
replaced by d ’ ® I , B°” y B by y. and c by c" , The argument then 'A. P  A. ^  -V A. J. -A- 'V-
proceeds as in [l]] section 5(b) , with SL('C’+1,r ) replaced b^
SL(f’ +1,P) + Xg and by *^l(£’ + l) ®
For embeddings corresponding to £  = Dg , and 8 outer , modifications
as in [ll] section 6(c) must be made to the above argument , as dety^~“*L
c) 8  ^and 8  ^both outer , Jb | -D^ , ? jC A ™ D.,„
8 ’ is of the form T(u ’(Q’^ Q ' )  exp h* , u ’"^ ) = T(u ,Q exp h ’,u'~^) ,/V Av rv A-
where Q= Q ’ 0.’ , and the argument follows that for the simple case ■-V- -L •V' gi ■'
given in tl2-] section 5(b) , for embeddings corresponding to X- or C,and
s '  18 of the form T(u*(q! 0  l),exp h'ou'*^)= T(u*oQoexp h',u'L •‘X--
8= T(r(u'),r(d' &) l)y. oq^c ooxp r(h')*r(u'"^) and involut iveness
2(yviq^o)-A- -L 'v "xys.
exp(-2f(h')) for 8L( C'4-1,R) (f.i£ ’
For the existence of y^  and q , the irreducible representations F'
g^) = éj r^(g'(where r^^(g' éà O rJ(g') (g> (gp ) must he such that either
‘15
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section 7(c) and 7(d) for embeddings corresponding to £ = A . . I
d) s '  outer j, S ’ inner , £ ' - Dp » .i
where Q™ ^  I , and the argument follows as in c) .A. A, 1 ■'V >/Ve) 8^ and 8l both outer, = A^ or Eg and £  ' = ,
S ’ is of the form T(u'(d^ 0 ’)),K.„exp(ad h')oT(u’ ^), It canrt-- 1 1 •'A- "-I—
easily be shown Hmt all possible extensions of S' can be written 
as either T(F (u')r(d’ <g) I)y., oq,expF’(h') ,7(u' ”^) ) or as
T(r(u')r(dJ! 0  j) oy-i os) «K . .T(exp r(h'),F(u'~^) ) , where/V ^  n—L ^  -1 L exli AL- X.-- 'v-
T(yi) ( Ç> ii(£ ^ ) + P 2p( g) )- ^ j.) f^2l^"^ 2^  ^
 ^  ^P 11 ^ 1 ^ P 11^^ i) P 21^"^^?2^“^  2^
The two oases will be considered separately , 7
7
i) S' , =■ T(r(u')r(a^ éè- l) .yn •q.expr(h') .r(u' ^)).© X u  ^  JL -w X n—* -'■V-
If 8 is inner the embedding condition becomes i
i| I ^^
implies
/’ »\ vr^ ( _ o r  {  \~>  ^ J ±. \ j  y -| _L. , J.L / "vl.'ctJ 2
(2.10)
q exp(-2r(h^).r(-lCn))for QUf&i+iy&Xg
where n- ( A'+l) ( t'’ + l) , h' e 0 © X ’ and n - ± 1A.-c: £1 »
jk
each is eqivalent to its complex conjugate or F^^ and F^ ^ (^~r^ (g) F^) 
appear in pairs , and either each F^ is self-conjugate or F^^ and 
F^^ appear in pairs ( F^(t(Q’) g') - F^(g’) ) p as defined in [l2 ^  %
and [5] ) o
Fii st taking gg SL(-^'+1,r) , ther are four types of irreducible 
representation appearing in the reduction of F ,each is treated separately.
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k ir self"-con.i-ggate and equivalent to ,
This implies the existence of y and q as in [li'] such that ;A/ 3 m fV j m
^ and ^(q^ j^ ) (F^^) = F^^ , and y^^ and commute/
with ol^ 0  ^(n^.n^) = o a n d  can he chosen such that q^^=I '
and y , Since the y acts only on F*^ and the q acts only on'%■A'jX /Ujx
F^ , they can he chosen to he of the form y = y*. 0  I(n. ) and .3.'u J K /-V ] 'V' K /g
q.A= l(n.) ^  q’ , which commute $, The argument follows as in [lOj /'V J '4|
section 5(h) ,case (l) and [ig]section 3(0) , resulting in the condition'-
At If F^ is self conjugate and F^ and F^ "^  equivalent then
not self-conjugate and F  ^ andF^ e oui va lent.
*1 IcThe and must occur in pBirs ? so the part of q
corresponding to (l(p^^) F^^) (g) (^(p^^) F'^  ^ ) is of the form
q . = l/gnjon^,oPj^) and the corresponding part of y^ is
Jjk " ( Æ^^jk^®7j ^  ^  ^j ^   ^ " Equation
(2,10) then implies c^.^g ™ ^ejlXnj,n^,p.^) and thus 
exp g^’ = c exp (-@g') y which gives the conditfon ;
B : if F^ is not self-conjugate and F^ and F^^are equivalent, then
Pjk = I'jk 6^* = ^ ^ j  '
Jjr "4 *4r self-conjugate and F"J and F'-' not equivalent «
The F^^ and F^ ^^ ' must occur the seme number of times in the 
reduction of F , the part of y. corresponding to (I(p .^ )<&J F^^ ) Q)_L 'A - J  iv  A -
(l(p , ) (g) is of the form y - L(2n.,n, .p.,) . The corresponding
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part of q is then of the form (l(p , ,n ) ®  q\ ) @  (l(p , ,n )0q!. ),,J-K: J j-K- J -V J
the argument follows that of [ll^ 5(h) (2.) and the following condition 
applies : j
G : If is self-conjugate and is not enuivalent to , then
p m u s t  he even and equal to p^^^ , and and gl^ satisfies
-exp g -  = U  exp g -  L(pjj^) .
not self-conjugate and and not equivalent ,
fDk  ^ pjk^ pj=*^ k jtj^ k ygLj occur the same number of times in
the reduction of T , The part of corresponding to
L(2p .A ,n. on, ) ©L(2p .n . *n, ) , and the corresponding part of q is'''W J Iv J iv J 0
l/4p^ j^ on.. ,2^) o Equation (2,10) then implies o%k'2-jE "^î-^^jk^ 1
«^ >3 -Sj^k'&jk " l(Pj%) and 80 = v^exp ) and
exp g j ^  - \  exp ^ , which gives the condition
D : If is not self-conjugate and and are not enuivalent
expg>^j^= q, exp (.g’4) and exp 1  e x p % % p
Combining all four cases , the contribution to y^^g^c fromA- 1 ^
each irreducible représentation can be found as in the cases considered 
in [ll] 5(b) and ^12| 3(c) , Taking to be Qi + »
r^^(~»I (L'+l) ( t''+l) ) - T I (n on, ) <, the argument is essentially
^  J  i£  J  X
the same and conditions A ,3,0 and D apply with everywhere
replaced by \  T.,, where exp(-2r(h')) - T ., l(n.,n, ), The conditionJ X  ^  A- j X  J X
on the trace is the same for £  ^ = SL('^ * + 1,r ) or ^4~(^»+i) ^namely
E; Trace ( T(f(di (&l)yT,q,o,exp(r(h*))) = -(f
'/î
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For an embedding corresponding to X  ™ Eu , where T(y-, ,q) is an■A- X -t.,
outer automorphism , the argument follows through as above with c 
everywhere replaced by PoC and g ' and g” everywhere replaced by G-' and 
0" ( as defined in [12Jsect ion 2 ) » The proceedure for embedding is
" %then ; 7
1) Choose h' such that T(d^ <g>Q„) «K,, o6xp(ad h') generates ' (±}£n' w  A- J- f V -L _L 2
from 0) X  2^ .
2) Choose a representation V of X  ’ © X A .  corresponding to a set 4
of conjugate embeddings of X  €) X  in X   ^ , and then 
construct the set of chief centralizer elements g ( Explicit forms 
for r and the corresponding g are given in Cornwell^sj ), J
3) P u t +1 , work through the set of g and see if there exists one 
satisfying conditions A,B,C,D and E simultaneously for £^-81 (£'111^ ) |
and det y^ - +1 or their modifications for X  p - Qj (C'+l) or
^ det y^ =-l , Repeat for = -1 , i
4 ) If condition 3) is satisfied , then X  ^  A is a subalgebra of X , 
the generators of X g  =y^8^,8^ ((^lo ^ ^ 2 c   ^ being the same 
linear combination of £  = '^ext '^2ext ^c '^ Ic ®  ^  2c
If the conditions of 3) can not be simultaneously satisfied , then 
X ©  X  2 iG not isomorphic to any subalgebra of X  with a represen­
tation conjugate to I *
5) Repeat stages 2) , 3) and ’4) with the other non-conjugate embeddings 
of X  (3 £  2c in X   ^ J if any exist ,
ii) = T(r(u')r(a^ ® j )  y-, .§) .T(exp r(i/) .r(u' )
-e
ext  ^ Acl " ext - n.. ^
'o'This case obviously only applies for X  = A^ or Eg , The case of 
8 in^er is equivalent to i) , If 8 is outer , ^ pp and ^ * must be 
equivalent and p ^p ronst be self-conjugate. The involutive condition 
reduces to (y^  ®s oC ) (y-, ,3 ,e )”" = n I , and following similar.1. 'V _L 'ir* <v _
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argumem s to those given in i) , and those given in [ill section 3(c) 
and [lljj sect ion 7(b) , the following conditions apply for X   ^ -
8L(4'+1,R) :
As If and f^^ are equivalent and is self-conjugate ? then 7
Fjk even and exp 2g’j^ = ”
i  i  "t* k 4Bs If r'J and T are not equivalent and f is self-conjugate, then 3 
^jk ^j*k^^^^ equal and exp g ' = q ^ e x p ( - g '  ) ,
Cs If f"^ and ^  are equivalent and is not self-conjugate,then
^jk ^jk equal and exp g^^ = ej8xp(^^^^) . $
D : If and are not equivalent and is not self-conjugate, then J 
Pjj^  ? P ? P and p . ^ must all he equal and
exp g-j = p  ) and exp = »/exp(-g^j^) .
<üso the trace condition becomes
E ; trace (T(f(d^ ® l) ,y/»s) „K . ,exp(adr(h') ) ) - -<f ,X) X 0 X  U A- r-V'
For c£ ~ 0,1 the above conditions are modified by replacing 7
everywhere by \ £ « The procedure for, embedding is as in i) ,
2.6,3 8' outer of type- (ii)
The extension of Z is given in section 2*4,3 and is either of the/ 
form T(w^^^) or T(w^^^).K^^^ . In the first case and must be
equivalent , in the second case p andp must be equivalent ,(this
case obviously only applies if £ A^ or Eg ).
(l) Ÿ l l  P 2^ enuivalent
8* is of the form T(u'),Z'.T(exp h',u’” )^ , and S ’ is thus Î't— "A- ext ‘g
T(r(u* )w! . oexpKhl/Ki^) ^))o The embedding condition for T(w* ,) inner-a,- u A.' ^ext
and for 8 inner or T(w^^^) 8 both outer (i = D ^  ) is then :
TV#
-1:2.
s= T(r(u').w;^^.c.expr(h'),r(^')"^), (2=u)
and involutiveness implies (w* . , c ) ^  = n exp(-2r(h’) ) <, Since V>vOX u 'V U 'v ^
is of the form i2ok) and l(V(n ^ ,n^) «%(n^,nj )== I (for ail j,k),equation 
(2*11) reduces to the conditions :
A : If appears in tie reduction of f , then exp 2gl . -nr. .I(p..n^)«
B: and f must occur the same number of times in the reduction
Of r and exp exp(^^^ ) . |
C: Trace (T( w' . ,c,exp P(h')) ) = , jO JL u <w h
1ApB and C provide necessary and sufficient conditions for an embedding^ 
For an embedding corresponding to S - <, with either S or T ( w ^
outer ( but not both) 9 the above argument is repeated with c replaced^ 
everywhere by Pc and gl^ replaced by ,(c,f. [l2^section 3(b)), I 
For S outer and J. - or Eg  ^ the embedding condition becomes
8= w' .*exp r(h').c,y).K.T(r(u')"^) , (2*12),
and involutiveness implies (%Jext°2*Z)(Zext°°ty) = can be
chosen such that y.,= y.a%y^ » w ’ . and c .y then commute, and'u-jiv /V '^ exb "1 -u.
following arguments similar to those in jli] 3(c) and those for S inner 
(above) , equation (2*12) becomes equivalent to the following conditions-g
A' : If and P^’^^^are equivalent ,then must be real,and if
 ^jk^jk " then p m u s t  be even and gV^ must satisfy 
-exp g'lj^ = l(Pjjhxp g]!],. l(Pjfc) .
B' : If and are not equivalent then, p = p.^^^ and
exp(_g\%) .
The trace condition becomes
C : Trace ( T(w’ «.exp P(h') ,c,y).K) - -(f aG -K. C ^  '•x^ /V
43'
(2)p^^j andpg^ equivalent » (for ct - A ^  or Eg only)
8* f is given by T(P(u').w' f).K.T(ooe%pr(h').r(u')~l). The
embedding condition (I.2) for S outer becomes
8 - T(r(un.^^t^,K^T(^.ezpr(h').r^(u:)-h (2.13)
and InvolutivenoBB implies (gG%t'$)(%ext*2) ~ ^ I  ,whloh reduces
to I f since w*  ^ commutes with c and is unitary. Thus
equation (2 ,13) is equivalent to the conditions i
A” ? If and are not equivalent then = p .
If a -1 then p^^ is even and satisfies
I'jk " %(Pjk)"^Gzp g'jj^, upjk) •
also the trace condition becomes
0"g Traoe (T(wl *,e%pT(h'y*, #),%,,= ,A/CX w 'V ^  /V €,3<a
If 8 is inner , then the embedding condition is given by
).o.y.r(u' (s.iu)
and involutiveness implies (w*_^.c^y)^ = v? I ,•V eXT, ^  -V- ^
8hd y Q&n be chosen to be real and such that y.^y,^^  Q  A  Ki JS K  J J\."%._
Hence equation (2,lh) becomes equivalent to the conditions :
A”’ ; If and P^ '^ '^^ are equivalent ,then if then p ^
la ever, ana .
B'" § If and 'f'^ ^^ '^ areî not equivalent , then p -- and j
9X9 = fjk GXP fjk '
The trace condition is given by 
0; Trace (T(w' .,o,y*expr(h*)) =-V CJ A (j 'V Vv ~ n>^
The condition A,B and C ; or A',B* and C" ; or A" ,B" and C" : or A”*; 
B*” and C”’ ( as appropriate ) are necessary and sufficient
conditions for the embedding condition (1,2) to be satisfied in 
each case ( i.e* given these conditions are fulfilled a exists 
such that equations (2,ll%(2*l2),(2ol3)&hd (2,14) are satisfied). 
Thus the procedure for embedding is :
1) Choose an embedding representation V corresponding to a set of 
conjugate embeddings ^ c  ^ g c  ^^ing
isomorphic ) of the form r(a’ # V )  - 0^1  ^' where
P 11 ts equivalent to p 21 or p ( the latter alternative
applying only if S. - A ^  or Eg )*
2) Put n = 1 5, and work through the set of g and h ’( Z/.h'=h') to^
find if the set of necessary and sufficient conditions ( A,B 
and G; or A\B' and C  : or A",B" and C": or A"\B"' and G"' )
can be simultaneously satisfied. Repeat with -1 ,
3) If the conditions in 2) are satisfied , then e cG 1^ )
is a subalgebra of X ~ s/s" ju_ = -s/Z’ , ,Y & » and theU © X  G O
generators of ^ ^2c  ^ the same linear combination
of \/Zext*^ *^c G8 those of of .
If the conditions of 2) are not satisfied then y"z ’ ( <±j X  ^ ^ )
is not isomorphic to any subalgebra of X with an embedding 
conjugate to T ,
U) Repeat with all other non-conjugate embeddings (if any exist ),
2,6o4 Example : Embeddings of real forms of A. GA^ in real forms of A^
The involutive automorphisms of A. <£) A^ are either inner or of 
type (ii) and so sections 2,6,i and 2,6,3 apply , There are two 
non-conjugate embeddings of SU(2) ^SU(a) in SU(l|.) which are :
■U5-
I) ®  ^1,2 : €) £s(gp) ,
/ 1 N
which can he realised in the form f(h^ ')= h^ r(h^^^’)~ h ^--U '"CL "^ 3
' £-Yi^'') = ^ 3  , r(£i^’') - fi r ( f ' ) =£3 .
?2,2 : ,
( 1 )which can he realised in the form f(h) ) -- h. + 2h_+h% ,^  -wJ- '^1 2 -vj)
f ( h-^ "^ ) * ) = h-i +h 9^ r(e^ 6-, + 6-. 2 9 P(o*i^^*) = 6-, + e ? a.etc*-T» JL '->-1. 'wp '^_L 1. f 2 ±, -^ ± '^JP
Representation I is reducible and representation II is irreducible.
They will be dealt with separately ,
Representation I
The centraliser consists of elements of the form ^ 2) OgIj[2) , 
since V~ V . 0  F , As e e SU(4) ? o-, = c^^ - e^^ for2 ÿ J- J. $ 2 J- 2
some iff e [o,pv) , Hence the chief centraliser generator g is
i^{l(2) ©  (-1(2)) = -±fi h-+ 2hg+ h^) *'T- '^ ± iL -vP
a ) S ’ and S both inner automorphisms,
The embedding conditions A and B become 
A : trace (exp(ad(F(h’)-i'^ (hg^ + ^ig+ h^) ) - -Y ^
B : exp(ad(F(h’) -ii/^ (hg^ + 2hg+ h^) is involutive *
which are satisfied for the cases given in table 2,3°
b ) S ’ inner and S outer
2  oan be taken as y - y^g ©  y^ g , where y^g - yg^ g iL(2),
' ( 1 )which gives c ^  = 1 , r i s  +1 except when h*- whl ,when-L(fu ^  J- J11C. '•W'-L( o\Tgg is -1 , and when h ’ -• wh^ , when T^^is -1 , In these two 
cases condition B can not be satisfied , so there are no embeddings of 
8U(2Xa>8U(l,l) and 8U(l,l)Go8U(2) in Q or 8b(4,R) with this
representation , All embedding conditions are satisfied for embedding
8U(2)^8U(2) in Q_ and 8U(l,l)G&8b(l,l) in 8L(4,R) .
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1c) S* of type (il) S inner |
Z’ can be extended to T(w* .) ? where w' , = and S ’ is/‘■"■ex b ■vex u
of the form Z’«exp(ad h* ) , where Z’h ’™h’ , and hence h*= h ^"V A- -V O-X I
Involutiveness makes y~ P'”' or (p+ ^ )w, ( p being an integer ) o Thus i
ion^21^^12" for Y= P77' and -1 for y- (p+ — )rr . If  ^= 1 then conditi 
B becomes e^^l(2) = r . e (2) , which is only satisfied if y =pw
•Tk^ - c  -L i
and f ~ 0  ; if -1 then B becomes e^^l(2) ~ -T <, which is 121
only satisfied if y= (p+ and 0 , In both cases the trace of 
T(Wg^ .{^  «9 oCxp r(h’)) is -1 ÿ so condition C implies that SL(2?C) can
be embedded in SU(2,2) with generators i(h. f h^) ,(h? -h-, )"'-'X '“‘-b ■- X
(ti"^  )
®i+ ^3) «
d) S ’ of type (ii) and S outer*
Since and Bg  ^ are both equivalent to their complex
conjugates ? condition A ’ applies « I f 1 , the condition is
only satisfied if y = pw ( since e^g- ^gl™  ^ and p^g= Pg^= 1 ) p j
and the trace of T(w^^^.exp_B(^')o^*y. is 5 o Thus 81,(2,C) can
be embedded in Q_ with generators i(h.+ h_),h.- h^ = e.,+e,+f-,+f‘ ,z "W. -O "^1 'Pi '^ 1 ^^ 3 "^ 1 ~3
^ 1 ”’'^*3) ? "”^ 3"*"-^2 "~~3  ^ p"”'=C3 ° '1_~ ~T condition
A ’ is satisfied if y- (p+ )^'rr and the trace of T(w'_. »expB(h’) oC„y) o 
^ext -3 « Thus SL(2jC) can be embedded in SL(I|.,R) with generators
h.xh_yi(h.-h%), i(e.,+e„.+f-,+I\, ), (e.+ey-f^-f-) e.-e^+f.-f? ,i(e_-e.+,^x q -vX -vp '^ 1 ~3 -X -~3 -^ 1 ~3 -1 “•3 ~1 —3 1 3 '"3 -^ 1
fl"^3^ *
Representation II
Since this an irreducible representation the centraliser 
elements are a constant times the identity and hence T(c)= T(l^ ) 
for all centraliser elements e.*
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a ) S ’ and- S both inner
exp(ad r(h’) is involutive if exp(ad h ’) is involutive«Condition B 
is thus satisfied and condition A implies that SU(2)(^SU(2) can be 
embedded in 311(4) ( when h ’-O the trace in condition A is I5) : 
similarly SU(2)%SU(l,l) , 8U(l,l)C&SU(2) and SU(l,l)g)Sa(l,l) 
can all be embedded in SU(2,2) , (the trace in A being -1 ) «
b ) s ’ inner and 8 outer
y can be taken as y^ (%> y_ where y^ -iL(2) so
/'o, 0, 0,-1
V ~ / ^) 0,-1, 0I 0,—1, 0, 0\~-l, 0, 0, 0
Conditions .A,B and C are satisfied almost trivially ,the trace in 
G being 5 for h ’--0 and • ^ ( h . ( ^  ) and -3 for h ’ -- ^  hi^^’ and'-v^ 2 ''-1 '^ l "T— 2 'T-1
^j^^ ’ o Thus SU(2)0SU(2) and SU(l,l)(g> SU(l,l) can be embedded in 
Qg , and SU(2) (0>SU(“l,l) and SU(l,l) 0SU(2) can be embedded in SL(4jR) 
with this representation »
0) 8’ of type (ii) and 8 inner
S’ . is of the form T(w ’ . «expB(h’)) , where w ’ . as given in 2.4.2 ise./v u ^ex u -T-'' f-k e x G
/I, 0, 0, 0, _ 0, 0, 1, 0-ext ” 0, 1, 0, 0
\0, 0, 0, 1
h* must be of the form iy (h/^^’+ hi^^’) with y- pw or (p+ — )w ,p 
being an integer. Condition A applies and is satisfied for I4 = 1 , the 
trace in G is 3 so SL(2,C) can be embedded in SU(3,l) with this 
representation .
d) S ’ of type (ii) 8 outer
Using the form of w ’ .. and y given above , conditions A ’,E’ and C ’ are
satisfied for an embedding of SL(2,C) in 8B(4,R),(the permitted values
of y give a trace of +1 or -3 ,but no real form of A^ generated by an
S which is outer, has character -l).The embedding! of this section are
summarised in table 2.4.
bO
-H
•H
PM
W)
I
g"
T4
vH
rH
vH
3CO
0
0
T-j
vH
3(/)
O
<44O
tS
w
(%
(D H4rtOÜ IM
tH CN
to <N
5 n (NI hJw CO CO ex CO
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Since all the p . , are non-zero T can be expressed in the form
r(a’© V  ) = (pii(fj the rorm
(j!^1^ 5.2) ( ^ ^ 11 (  ^^   ^^ ^ where the
j are in canonical form and completely reduced ( and and
commute) o The extension of an automorphism of type (i) 8  ^='8^@81 ? 
oan be taken as 8^^^= (Sîextl'Ggextl^'fSÎgxtg'^èextg) = G^%tl"Sext2 *
which is also of type (i). The extension of a type (ii) automorphism 
S'^Z^aS^.Sg is the product of the extension of Z’ and the extension 
of the type (i) automorphism SjoS^ «
If 2’ext type (i) then it is of the form %extl*^ext2f
where Z! .. is the extension of Z’ in £  . and is either T(w’ .^)ex (j J. ■ X '^ ex Gi
( f 2i P 2i equivalent ) or '^exti  ^? n  and enuivalent)^
as shown in section 2^o2 o If Z'  ^ is of type (ii) then it is of the 
form Zg^ .^  ZoZj.Zg , where the Z| are given by Z.| -- T(BpoB^^) and 
Z^ =T(B].B^1) for = p 22 and p  ^ ty Z{=T(B2).#.T(B"^)
and Zg " T(^ ) oK«T(Bg^ ) for p ? 22^ " ^^ 12 " C 21^^^ shown in
section 2«4 *2o ^
The automorphism Y may also be of type (i) or type (ii) » If of 
type (i) y it can be written as , where the Y^ can be expressed
as T(B.),Y?,T(B.)^^ o If Y is of type (ii) it can be written asJ-
ZpY^^^.Y^^) , where Y^^^(p^^(a')+p2^(b')) + ^22^^'^ and
Y^^)( p 2^ (a') + “pj^(a’) t ? implying that p  ^  and
p j2 are enuivalent ( 3=1,2) or p and p are equivalent ( this
2^  •'N,latter alternative only applies when ^ p ” c^ '2 " o? ) «
If 8^ is of type(i) there is no restriction on the p^ . which prevents
the B . being chosen such that p \  = P ° ( or ) » The can•^'1 JJ- '■3'=^ d<^
thus be chosen as Y^^) = T(Bn),Y°.T(B:l) and Y^^) = T(B.).Y°.T(B:]),
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in the first case , and = T(Bn),K,YT.T(Br^) and Y^^) -
<^ (^2 X  ''vX
T(B.-| ) oY^ oKoT(B„^) 5, in the second case p the Y? are as defined in■^ X id. d 1
section 2o6o If 8  ^ + is of type (ii), then there is a restriction
on the y preventing the same choice of B. as above, namelyX  J X
^11 = P 22  ^ 22*^  ^ snd p ^ 2 " f 21  ^ P 23^ ) # The B^  ^may
however be chosen such that p = B ( r ^  l(p^j) and 2(I(pj^ )<^ r^ ) ^
or if ” '^ 2 “ Pj2 replaced by p « The Y^^^ can then
be written as Y ^ )  = and
for and f equivalent , or Y ^ )  = T(Bg) .K.T(Bj^ t%èxtl^ ° h
Y ' - f (Xlf ^•''’^ §2^»Xext2  ^”^ 2 for ^ and equivalent , where
the Y. are those given for Y of type (i) above ,
There are four cases to discuss , namely those for which 8*^^ 
and 8 are both of type(i) , both of type (ii) or of different types,
a) 8 %^.^  and S both of type (i)
If S is given by S-- S^.Sg , then the embedding condition (1,2)
f"* , .-s~sbecomes 8 ,^.8g = ®extl°®ext2°^1  ^which reduces to 8^=8^^^^,Yj ,
(i=l,2)p which is the necessary and sufficient condition for embed­
ding @ j% g in 4i ^  , and so the problem reduces to that considered 
in section 2,6,
Thus a necessary and sufficient condition f or v,/S ' ( ^  )
to be a subalgebra of 0 S-^  with embedding represent^don p P 2 
is that ^ 8'( "bo a subalgebra of both and Jb ^  with
embedding representation p  ^  and p  ^ respectively ,
b) 8^^^ of type (i) and 8 of type (ii) (implying that^^ 5 )
If 8 is given by 8= ZoS.j , the embedding condition (1,2) is 
Z ^ "5 - 'qf 7 1 (1) v(P) ,
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The trace of both sides is zero and involutiveness implies ,1
. (2.16) I
Pil Pl2 ' ^exti taken to be T(B^).8i,T(B^^) , where fg
8? is the extension of S ’ into cC  ^ for an embedding representation ?
this case Y° = Yg = Y° and 8° = 8° = 8^ , If Ï
f 11 = P 12 then Y°=K.Yg.K = Y° and 8° = K.Sg.K = 8° . In both
oases (2,16) reduces to •'
(S°,Y°)^= I . (2.17) ;
Since 8°*Y° is the extension of an Involutive automorphism , Y° can 'Û
■1 .
comparatively arbitrary , the embedding condition (2,15) can
always be chosen such that (2,17) is satisfied. Since 8  ^= 8" is
always be satisfied for a suitable choice of 8. , if and only if 
S  i ^«^2 be embedded in some real form of £   ^ »
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for J j 0  ^ to be a
sub algebra of y/z( Jp with embedding representation 2
is that and p  ^ , or p ^ and p ( for ^ 1 g = A^or
/\y
be equivalent , and that some real form of contains ^ ^  2
as a subalgebra with embedding representation ,
g) 8^2:1 of type (i) and S of type (ii)  ^and &   ^= Z  g )
The embedding condition (1,2) becomes for 8= 8^,8’
SfoSg = ^*^1*^2 °®extl°^ext2*‘^ ®^^^^ 9 which is equivalent to
h  = I  (2.18)
=  %1" j
8* .. oan be expressed in the form T(B^).8?,T(Bj)"^, Substituting© X  ^  JL X -^ *1
in (2,18) one obtains the equations 8h= Z^xtiaSg^ti/Yi p (e#^ after " 
further manipulation ), which are the necessary and sufficient
" I
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conditions in all cases for embedding i {^3© in c£  ^ and iig
separately, as in a). This case is in. fact equivalent to a) , since if 
a Y of type (ii) exists , then Z’ could have been extended to an 
automorphism of type (i) ,
d) end S both of type (ii) ( ^  ^  = ^  ^  and X 2 ^
Y is of type (i) and so the embedding condition (l,2) becomes
The trace of both sides is zero , and involutiveness implies
(%l*BQxti.Y^) = (Z2'Gext2°^2)
For both the allowable forms of representation ( P i%- (' 22 ^'"l2~'^21^
and f 21 - p 2Z  P 12 ™ ^ 21^  ) this reduces to
(S°.Y°)^ = I . (2.19)
Since the choice of S'- 8^08’ is relatively arbitrary , (2,19) can 
always be satisfied by a suitable choice of S ’ and Y° , ( e»go 8’ 
and Y° both the identity), provided some real form of | e. X, 2 ts 
a subalgebra of some real form of &  ^  , All choices of S’ satisfying
(2,19) provide conjugate embeddings ,
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for embedding 
1  ^ ^) In yz( ©  Igg) Is that
a subalgebra of » with embedding representation f ii + ?%\ .
Possible representations are conjugate to,either (9 11+ P pi^ ^
(P 22 + f 21  ^ (In the case of 2  % - A or Eg) ( + p ) +
( f i f  .
2o7o2o Example : The embedding of real forms of A-^<af) A. in real forms
of A-,© A_o 3 3
There are two non-conjugate embeddings of A^éèA^ in A^ of type 
2, Tg 2^  ^1,2 Tg g . Hence there are three non-conjugate
■ 5 k -
embeddings od A^ in A^ ©  A^ with embeddings of type 3? 
which are :
I )  (  ’ ■’ 1 , 2 )  ®  (  ^ 2 , 1  ®  h , 2 ^
h , 2 ®  h , 2
III) (Tg,, e  r^^g) a
Using the results from section 2.6.4 for the embedding of
in A_ , table 2.5 gives all possible embeddings of reel 
forms of AjB in real forms of A^ ê A^ of type 3 ,
■K CO
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2.8.1 Basic theory
In this case p  22 ~ ^ and all the other p are non-zero 
(i,j= 1 y 2 )o The argument follows that in section 2,7 exactly,but 
with p 2 2 = 0  o The automorphism Z’ has no extension, neither can 
any real form of J^ ^ 2  be embedded in v /z (  jB ° Thus
^'ext 8 are both of type (i) and section 2,7 (a) applies , 
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for embedding 
ct j cbX 2 in 2^ 0 <C g with representation ( p + p g} ) P 12
is that i ^  ^  Jo 2 is a sub algebra of £ with the embedding 
representation p + Pgp and that £ | is a subalgebra of j]
with the embedding representation p ® There are no embeddings 
of ( J) io ^ JL 2Q) and no embeddings into yz( ,2 0 jS gc ) *
2.8.2 Example : The embedding of real foi'ins of A . in real forms
of A^Wgo ..  '
Since there are two non-conjugate embeddings of A G^>A  ^ in A^ , 
there are four non-conjugate embeddings of A^^A^ in A^#Ag ci* 
type U y namely :
9I) © (Tg #r^ )
II) Bg^g e 13 ,
III) (Bg  ^ © r^^g) % (Tg %  r^) ,
(^2,1 » h
Using results from section 2,6,4 and the results from 10 and 11 
for the embedding of A^ in Ag ( quoted in section 2,3,2.) y all 
possible embeddings can be obtained and are given in table 2,6,
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2o9 Bm'beddiiigs of SL(2jC )
The group SL(2jC) is physically a particularly important group 
as it is the universal covering group of the homogeneous Lorentz group * 
Barut and Raczka [l^ have classified the obvious embeddings 
of SL(2jC) by using certain well known isomorphisms between simple 
Lie algebras ? as given in table 2 of [ij They have not considered 
the possibility of other non-conjugate embeddings,nor in fact have 
they examined the form of the representation at all « They have missed 
several obvious embeddings , including the embedding of SL(2,C) in > 
SU(2,2) , and have missed others by not considering embeddings other 
than the obvious ones « An example of this is the embedding of SL(2,C) 
in SU(3si) and. « There may also be two non-conjugate embeddings I
of SL(2,G) in the same real form , as for example in SL(JLj-sR) j> a 
possibility which Barut and Raczka did not consider o
By the theory in section 2@5 ? 2,6 ,2*7 and 2«,8 in this 
chapter it is possible to list all possible embeddings of 8L(2,C) 
in classical semi-simple Lie algebras «, This process is however 
very time consuming and will not therefore be carried out for large 
Lie algebras ,though the method will in these cases be Indicatedo
For embeddings of SL(2,C) in simple Lie algebras , the ;
methods illustrated in section 206 are used o One example of embedd­
ing 8L(2,C) in real forms of A^ was given in section 2,6»^ in which 
it was shown that 8L(2,C) can be embedded in SU(3?l) with representa­
tion II , in SU(2,2) and with representation I , and in 8L(L,R) 
with representations I and II » Further examples of possible embedd­
ings of SL(2,C) in simple Lie algebras are now given o
(a) Embeddings in and C.
emb
As Bp and are isomorphic , it will be sufficient to consider 
eddings in real forms of Bp, There are two non-conjugate represents
^ 9 -
tions of 311(2)^311(2) of dimension 5 ? for which is enuivalent
to p 21 , namely
^2,2 ® ^1,1 "
II) ?2,1 ® ^1,2 ^ ^1,1
Since T of SU(2) is pseudo real To n? T and ( T ®  T
, -L J- , C  d  y -L L  ÿ fC
G  Tp^l) of SU( 2.) SU( 2 ) will also he pseudo real . As 30(5) is 
real ,representation II does not provide an embedding of A^ Q) A^ in 
Bp J (o,f. Cornwell [9 1 ) o Representation I provides the obvious
embeddings of SL(2,C) ,(isomorphic to 30(3,l) ) in 80(3,2) and 
30(L,l) j(Sp^ and NSp^ ) o The above analysis shows that these 
embeddings are unique up to conjugacy «
(b) Embeddings in Dp
There is an isomorphism between A^ 0  A^ and D^ given in the 
form of the embedding of 8U(2)#8U(2) in 80(d) with representation 
X( Tg 2 ) where X is given by
1, 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1, 0 
X = I 0, 0, 0,-1 0, 1, O, 0
which gives SL(2,C) isomorphic to 80(3,l) ^
(c) Embedding in A^ and
As in section 2oSok possible embeddings are of SL(2,C) in
SU(3,l) and 3D(L,R) with representation T^  ^ , in 8U(2,2) and 0^
and SL(U,R) with representation ^  T^  ^ , in 80(L,2), 30(5,l)
and 80(3,3) with representation ^2 2 ^1 1 ®  ^1 1 ' ^nd NDg and
80(3,3) with representation T T_ ^j5, J. r , J)
(d) Embedding in
There are two non-conjugate embeddings of 3U(2)0BU(2) in 
30(7) with P a n d  p gl equivalent , namely ;
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II) r
®  ^1,1 ^1,1 ^  ^1,1
3?1 ^  ^1,3 ^ ^1,1 "
Representation I is of the same form as representation I in and 
is thus ec^uivalent to embedding SL(2,G) in real forms of Bp and then 
into real forms of B^ «, Thus with representation I , SL(2,C) may be 
embedded in 80(6,l) ,80(3,2) and 80(L,3) . Representation II can be
XV '
, 1 0 ^ 1 , : 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , Op 0 , ' \
1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , Op 0 , 0 \
0 , 0 , 0  J 1 , Op Op 0
0 , i1/2' 0 , 0 , 11/2' Op 0
0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ? Op 0
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , Op 1, 0 j
0 , i1^ ' 0 , Op 1/2' Op 0 /
) X-1 where X is given by
giving the explicit form of the embedding as
( T ) ; ^ __ I I Is \ U / v>(2)tr(h-, ’) — —(2h^+ 2hp+ hv ) , f( h^  M  " —(2hn + h^), f(e-.
1
(1)
-£i,2 + ^ f 
t-2 2 I;
2 ^1,2,3,3 ' +
3ext X'V
,3,3 , r(f (2)1 “ ®2
/o, Op 0 , 1 I p Op Op ^ o \
/ Op 0,1 Op 1 , 0 ,  1 0/  0 , Op Op ( Op Op 1. ! 0-1, o"p Ô ;  1 6, Op Op ' w
Op.- I p Op I Op Op 0, ( 0
0 , Op.- I p  1 Op 0 , 0 ,  1 0
\ 0 , Op Ô; i Op Op 07 '
'"^ 1,2
1
2 ^2,3,3
2 %1,2,3,3
7 ’* ext
T(e(2)%1
T(w^^t^ where
X
I p Op Op Op Op Op 0
Op Op I p Op Op Op 0
Op.-T ? Op Op Op Op 0
Op Op Op i? 0 . Op 0
Op Op Op Op Op I p 0
Op Op Op Op - 1  p Op 0
Op 0 , Op Op Op Op i
The centraliser elements are of the form c=X(c'l(3) +cdl(3) +c4l(l))X”^••V" -H-— JL <L "T-- J? 'H'
where c-!^  ~ ci^ ~ ci^ “ 1 (from orthogonality) and c^^\c4^«c^'3
( from the special condition ), so c^  == cl -- i 1 , c
1 ""2
' -  +1
oi = -o^ = ± 1 , c^ - -1
1 - "2 - " ' "3
This gives the chief centraliser
1
3
or
1
generator g as diag( 0,in7r,ln7r,±n7r,±n77‘,in7r,±n7r ) - nwi(h. + ^ h? )^  T^i- ei
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for n= 0,1 , 8^2  ^ is of Ihe form T^h/)) where
Condition B is satisfied for n =1 and y = 0 , ^  , which gives a 3
trace of -3 in condition C , implying that SL(2,C) can he embedded in -
80(L,3) with this representation *
Embeddings of SL(2,C) in other simple Lie algebras may be ?
treated in a similar way « We now examine the possible embeddings of i 
SL(2,C) in semi-simple classical Lie algebras which have a semi- 
simple extension of the form g <>
Embeddings of type 1
From the results of section 2«5 ? it can be seen that 8L(2,C) 
can only be embedded in algebras of the form\/E( JE, ) ,
where there exists a real form of £ î  which can be embedded in a
A  ^
real form of (with representation^^) , i=l,2 « The condition
is then only on the embedding, namely Pp ^ f g or ? Hence
SL(2,C) Can be embedded in the following
i) SL(€-fl,c) , ^ ^ 1 , with representation conjugate to 0  ^  ^ ,
ii) 80(n,C) , n 3 , " " " " , j
iii) 8p(n,C) n 1 , " " ”
Embeddings of type 3
The embedding condition is again a condition on the embedding, ;
QDJb ' ) being in one of the following forms : 3
+ ^ 2(1 '))^ ( p f f  ) + p 2 % ' =
unless SL(2,C) can be embedded separately in both and £   ^ »
These possibilities give rise to the following embeddings of SL(2,C)? 
i) g  ,where 8L(2,C) can be embedded in both and 1  g s j
separately with embeddings of type 2 . 1
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11) G  X 3 where some real form of ©  A^ can he embedded in 
some real form of Jj ^  =j7, with representation f p° Examples of these 
embeddings are in 8L(6+1,C) for t 3 , 80(n,C) for n ^  4 and Sp(n,C) 
for n ^ 2o
The algebras in which 8L(2,C) may be embedded may be classified as follows
1) Algebras with a simple complex extension , for which the methods 
described in section 2,6 apply , such as ;
(a) SO(p,q) for p*^3 and q. >  1 ,
M SO(p,n) for P+q>U and q ^  1 9
(c) SL(ii,R) for n > U-
(d) «n for n. 7/ 2
(e) NSpSP for P 7/ 1 and q ^  2 9
(f) “®2n for n > 3 s
V (g) for n 7/ 2 9
V 2) Simple Lie algebras with semi-simple complex extensions , for which
> the methods described in section 2o5 and 2,7 apply 3 including
(a) SL(npC) n ^  2 (embedding l) , If n ^  L there is also an
embedding of type 3 o
(b) 80(ripC) n 3 (embedding l). If n ^  6 there is also an
embedding of type 3 o
(c) 8p(npC) n ^ 1 (embedding l)o If n ^  2 there is also an
embedding of type 3 o
3) Real semi-simple Lie algebras jl ^  where and are
any of the algebras mentioned in l) ,
L) Algebras whose complex extensions are the lirÊct-sura. of of more than 
two simple Lie algebras.
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It is possible to discover whether 8L(2,C) is a subalgebra of a 
given semi-simple real Lie algebra , with not more than two simple 
Lie algv-ebras in their decomposition by methods given in this chapter, 
For algebras whose complex extension has more than two simple Lie 
algebras in its decomposition , the argument follows on the same lines
as those in section 2,5 ? 2,7 and 2,8,
It should be emphasised that there are in general several non­
conjugate embeddings of 8L(2,G) in each of the above algebras
—6L|.'“
CHAPTER 3
THE PROBLEM WHEN j: * AND/OR JG ARE EXCEPTIONAL LIE ALOEBRAB 
U . iHtroauction
This chapter is concerned with the case when at least one of 
the real semi-simple Lie algebras is non-classical , The case when 
both algebras are simple is studied in detail and the generalisation 
for the■non-simple cases indicated ,
In section 3 «2 explicit forms(matrix representations) are 
obtained for the defining representation of all the exceptional Lie 
algebras , Patera f 31 ? 321 has done this previously for and P, o 
but his method involves embedding the exceptional Lie algebra in a 
classical Lie algebra , The method used here involves finding the 
weiguilts of the defining representation , and is easiei to extend 
to Eg fEy and Eg , Mehta (^ 2^ 1 and Mehta and Srivasteva [30jgive some 
useful information , including the fundamental weights of all 
exceptional Lie algebras ,
Section 3o3 examines the inner involutive automorphisms of all 
the exceptional Lie algebras and the real forms generated by them , 
Section 3 oh examines the outer involutive automorphisms o. Eg (the 
only exceptional Lie algebra which has outer automorphisms) and the 
real forms generated by them.
The methods and conditions of flO , 11 and 12J are modified and 
extended to the cases where X/ and/or X, are exceptional in section
3,5 o Section 3o6 contains examples , including all the subalgebras 
of G g and all embeddings of SL(2,G) in and Eg « These latter are 
new results ,
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HicherCO the only application of the exceptional simple Lie algebras in 
elementary parcicle physics has been the use of the compact real form of G2 as 
an internal symmetry group in place of the more commonly used SU(3) group 
(c.f. for example Behrends, Landoritz and Tunkelang [2], Behrends and Sirlin C3] 
and Behrends [4].) The major obstacle has been that the embedding relation­
ships of the various exceptional real Lie algebras with each other and with the 
classical real Lie algebras has never previously been studied. ThU present 
work removes this obstacle, and, as mentioned above, shows that several of the 
simple exceptional real Lie algebras contain the physically important Lie 
algebra of the quantum-mechanical homogeneous Lorentz group SL(2,C) as a 
subalgebra.
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^.2., Explicit' fonns for Complex Exceptional Lie Algebras
Tlie Dynkin diagram and Car tan matrix ^  of every exceptional Lie algebra 
are given in th< appendix 1 The general method used here to obtain an explicit 
form (matrix representation) uses the weights of the defining repi:oscintation„
The fundamental dominant weights X^(h), i = 1» , (t is the rank of the 
algebra) must satisfy X^(h^) - » J “ I,...A, where the (j = 1, o „ « ) are
a basis for the Cartan sub algebra in canonical form (c.f, [2,43 pages 121,225). 
This implies that X(h) « (h) (the summation convention is always
implied unless otherwise stated), where the , k « 1,,« are the simple roots « 
Every irreducible representation is characterized by its highest weight 
M = (written .as (mj^ , « « . ,m^) ; and its dimension d is given by Weyl''s
dimensionality formula % (m.+l)k,w.. , (c, f « [24-] page 257), where
a . n -  '.. '
% w , k .
1-1  ^ ^
the product is over all sequences Uc^ ) (i - 1, =. .t) for which is a positive
root, and w^ is the weight of the root a. in the Dynkin diagram. Then the
lowest dimensional representation may be found and its weights calculated using
the fact that it A is a weight and 2(A, a^) = k (a positive integer), then
( ot . , '«£ )
(A - ja^) is also a weight for j - 1,..«k. The explicit matrix expression
for the basis elements of the Cartan subalgebra are then given by
(h.) « M (h.) 6 (summation not implied), where M is the pth weight. Thepq p pq P
generators and ^ ^ associated with the simple roots are found from equations 
(1,7), namely L&. , h, j = A-. e. , Lf., h J  « ~A.. f., and Le, , f J » 6. . h..,J ^  ^ ^  J J i. ^  1. 1J
2.1 An explicit form for
The fundamental dominant weights of G^ are X^ « 2a^ + and +•
The fundamental representations (1^0) and (0,1) have dimensions 14 and 7, 
respectively.. The weights of the lowest dimensional representation are
^ a n d  - Thus the generators of
the Cartan subalgebra may be taken as
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~ diagonal (0, 1, -Ip 0, -1, 1,0) , 
hg - diagonal (+1, “1, 2, 0^ -2, +1, “1)
(3.1)
and the generators associated with simple roots may be taken as
2i = Q%,2  ^ '
^2 ^^2,1 -4.3 -5.4 - 7 .0 )
(3U2)
and f.| = Bi “ ls2), where is the seven dimensional matrix given by
(I..) = Ô. 6. a The generators e , .... associated with non-simple roots-ij pq ip jq ~ a.b.c
a +a,+a .co. are calculated from e., = [e., e.]. They area b c -ij - ^ 1 — j
y (+1 3 , 1  - / 2  1 4 , 2
r
ÿ 5 1 2 ; 2(~/2\j4,l + -5,2
^^‘*‘-5,1 "■ - 7 ,3 ) '
ÿk ^(^6,1 - 7 ,2 ) ‘
!M,
fr>.
3, 2c2 An explicit form for F,.4
-6.4 “ -7.5^
*^,3 '2 1,7.4) (3.3)
The fundamental dominant weights of are = 2a^+3o2+4ag+2a,, X^
3a^+6a2+8agf4a^; X^ -• 2a^+4a2+6ag+3a,, X, s d the dimensions
of the fundamental representations (1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0) and (0,0,0,1) 
are 52, 1274, 273 and 26 respectively. The regular representation is thus 
(1,0,0,0) and the lowest dimensional representation (0,0,0,1), a matrix 
representation of which is given below.
The generators of the Cartan subalgebra are
h, = diagonal (0,0,0,+1,+1,-1,+1,-1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,+1,+1,-1,+1,-1,-1,0,0,0), 
diagonal (0,0,+1,-1,0,0,0,+!,+!,-1,-1,0,0,0,0,+l,+1,-1,-1,0,0,0,+1,-1,0,0), 
diagonal (0,+l,-l,+l,-l,+l,0,-l,0,+l,+2,-l,0,0,+l,-2,-l,0,+l,0,-1,+1,-l,+l,-1,0),
diagonal (+1,~1,0,0,+l,0,-1,+1,-l,+1,-l,+2,0,0,“2,+l,-l,+l,-1,+l,0,-1,0,0,+l,~l),
(3.4)
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and the generators corresponding to simple roots are
®1 “ -6,7*^20,18*122,19^^23,21
®4
2 “ i4,3*^10,8*ill,9*il8,16 -19,17 -24,23 '
3,2*15,4*^#,6*ll2,10*ll3,lï^ll4,iï*ll6,l3'^ll6,14*-17,15*121,19*123,22*125,24 '
fbl._ . _+aI. . ._+bI.. _ . „ + aI. _ .. + 1. „ . .+1^^ _^ + l2^,l*l7,5^'9,8*^11, 1 4 ^ - 1 7 , 16*-19.18*-22,20^^26,25
(3.5)
where a = |(l+/3) and b - ^(1-/3). The generators corresponding to the non- 
simple roots (G1 +&2 ' “2 *^3 * '^ 3*^ 4* ^1*^2*^3' ^^*^3*^4' '^ 2*^ 3^® ^1*^2*^3*^4'
1^*^ 2*^^3* 2^*^ *^ 3*^ 4* ^1*^2*^^3*^4' ^1*^^2*^^3* G2+2ag+2a^, aj^ +U2+2a^ +2a^ ,fi
^1*^^2*^^3*^4* Wi+2a2^2üg+2a^, a^+^Og+SOg+a^, &i*2G2*3ag+2a^, aj^ +2a2+4a^ +2a^ ,
^T*^^2*^^3*^^4* 2a^+3a2'''4a^+2a^) can be obtained easily from 
these0 Finally f. Is given by -e..
3*2 c 3 An explicit form of E
The fundamental dominant weights of are - .jC4a^+5a2+6a2+4a^-»'2a^ + 3a^),
1 1 2^ ■j(5aj^ +10a2+12a^ +8a^ +4a^ +6ag^ ) , X^  = 2a^+4a2+6a2+4a^+2a^^3a^, X^  - ^(40^+832+4 5
r 12a2+10a^+5a^f6a^); X^  « 1^2a^+4&2^&a2+5a^+4a^+3a^) and X^  = ^1*^^2*^^3*^^4*^5*^^6' 
The dimensions of the fundamental representations are 27, 351, 2925 , 351, 27
and 78 respectively* Tlius the regular representation is (0,0,0,0,0,1) and the 
lowest dimensional representations are (1,0,0,0,0,0) and (0,0,0,0,1,0). A 
matrix representation of (1,0,0,0,0,0) is given below* The generators of the 
Cartan subalgebra are the diagonal matrices
Si = diagonal
-2 - diagonal
h.. " diagonal
' i4 “ diagonal
• &5 « diagonal
' & = diagonal
Ï
(3.6)
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and the generators corresponding to simple roots are
3 i ,2 4- 3 i o ,15 •4* 3l4,18 + 3l6,19 4- 3i7,20 + ^22,23
f2 4- 3 9 , 1 0 + 3 i2,14 + 3 i3,16 + 320,21 + 3:23,24
Î3 -3,4 3s,9 + 3 i i ,12 + 3 i6,17 + 3l9,20 + 324,25
Î4 = 3 4 ^ • f 3 7 , 8 + 3l2,13 + 3 i4,16 + 3l8,19 + 3z5,26
f5 3 5 , 6 3s,11 + 3g,i2 4“ -10,14 + 3 i5,18 + 326,27
-6 , 34,7 f I- 5 , 8 3:6,11 + 3:17,22 + -20,23 + 321,24
1 ( 3 .  7)
3, 2.4 An explicit form of
The fundamental dominant weights are X* = 2a.+3a„+4a„+3a,+2a„+a,+2a_i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X = 3a, +6a„ + 8a„+6a,+4a- + 2a- + 4a.,, X„ = 4a,+8a„+12a_+9a.+6a_ + 3a^+6a„, X, = 2 1 2 j 4 o o  / j 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 4
^(6a^+12a2+18a2+15a^+10a^+5a^+9a^), X^  - 2a^+4a2+6a2+5a^+4a^+2a^+3ay, X^  = 
&(2a^+4a2+6a2+5a^+4a^+3ag+3ay), X  ^ - 4a^+8a2+12a2+9a^+6ag+3a^+6a^. The 
dimensions of the fundamental representations are 133, 8645, 365750, 27664, 1539, 
56, 912, Hence the regular representation is (1,0,0,0,0,0,0) and the lowest 
dimensional representation is (0,0,0,0,0,1,0). A matrix representation of the
latter is given. The generators of the Cartan subalgebra are the diagonal 
matri ces
h = - ' T  4 l  H-T 4 *T — T 4 -T 4 'T + T  -“ T  — T ““ T  4.7-Bl ^6,6 -7,7 #^,8 -9,9 -19,19 -20,20 ^ ^21,21 ^22,22 ^30,30 ^ ^31,31 ^32,32^^33,33 
*-34,34*^35,35:^41,41+142,42"348,48*349,49"J51,5l"~52,52*-53,53"-54,54"-55,55 
"356,56'
h  =  — T + T  — I  +  T + T  — T + T  — T + T  + T  — T -!-T,?2 "5,5 "6,6 -9,9 *10,10 -11,11 *38,18 *19,19 ^22,22 -23,23:324,24 ^29,29 330,30
“^33,33"''Ï34,34-335 ^ 35+^36 ^ 36"l40,4o'*341,41*^43,43"i47,47+^48,4S"i50,50*-i51,51 
"-54,54'
V i = ! - T  4. T  T 4. r  — T * "T + T  - T  J -T  - T  + T  ™ r-3 "4,4 33,5 "8,8 -9,9 -11,11 -12,12 -13,13-^17,17 ^18,18-^21,21 -*22 ,22 -t-24,24
*Ï25,25"^30,30*-31,3l"336,36*Ï37,37"&39,39*^40,40"%43,43"^46,46*347,47"351,51
•f* T-52 ,52*
T “"I “ X "t* T m-m'V '^T — T t-.iT “ T T"4 "3,3 -4,4 -9,9 il0,10 -11,11 -13,13 ^14,14 ^15,15 -18,18 3i9 ,19 J -20 ,20 *21,21
"^25,25^126,26"331,31*332,32*X33,33"337,37"338,38*Î39,39"345,45*346,46*350,50
+ I 51,51
■ <î-
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H sa' —• T 4" ï r — T 4* T r '+• Y *é* T * Y 4 7Bs' "2,2 -3,3 -11,11 "12,12 -13,13 -15,15 -16,16 -17,17 -18,18 -19,19 -20,20
"326,26*32 7 ,27"332 ,32"^33,33*334,34"3j9 ,39"340,4o"341,41“342,42*343,43"344,44
*3 4 5 ,4 5 *3 5 5 ,5 5 ' 
-6 " "3l ,1*32 ,2"3i3 ,13"3l4,14*3l5 ,15 "327 ,27*328,2S"334 ,34*335,35*336 ,36*3] 7,37
*338,38*339 ,3 9 *3 4 0 ,40*341,41*342 ,42"-43,43"345 ,45 "346,46"34 7,4 7"348 ,48^^49 ,49 
"355,55*356,56'
h " “3s ,5"3ô ,6"3? ,7*38, 8"3i2 ,12"3l 3,1 3"3i4 ,1 4"3i 5,15"i 16 ,16*3l 7,1 7"322 ,22"323,2 3 
*3 2 4 ,2 4 *3 2 9 ,2 9 *3 3 0 ,3 0 "3 3 7 ,3 7 *3 3 8 ,3 8 *3 :3 9 ,3 9 *3 4 4 ,4 4 *3 4 5 ,4 5 *3 4 6 ,4 6 "-5 2 ,5 2 *3 5 3 , 5 3
*354.54*
and the generators corresponding to simple roots are
13. 8)
®1 “ 36,7
®2 “ 3s A
®3 " 34,5
Î4 " 23.4
^5 ~ 32,3
^,2
I + J + Ï,330,8 ^31,9 ^19,20
+  T  4 ' T 4. ;-9,10 ^33,11 -18,19
+ I8.9 ^11,12 ^43,13
+ I + I + 1"9,33 -10,11 -13,14
+ 1 + T 4. T"11,43 "12.13 -15,16
T ■'I'" T '4* f^^3,37 ^^4,15 ^^7,28
+  1,5,29 "1,30 + I12,44
"f- T351,21
5^6,35
 ^T^%2,23
+ 1 335,36
+ I17,18
* 336,37
* ^ 37.15
+ I25.26
* 339.17
+ I26.27
34,35
47,40
+■ 113.45
+ 1 322,54
52,22
+ I41.42
* I54,24
+ 140,41
21.22
39,40
4* X3iB,50 
*■ 331^ 32
+ I "40,18
+ I ^32,55
+ 1
43.36
48,41
* "14,46
* "23,24
-32,33
+ 148.49
+ 128,29
+ 147.48
+ 1
24,25
46.47
+ 119 ,51
+  ! . .38,39
41,19
"33,34
45,38
49.42
15,39
^37.38
* 155,34
* ^53,54
+ I34.43
f 150,51'
+ 1 ^30,31
+ 1 ^51.52'
4 I20.21
+ 145,46'
42,20
44.45'
V
+ 1 ^46,39
+ 1 ^54,55'
*f- X"16,17 
* ^52,53' 
la. 9)
3.2.5 An explicit form for E
« =» 4a. 4 7a«+10a^ , + 8o(,+6at-44o(.+2a*, 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 /The fundamental dominant weights of Eg are 
+50g, ^2 “ 7a^4l4a2+20a^+16a^+12a^+8a^+4ay+10ag, - 10a^420a2+30üg^24ü^4l8a^
+ 12a^+6a^+15ag, - 8a^  + l6a2,+24ag+20a^ +15a^ +I0a^  + 5ü •^^ 12ag, - 6j^  + 12a2+18Gg
■'i
à
si
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+15a^+12a^+8ag+4a^+9ag, - 4a^+8a2+12ct^+10a^+8a^+6a^+3a^+6ag, X^  = 2a^+4a2+6a^
+5a,+4ac+3a,+2av+3ao; X„ = 5a.+10a^+15a_+12a/49ar+6a/+3ai+8ao, and the dimensions 4 5 6 /  8 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 / 8
of the fundamental representations are 3875, 6696000, 6899079264, 146325270, 
2450240, 30380, 248, 147250, Thus the (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) representation is both 
the regular representation and the lowest dimensional representation. A 
matrix representation of (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) is given.
The Cartan subalgebra has as its basis the diagonal matrices
h. » S a.. 1. . for i = 1,2,..,,8, j = 1,2,...,248 13. 10)j ij ~J,j » » » » j
where the non-zero a^^ are given below:-
a^j - r “2 for j - 29 ,
+2 for j = 31,
-1 for j = 8,...,13,24....28,50,51,52,60,75.....78,84,...,94,
99.100.101.116.133.134.155...160.172.178.. ..,187, 
201,202,214,
+1 for j « 14,32,...,42,53,61.... 66,79,...,82,102,...,106,
117.....125.135.136.,137,161,173,174,175,188,203,204,
208.215.....221.235.
r "2j ' -2 for j1 +2 for j
h -1 for j
4-1 for j =
82,
84,
6.7.14.21.22.23.28.31.39.....42.48.49.53.63.... 66,72,
73.74.79.80.81.98.105.106.110.....115.121.....125.131.132
137.151.154.161.171.174.175.200.208.220.221.231.....234,
8.15.24.29.32.43.50.54.60.67.75.76.85.....90.99.100.101, 
107,108,126,127,133,134,138,139,140,145,146,147,155,156,
157.162.163.164.176.....181.192.....195.201.202.209.214, 
222,236,237.
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' “2 for j
+2 for J
+1 for j =
4j
i
r -2 for j
+2 for j
—1 for j
V +1 for j
a_. = /^’"2 for j5j
+2 for j
-1 for j
V
+1 for j
108,
110,
5,8,15,18,19,20,24,27,32,35,36,37,38,43,46,47,50,54,
62.67.70.71.75.76.81.84.87.....90.103.104.107.126.127,
130.136.140.146.147.150.157.162.163.164.167.....170, 
173,191,195,199,209,219,222,
6,9,16,21,25,28,33,39,44,48,51,55,63,68,72,73,77,82, 
85,91,98,105,111,121,122,123,128,131,132,137,141,148, 
151,154,158,165,172,174,175,182,183,184,189,196,200,
205.210.212.220.223.224.225.231.....234,
165,
167,
4,9,16,17,21,25,26,33,34,39,44,45,48,55,63,68,69,72,
73,80,85,86,91,100,101,102,105,110,111,122,123,128,
129,134,135,139,145,148,149,156,164,177,183,184,188,
193,194,198,205,218,223,224,225,228,229,230,
5.10.18.22.27.35.40.46.49.50.56.64.70.74.75.76.81.87, 
92,95,103,106,107,108,112,116,117,124,130,136,140,143, 
146,150,152,157,168,169,170,171,173,178,185,187,195,
199,206,207,208,209,219,226,231,238,239,248.
226,
228,
3,10,18,22,35,40,46,56,64,70,76,77,78,79,87,92,95,98, 
99,103,112,117,121,124,132,133,140,141,142,143,146,152 
154,155 ,163,167,175 ,176,178,182 ,185,192 ,195,196,197, 
204,212,213,216,217,225,231,238,239,242,243*
4.11.19.23.24.25.26.36.41.47.48.57.65.71.72.73.80.88, 
93,96,100,104,105,113,118,122,125,126,127,128,129,134, 
135,144,147,148,149,153,156,164,165,168,177,179,183, 
186,188,193,198,205,218,229,230,232,240,244.
« f -2 for j 
+2 for j♦V
-1 for j
+1 for j
r .
+1 for
8j
V
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240,
242,
2,11,19,36,41,5 7,65,73,74,75,88,93,96,100,113,118,122,
127.....131.147.....151.160.161.162.168.172.173.174,
179,183,187,188,193,202,203,207.... 211,214,215 ,224,
228,232 ,237 .239 ,2;44,247 ,248 ,
3,12,20,21,22,37,4%,... ,46,58,66,... ,70,76,...,79,89 ,
94,97,101,102,103,1^4,119,123,124,132,133,143,152,154,
155.163.169.175.176.180.184.185.194.....197.204.216, 
225,226,229,233,243,245.
-2 for j = 245, 3
+2 for j = 247, .
-1 for j » 1,12,37,58,66,...,72,89,114,119,123,...,126,152,... ,159, its
^-2 for j
+2 for j
-1 for j
+1 for j
169.171.180.184.185.186.194.....201.205.206.216,
218.....223.229.233.235.236.238.242.244,
j « 2,13,...,19,38.... 41,59,73,74,75,90,...,93,95,96,98,
99.100.115.120.127.... ,131,139,...,142,160,161,162,170, 
172,173,174,187,188,202,203,207,217,224,230,234,237,239, 
240,243.
189,
191,
6,16,25,33,44,51 ,60,61,68,77,85,95,96,97,105,106,107,
110.116.....120.128.13 7,138,141,143,144,148,152,153,
158.172.174.....181.196.205.206.207.210.212.220.231,
232,233,234,236,237,248,
7.8.17.....20.26.2 7,34,35,36,37,38,45,46,47,52,53,54,
62.69.70.71.78.....81.86.....90.108.11 1.... 115,129,
130.142.149.150.159.....164.197.198.199.211.213.221,
222.
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3.3 Inner Involutive Automorphisms of Compact Exceptional Simple Lie Algebras and 
the real Forms generated by them
3 .3.1 General theory
Any chief inner automorphism can be expressed as T(exp h), where h belongs 
to the Cartan subalgebra. Involutiveness implies that T(exp 2h) T(I). Since
T(exp h) can be expressed as
cosha(h), “i sinha(h)\ 
iinha(h), cosha(h) /
where Z is the rank of the algebra and a is a root, involutiveness implies that for 
every root a, a(h) = niir, where n is an integer. Thus a necessary and sufficient 
condition for involutiveness is that for every simple root a^, Uj (h) == Ujiir, n^ being
(A) <9 E 
all a(  +is
an integer. If h (a.ih.), then this condition becomes
a.(a.h.) = n.TT. This implies that % a A  .. « n.ir, i = I, ..., where A is the Cartan1 ^  J Ji 1
matrix, and hence a . = tt E n.(A“ ^),.. (Gantmacher has shown DjSI that some sets
3 i=|  ^^  3^
of n^ give equivalent automorphisms.) The inverses of the Cartan matrices are given in 
appendix! « Thus the set of non-equivalent involutive inner automorphisms can 
be found. This method is now applied to all the exceptional simple Lie algebras.
3.3.2
Involutive chief inner automorphisms generating non-isomorphic real forms are
obtained for (i) n, « n« = 0, and (ii) n. = +2, n„ = -1, which give h = 0 and h = imh..1 Z 1 Z  ^ ~ * I
The traces of T(exp ih) are 14 and -2 respectively. Thus there are two non-isomorphic 
real forms of G^.
(i) The compact form (generated by T(exp ih) for h - 0) is isomorphic to the set 
of orthogonal transformations T which leave the vector product in seven dimensions 
invariant (i;e. T(a x b) = Ta x Tb for<V /V /V*
(a X b). =
where all indices are reduced to mod 7. This group will henceforth be referred to 
as CG^ and has a character of -14.
*i-3' ^i-3 + *i+2' ^i+2 *i+I' ^i+1 i “ 1, c.., 7,
*i-2* "i-2 'Vl* ^i-1 *i+3' *i+3 -J
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(ii) The non-compact form (generated by T(exp h) for h = inh. ) is isomorphic to
1  
I
ÿ
nJ ■n/'X •' ythe set of transformations which leave invariant the above vector product and the |
2 3indefinite quadratic form z + x^y^ + x^y^ + x^y^, i.e. X J X, where X = (x^, x^, ‘I
Xg, z, y^, y^, y^) and = ô. g_^ for i, j = 1,...,7. This group will |
henceforth be referred to as NG^ and has a character of 2.
-Ï3.3.3 F
4:
■I
Involutive chief inner automorphisms generating non-isomorphic real forms 
are obtained for (i) n^ = n^ = n^ = n^ = 0, (ii) n^ = +2, n^ = -1, n^ = n^ =0, 
and (iii) n^ =0, n^ = -2, n^ = +2, n^ = -1, which gives h = 0, h = Tiih^ , and 
h = Trihg respectively. The traces of T(exp h) are 52, -4, and 20 respectively.
These algebras are isomorphic to the groups of transformations in 26 ‘;|Ivariables given in §12 of [20] by Gantmacher and will be referred to as CF,4
(compact real form, generated by T(I), character -52), NF^ (non-compact real 
form, generated by T(exp iirh^ ), character +4) and (non-compact real form,
generated by T(exp iïïhg), character -20),
3.3.4 Eg
Involutive chief inner automorphisms generating non-isomorphic real forms 
are obtained for (i) n^ = 0 i = 1,...,6
(ii) n^ = 0 i = 4, n^ = -1,
and (iii) n^ = 0 i = 5, n^ = -1.
These give h = 0, h = ^(4h^ + Sh^ + IZh^ + lOh^ + 5h^ + 6h^) and ^(2h^ + 4h^ +
6hg + 5h^ + 4hg + 3hg), The traces of T(exp h) are then 78, -2 and 14 
respectively. Thus there are three non-isomorphic real forms of Eg generated by 
inner automorphisms.
(i) The compact form (generated by T(exp ih) for h = 0 is isomorphic to the set à
of transformations which leave invariant the positive definite hermitian form
V p V q  ^Pq ^pq “
.,3
for p,q = 1,...,6, z = -z andpq qp
X = (x^ , x^ , Xg, x^ , Xg, Xg, 2zg g, 2z^  g, 2zg g, 2%% g, ^^ 3,5' ^^ 3,4' ^^2,5’
2^ 1,6' ^^ 2,4' ^^ 2,3' ^^ 1,5* ^^ 1,4' ^^ 1,3' ^^ 1,2* 1^* ^2’ 3^' ^4’ 5^* 6^^
the cubic form in 27 variables
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V q ^ p q  ■' ^  Hik h ^ A  . l^.U)
where p, q, s, t, u, v, i, j, k - 1, ..., 6, is the ith element of Xg and 
Ê^qstuv) is + 1 for an even permutation of (l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6),-l for an odd
permulation and 0 otherwise. The non-zero elements of are listed below.
- +1 for {i,j,k} = {i, 23, 21}, {1, 24, 20}, {1, 25, 19}, {1, 26, 18},
{!, 27, 15}, {2, 24, 17},{2, 25, 16},{2, 26, 14},
{2, 27, 10}, {3, 25, 13} {3, 26, 12} {3, 27, 9 },
{4, 26, 11},{4, 27, 8}, {5, 27, 7},
{7, 13, 21}, {7, 17, 19}, {8, 14, 20}, (9, 11, 21},
{9, 16, 18}, (10, 12, 19}, {11, 15, 17}, (13, 14, 15}
for {i,j,k} = (2, 22, 21}, (3, 22, 20}, (3, 23, 17}, (4, 22, 19},
(4, 23, 16}, (4, 24, 13}, (5, 22, 18}, (5, 23, 14}
{5, 24, 12}, (5, 25, II}, {6, 22, 15}, {6, 23, 10},
(6, 24, 9}, (6, 25, 8}, (6, 26, 7},
(7, 16, 20}, (8, 12, 21}, (8, 17, 18},{9, 14, 19},
{10, 11, 20}, {10, 13, 18}, {12, 15, 16}
This algebra has a character of -78 and will be referred to as CEg.
(ii) The non-compact real form generated by T(exp h) for h ~ -^(4h, + 8h., + 12h_ + lOh, +j "I — J ~4
5h^ + 6hg) is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 27 variables which leave
invariant the •pos-i-fe-i-ve^-'-xief ini te hermitian form
- ZpqCpq* = % % U  13)
for p,q = 1, 6 and J!. “ f 6.. for i  ^ 6 and i  ^ 22,i 1 j
6 for 6 < i < 22, ij
I and the cubic form(%12). This algebra will be referred to as NE ^ . It has character 2Ir .. ni*(iii) The non-compact real form generated by T(exp h) for h  ^ (2hj + 4h^ + 6h,^  -i-
5h^ + 4hg + 3hg) is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 27 variables which 
leaves invariant the posdrt-ivevndefinite hermitian form
^p ’^ p* ■ *6*6* - yq^q* + ^6^6* + :pq:pq* " =p6=p6* ’ =6q=6q* “ •« i" ^
for p,q = 1,...,5 and (J").. = | 6.. i = 1,...,5,11,...,14,16,...,21,27,■*-J I 3-J
■6.^  i => 6,7,... ,10,15,22..26,
and the cubic form (3J.2) . This algebra will be referred to as NE g and has
characte r-14.
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3.3.5 E_
Non-isomorphic real forms of E^ are generated from involutive chief inner
automorphisms corresponding to
i) n^ = 0 , i = 7,
ii) n^ - 0 5 i f" 6 s n^ = -1,
iii) n^ - 0 , i t 7, n^ = -1,
iv) n^ = 0 , i + 6,7,ng = “1, n^ = +1.
This gives i) h = 0, ii) h = ni (h.,+2h_+3h^+ +2h-+ > Hi) h = ri~'1"2 —3 2—4 — 5 2-6 2 — 7 ~
(2h-+4h^+6h«+ ^h +3h_+ ■^ 7 )» iv) h = ni(h,+2h_+3h_+2h.+h_+2h_). The—1 'Q. -^3 2~4 -^5 2—6 2—7 " -1 "2 —3 —4 —5 —7
traces of T(exp h) are 133, -5, 7, -25 respectively. Thus there are four non­
isomorphic real forms of E^ generated by inner automorphisms:
1 ) The compact form (generated by T(exp h) for h “ 0) is isomorphic to the group
of transformations in 56 variables x - ~x and y == -y , p ,q •-pq qp ^pq 'qp'  ^ '
which leave invariant the positive definite Hermitian form
X X* + y y* , (3 , 15)pq pq -"pq ""pq
the bilinear form
’‘pq " ^pq %%
for p,q = 1,...,8, and the biquadratic form
’'pq yps yqr sCPq^stuvw) x^ ,^  + Vp,
This algebra will be referred to as CE^, and has character *433.
5li) The non-compact real form generated by T(exp h) for ^  = iri (h^+2h2+3hg+ 2^ *
3 3 . . .2hg+ ) is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 56 variables
which leave invariant the forms(3..16) and(9t,17) and the indefinite Hermitian
form
S  'q(*pq "pq ' ='pq P^q^
for = ^2 " Xp - 1, p # 1,2.
1This algebra will be referred to as NEy and has character +5.
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iii) The non-compact real form generated by T(exp h) for h = %i(2h^+4h2+&hg+ 
g 3 7 . ,%h,+3h_+ ) is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 56 real2"4 —5 2-6 2—7
variables leaving invariant the forms(3T6) and(.317). This algebra will be 
2referred to as NE y and has a character of ”7»
iv) The non-compact real form generated by TCexp h) for h = n i (hj^+2h2+3h^+2h^+ 
h_+2h_) is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 56 variables x and^5 — 7 . o r  pq
y connected bypq .
ypq “ ^  \  xgq (4 ‘ “ -1. ° 1' P t
which leave invariant the forms(3^16) and(347).
3This algebra will be referred to as NEy and has character +25.
3.3.6 E,
Non-isomorphic real forms of Eg are generated by involutive inner auto­
morphisms corresponding to 
i) n^ = 0 , for all i,
ii) n^ - 0 , i % 5 , n^ =-1,
iii) n^ “ 0 , i 4 6 , Ug = -1,
This gives i) h = 0, ii) h - ni(6hi+12h^+18h_+15h.+12h +8h_+4h^+9hn), ando — —' — —1 —2 —3 -4 -u "7
1 iii) h = Tii(4h-+8h„+12h„+10h, + 8hç+6h,+3h»+6hQ) . This implies that there are
/ V  / ^ 1  — 2  — 3  / ^ 4  -'V'5 - ^ 6  / V /  - \ / 8  ^
three real forms of Eg generated by inner automorphisms.
(!) The compact real form generated by T(exp h) for h = 0, has character-248 and 
will be referred to as CEg.
(ii) The non-compact real form generated by Tfexp h) for h = iii (6h^+12h2+18hg+
15h/+12h-+8h,+4h_+8h„) has character +8 and will be referred to as NEq .—4 ‘^6 —7 8 8
(iii) The other non-compact real form, generated by T(exp h) for h = %i(4hq+
28h„ + 12h„+10h.+8hj-+6h.+3h_+6h„) has character—24 and will be referred to as NE^, "2 — 3 -4 —6 '"7 -—8 8
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3,4. ' Outer Involutive Automorphism of Eg and the real forms generated by them
3.4.1 Chief outer autmophisms of Eg
As stated in[lljevery outer involutive automorphism of f ^  can be expressed as 
A = U exp(ad h) U where U is an inner automorphism of I^ and Z^ exp (ad h) is 
a chief outer automorphism (Z^h = h ). There is one Z^ (not uniquely defined) \
corresponding to each connected component of the group of automorphisms. Grantmacher [2.o3;î 
has shoxTO that Eg has two such connected components, one containing the inner automorphism 
(Z^  = I) and one containing the outer automorphisms. Z^ corresponds to a ’particular 
rotation’ T, (as defined by Grantmacher [193) ni the root space. In the case of Eg, jr is 
such that
i = 1, . ., 5,
Hence Z must satisfy o
Z h. •= h, . , 0—1 —6-1
Z h. = hO'^D "6 /
Z e . — 6 ^O'^i —6-1 )
] (3.19)
1, ..5
... 5
C3.20)
Z e,o''6
This rotation x is associated with the transformation a, a ^  ,J DT J 1> ..., 5,
fjtg >ag , that leaves invariant the Dynkin diagram for Eg. The outer automorphism of
D can be expressed in the form T(q) (where q does not belong to S0(2i)), but here
there is no ^  for which Z^ = T(^ is consistent with(3.20), so Z^ must be expressed
in a different form.
3.4.2 An explicit form for Z in terms of K  *---  — -----------o—------- ------
Since in C3Û] Mehta and Srivastava show that the twenty seven dimensional 
representation of Eg is not equivalent to its complex conjugate, the operation 
of complex conjugation K must be an outer automorphism. It must therefore be
possible to express Z aso
Z^ = T(d)K,
as was done in the case of A, in [11] (3.21), where dcG = CE^. K is defined by —  C 6
.80.
K(i h.)
K(e + f )-a
K.Ug„ f )—a
-i hj ,
e + f ,-Ü "a
-i(e “ f )a — a
(3.22)
Hence d satisfies
d h,
d h.
d e. —- —1
d
^6-i - *
^-i - '
e, . d , — 5-1 —
h  i >
e, d .—6 —
Ij» • « ,5,
1 = 1,
1,
0,5*
• *5 ,
y CL23)
J
One solution of(3.23) is the symmetric matrix
15
( zj=13 (3. 24)
3.4,3 Real forms generated by outer involutive automorphisms
-1Since A = U exp (ad W  U generates the same real form for all U 
belonging to the group of inner automorphisms of it is only necessary to 
consider the case of U = I, Since Z^^ = h, h must be of the form
h = + ^5) + 2^^ -2 * * 3^ -3 * 6^ -6"
We require that Z exp(ad h) must be involutive and since Z is involutive, the o —  o
condition Z^h - h implies exp(ad ^  must be involutive also. Thus exp(ad h) is 
an involutive chief inner automorphism. By reasoning similar to that in 
section3 3 .1, one obtains
(4^ , 3 2 , 4 g, 2^^  ^1’ 6^^  "'xi'(nj^, ^2  ^ * 5^* 6^^ (3.25)
where n.(i = 1,.,.,6) are integers and A is the inverse of the Cartan matrix 1
(see kiS) - Gantmacher S0l has shown that only two sets of n^ in(3.25) lead to
the generation of non-isomorphic real forms, namely when i) n^ = 0, i = 1,..,,6
and ii) n. « 0, i = 1,„.,5, n, = -1 which give i) h - 0 and ii) h = ni(h,+2h_ + 3h_ 1  ^ o — — —I " —2 —3
+2h, +^+2h, ) <1^6
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Thé automorphism exp(ad h) for h - 0 maps 26 generators into themselves
nconeiy h,,, h^ and the generators e and £ associated with the following roots  ^ ~3 "6 —a -u
a,+a, , u,+a_^2a_+a,tA_+a , a.+2a„+2a„+2a +a.'*a, , a +2a_+3a_+2a/+ar +a, , a_+2a» + 4 6 1 2  3 4 5 6  i 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
3a_+2a^+&c+2ag, Thus has a trace of +26 and the real form generated by it
3has a character of -26. This real form, henceforth referred to as NEg is 
isomorphic to the group of transformations in 2 7 complex variables x^, y^, 
z (= -z ) for p,q = l,.f.,6, which leave invariant the cubic formpq . qp
"p \  ’‘pq “ Zpq ,
the variables being subject to the conditions
( 3 2.t )
?2p-l = %  ’ ?2p = - %!p-l ' "2p-l, 2q-l - % , 2 q  > 
% - l ,  2q “ % - l ,  2p •
The automorphism Z exp lad h) for h = ni(h +2h„+3h«+2h,+h^+2h.) maps h-
O  —  . ^  rsx l -^ Z  ^ 4  - ^ D  — O
and h, and the generators e and f associated with a,,, a.Tfa.„+a, , a.+u.+a^+a.+a-;° -u "'(x 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
u^+232+3ag+2a^+3g+2ag into themselves, and multiplies the generators associated 
W i t h  the following roots by (-1): otg, a +%,, ^2*^3*^4*^6' ü^+Z^g+u^+ag, a +a +
a^+a^ + Og+ag, &i*-2*^^3*^4*^5*^6' “‘^ *^^ '^ 2*^ ’'^3*^ '^ 4**^ 5*'^ 6* ^T*^^2*^^3*^^4*^5*^6'
Thus the automorphism has trace -6. Hence the real form generated by
Z exp(ad h) for h - mi(h,+2h_+3h.+2h,+h_+2h.) has character +6 and will be o — - 1 - 2  —3 -4 -5 -6
referred to as NEg„ It is isomorphic to the group of transformations in 27
real variables x , y , z (- -z ) which leave invariant the form(3,26)cp q pq qp
.1.4.4 Extensions of Zo
As Z •= T(d)K tor Eg,, which is exactly the same as for A^, the theory of 
extensions of Z^ tor Eg goes through in the same way as that described in the 
latter part of section 2 of LllJ , The analogues of equations (9), (10)
and (16)
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= 1(27), (3. 26M
(which follows from(3,24))
r expCh)^ for h = 0 (i.e* for f = NE,) 
d(exp h) = < (3. 27)
~ [-exp(hjd for h ^ 0 (i.e. for £ - NEg)
(which follows from(3.23) ) 5 and
rCl(27)), £^ = NEg
r(dl)(exp r(h/))*r(d')*(exp(r(h')) % (3.28)
- - -  I r(-I(27)), £' = NEg ,
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*3.5g Embeddings of à rëàl Lie àlgébrà X ’in à real Lié âlgëbïrà X*, Wheri and/or T 
may be exceptional
5 .5 . 1  General Theory for exceptional simple Lie algebras
The methods for embedding real simple Lie algebras in real simple Lie
algebras J given in D j it j, j^require modification if JGor £ is exceptional,
although the basic principles are the same.
The necessary and sufficient condition (l ,2) holds for any semi-simple real
Lie algebra. Assuming f can be reduced to the form
n " *p» *1T = B( ® E (l(p.) ®  H ) ) b“ , C3i29)j^ l ^ J
(the being irreducible representations o f o c c u r r i n g  pj times in the 
reduction of T) the determination of _B may not be straightforward, and ^  may not 
necessarily belong to If £ is classical then the determination of B is
easier, It may either be taken as 1 without loss of generality9 or is given in 
liOor- li. ] Moreover, if £ is classical, the centralizer may also be calculated 
as in C@], as the nature of the subalgebra does not enter into the argument.
A necessary condition for to be a subalgebra of £ is that JC^'^ be a sub algebra 
of £^ 5, but this is by no means sufficient. it is possible using the results 
of Patera and Sankoff C3SJ on maximal subalgebras of compact Lie algebras to 
list all semi-simple subalgebras of a given compact Lie algebra, together with 
the reduction of all possible embedding representations by constructing a "tree".
For example all the semi-simple subalgebras of may be found from the tree , |
in figureB.l. Each branching process gives all maximal semi-siranle subalgebras
I
of previous algebras and the reduction of the representations, The branching
process continues until there are no non-Lrivial maximal subalgebras of the W1last subalgebtas (i.e. A.); then all subalgebras have been included.
, » I
Unfortunately it is not easy to deduce the maximal subalgebras of non- 
compact real Lie algebras from these results. A maximal subalgebra of 3C
'<Plthe compact real form £ of a complex Lie algebra £ may not have the same ^  ^
complex extension £ as any of the maximal subalgebras of a non-compact real |
form £ of £. For example take T = (1,0,0,0,0,0), (f^ ~ S0(12)), = SO(ll)
((1,0,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,0,0)), (<C^^ “ B^) and £ =■ ^ 1 2 ° there is no real
Figure
—SU"--
Subalgebras of (0,1)
has 6 non-equivalent complex Lie subalgebras, (CGg has 6 non-equivalent 
compact real Lie subalgebras). The reduction of the representation of each 
sub algebra and its dimensions are given.
(0,1)
dim 7
(6) (l,0)+(0,l)+(0,0)
dim 7 dim 3+3+1
(l)@(l) + (0)@(2)
dim 4+3
(2)+(l)+(l)
dim 3+2+2 dim 2+2+3xl
dim 3+3+1
I
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form of C(l?0,OgOpO) + (OjOj0,0,0)) which is a subalgebra of (see
section 7.4 in [ioj > ^ l o  (Ci,0sO,OsO) + (0,0j0,0p0) + (0,0,0,0,0)) is however 
a maximal subalgebra of ND^2 S even though SO(IO) is not a maximal subalgebra of 
80(12).
In order to find out if ^ * is a subalgebra of £ the reverse of thec c
branching process may be used, as in figure Ü.2 . Once it has been established 
that can be embedded in £  ^with a representation £ which reduces as in(3^ 29) , 
B being unknown, there are three main calculations;- the explicit form of JT 
(usually involving B), the extension of S* (the automorphism which generates 
£'*) and the calculation of the centralizer. Then it is straightforward to 
substitute into (l.Z ) in a similar way to that injlO^ll and .
3.5o2 General Theory for exceptional semi-simple Lie algebras
The results ofChZare mostly valid for exceptional Lie algebras. The 
cases involving , follow through in the way described for A^, with SL(n,R) 
replaced by NE^ and by NE^ (and the dimensions adjusted appropriately).
3.5. 3 An explicit form tor X
In cases where there is only one non-conjugate embedding ofjC^ '' inJC^, it 
may be possible to find an explicit form for £ unambiguously from the Dynkin 
diagram (e.g. for an embedding of E^ in E., X(h,. *) - h, i = 1,...,5 and6 7 ~i
r(h.*) = h-). Otherwise a solution of
B( © 2(I(p.) ® i^(b/)))B"^ = à., b, (330)
~  j  J  ~  IK .
is required (here b^ "' and b^ are the generators of and f^). In some cases
a solution for the a^ .^  may be found by inspection, but the equations (330) are under-
determined. (This is to be expected as a result of the existence of
conjugate embeddings B''( © L (I (p. ) ® H  )B' where T(B B*"^) is an inner auto-
j J
morphism of £ There are however a few subalgebras of and (see 03] and 
[Î4]) which have the same reduction and are not equivalent (i.e. T(B B’**^ ) is 
not an inner automorphism). In such cases (3,30) must be solved with additional 
restraints.
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Figure 3.2
Complex Lie algebras (rank < 8) containing F^
The compact real forms of these Lie algebras contain CF^. If £' is any of the
above Lie algebras and f" any ocher Lie algebra, then £' f " contains F^.
A, +F
A_+E
A +E
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It is often simpler to soive(330) by considering the subset of the 
equations for which the b^' are generators of the Cartan subalgebra. Since 
T(exp ih*) is an inner automorphism? T(exp £(ih')) must also be an inner auto­
morphism. Hence with a suitable choice of B, _T(i_h*) can be chosen to belong 
to the Cartan subalgebra of without loss of generality. The equations
B (  e  I I ( p . )  ® fj(h.*)J = a _  h, B  (3.31)j j - -.i Ik '>^k ^
can often be solved by inspection? by considering the symmetry properties of 
the Cartan subalgebra (e.g. certain elements always zero, antisymmetry about 
the alternate diagonal) and the interchange of rows and columns. Unless there 
is more than one non-conjugate embedding with the same reduction, a solution 
thus obtained may be used without loss of generality and any remaining arbitrary 
constants chosen as convenient.
3.5.4 The Centraliser C(G , G^)
With 1 expressed in the form(3.29) the centralizer elements c will be of 
the form
c = B( e I(^ "(p ) <2 Kn,)))!"^, (3.32)^ j n  J J
where c^ '* is a p  ^ by p^  matrix. By assumption, ^belongs to G^ and can thus 
be written c = exp b^ (b^  being the generators of X^), which places some 
restrictions on the c^'o These restrictions may often be found using the 
following relationships.
(i) exp (a ® b ® c. . „ „ 0 ) = exp a ® exp b (B exp c .... Q),33)
(ii) exp(B A B - B(exp A)B  ^ (3.34)
(ill) If ^  - “£ (i.e. A - "A S , then
exp XA ~ I cos X + A sin X. (335)
3 -1(iv) It A - "A and det A - 0 (if A exists then (35) holds), then
exp XA “ I + A sin A + ^(1-cos X)„ (3,36)
As shown in L'9j. c can often be diagonalised into the form
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(C = TtCexp g)r  ^ , (3 37)
where r is a member of the centralizer and g a member of the Cartan subalgebra,
~1This is always possible when c can be expressed as B( ® S with the
c^ ranging over all members of SU(n^)o Additional restrictions on the c^ may
mean that no £ can be found which satisfies these restrictions, (This occurs
sometimes for £ - B^, or any of the exceptional Lie algebras), c can
however always be expressed in the form
£  = iTexp (a^  ^b^) , (3.38)
where the b. are generators of £ . Thus it is useful to know the form ofc
T(exp(a^ b^)) = exp(ad(a. b.)), Since
a /
exp(ad(a. fe,))x = x + a.[b., + yr—  [b., [b,, ^]] ,,,, (339)
by definition, the following results are obtained:-
i) (exp ad X^ih^)ihg = ihg , 
ii) (exp ad ( t g % )  = (eg+fg)cos(B(Xoh^))+i(eg-fg)sia(B(XJo^) ) ,
iii) (exp ad i^ih^)i(eg-fg) = i(Cg-fg)cos(8(X^h^))-(eg+Jg)sin6(X^h^)) 
iv) (exp ad X^(e^+f^))ihg ihg + (ihJcos(2X_^
+ -f ){-4) sin(2X„ a(h ))^"(V)
V) (exp ad X^(e^.-4))(eg+fg) = A(Sg+fg)+B(e^+g+f^+g)
G(ë_a+gtf_a+g)4D(e2Q+g+f2Q+g)+E(e_2g+p+f_2o+g)+FCe2a+gtf3a+g)
V i )  (exp ad
^^^-2a+3”-'2a+3^  ^^®-2a+3“-“2a+3^^ ^-3a+3“-3ct+B^^^3a+3'**~-3a+3^ 9 
v i i )  (exp ad U e ^ % ) ) ( e g + f g )  = A ( ^ + f g ) + B i ( e ^ _ ^ g - ^ ^ g ) - C i ( ^ + g - f _ ^ ^ g )
"D(&2a+g+l2a+3)"^ 2a+3’^— 2a+3^"^^^-3a+3“-3a+3^‘^^^  — 3a+3”— 3a+3^^
v i i i )  (exp ad i ( e ^ - f ^ ) ) i ( e g - f g )  = Ai(eg-fg)-B(e^^g+f^_^g)+C(e_^^gtf_^_^g^
"Di($2a+3~Î2a+3)~Bi(e_2^+p^f_2a+e)+F(e3a+etf3o+g)"G(e_2^+g+f_2Q+g)^
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where A, B, C, D, E, F, G depend on the a-series of roots containing 3 , All 
possible such series are given below (in brackets) together with the non-zero 
values of A, B, C, D, E, F and G for each series
(6)
(3, a+3)
(-a+3; 3)
(-0+3, 3, a+3)
(3 , a+3, 2a+3)
(-2a+3, -a+3) 3)
(3 , a+3, 2a+3, 3a+3)
A = 1
(-a+3, 3, a+3, 2a+3)
(-2a+3, -a+3, 3, a+3)
(“3a+3, -2a+3, -a+3, 3)
cosh Â , B = sinh Xa a
cosh X 5 C = sinh Xa a
cosh (2 X^ ), B = C = 2  ^ sinh(2^X ).a a
& + 5 Cosh(2 ^X ), B = 2 ^sinh(2*X ),a a *
“^+|cosh(2“X ) .a
|+^cosh(2^X ), C = 2 ^sinh(2^X )a a J
£+|cosh(2^X ) , a
10
(5+/5)cosh(&(l+/5)\) + Yq ' cosh(|(l-/5)\)
= ^~^^sinh(Hl+'^5)X^) + sinh(|(l-/5) aJ
~ (cosh(|(l+/J)XJ) - cosh(^ (1 -/5 )X)
= sinh(|(l+/5)X) + sinh(|(l-/5)X)
= cosh(|(l+/5)X) + cosh(|(l-/5)X)
= s inh (|( 1+75 ) ^) + sinh (|( 1-73") X)
= sinh (I (1+75) X) + sinh(^(l-75)A^
75 (cosh(^(l+7F)^) - cosh(&(l-75)X))
^ cosh(Kl+'^):^ + cosh(|(l-75)X)
" sinh(i(l+'^)Âj + sinh(|(l-75)Xj
= ^-^Y^^8inh(Kl+'^)X) + ^^^^)sinh(Kl-/5)X)
(cosh(|(l+75)X^ -
10
cosh(&(1-7F))^
cosh(Hl+A')X^ +  ^ cosh(^(l-/5)X)
^^^^Linh(S(l+/5)XJI + ^^%^Linh(Kl-/5)Xj
Y cosh(§ (1+75*);0 - J  cosh(Kl*"75)X)
sinh(|(l+75)X) + sinh(&(l-75)X)10
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3)5.5 Embedding when S* and S are both inner
The argument is very similar to that given infl ol. If ^  can be expressed 
in the forra(337) then the conditions A and B inB (^section 6 hold. More 
generally, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an embedding are.*
A* : T(exp ) ). c) is an involutive automorphism of
B*: Trace {T(exp (£(h*)).c)} = -6 (6 is the character of £).
3,5o6 Embeddings when S and S'" are both outer
Section 3(b) inl], sections 3(d), 6(d) and 7(d) of jjil {)deal with the cases when 
£* and £ are classical (A^ or D^). Thus the remaining cases are when £* or £ 
is E^« Since is a subalgebra of A^^ and its outer automorphism can be 
expressed in terms of the operation of complex conjugation K, the arguments for 
E^ are similar to those for A„ „D &
(a) £ = E^, £ ’ = A^,.
S' will be of the form T(ja') . T(^'). K'.exp (ad h/)T(uJ)J so S^^^ will be
T(r(u')).T(r(d'))oK' .exp(ad r(h')).T(I(u'))^ where K' may be taken as ^ ext ^ ^ A, ~ ext
T(B)oKoT(B ^), (T being expressed in the formÛ29))„ The argument follows 
that i n s e c t i o n  3(b) up to equation^.20) which becomes
1(27) , if £' = SLC&'+l, R),
c*c = (3.40)r(-I(A'+l)), if £' = ,
2 7(n being +1, as n must be real and n = 1), Taking into account the structure 
of c given in^,32)? this condition reduces to:
A: -Sj ” j ^ j  ^ KPj ), for £' = SL(&'+1, R) ,
or
c."(pp*cy(Pj) = 0 . I(Pj), for f' = .
where (-I(R.* + 1)) = a. I(n.), a, being il.J J J
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(b ) £ - E -, £ ’ = D , ._____________
The argument follows that given in [li ]section 7(d) (,i ^ 4) and section 
8(a) (ü, = 4) leading to the condition:
A: For every ^  appearing in the reduction of Y (in the form (29)) either
(1) there exists an s.’ such that s.'r^(b')*s!  ^= I' (^Q’b'Q’ )^ for allA/J ^ ^ ^
b ’ in £ ’ orc
(2) r^(b’) and I (Q’b ’Q' ^)* = r^(b')* appear the same number of times in
the reduction of £ (i.e. p^ = pr^).
The extension of S' = T(Q') is then T(s) K . where~ ext
K = T(B).K,T(b”S  (3.41)c X U
and s is of the form
s = B( @ E (I(p.) (S) s.') © L L (2 n, p, ))B (3.42)
where L(m) is defined for even m in ( 2,1)
/ & ,Um) = I (2.1)
\l(4m), 0 / ,
and where the satisfying A(l) are listed first and the 1 and r*^ * satisfying
A(2) are listed consecutively in(3.29). The involutive condition then reduces
2 7to the form c* = £(27) (n = +1 since it must be real and n = 1).
Considering the structure of ^ in (3,42) and ^  in(332) this becomes;
B: If satisfies A(l) then c."(p,)*c "(p.) = I(p/) and if satisfies A(2)'^ 3 J J ~  J ~
then c^"(p^)*n^"(p^) “ = £(p^). The trace condition is:
C: Trace tT(s).K ,,T(c exp f(h'))} = -6-A, ext 'V' A.,
A, B and C are a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an embedding,
(c) £' = E^, £ = A^.
Since the outer automorphism of E^ can be expressed in the same way as that 
of A^, the argument is the same as in [ll] section 3(b), with SL()Î,'+1, R) replaced
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by NE^ and replaced by NE^, Equation(J28) is used instead of -U6)
and condition A (for £' = NE^) or A’ (for JC’ = NE^) and condition B are a set 
of necessary and sufficient conditions for an embedding.
(d) î"' = Eg, X = D^.
The argument given in Qljsection 6(d) based on 6(c) and [lljsection 5(b),
holds for £' » Eg instead of £' = A^,. SU(&' + 1), SL(&'+1, R) and + a ire
3 4everywhere replaced by CEg, NEg and NEg respectively.
 ^ 3.5.7 Embeddings when S* is inner and S outer
 ^ The cases when f = A^ or are dealt with in ^l] section 3(c) and £l2.]
' section 3(b), the results applying for X ’ being classical or exceptional.
' Thus it only remains to consider the case where £ = Eg. The theory is very
similar to that given in [llj section 3(c) for £ = A^. Since Y must be an outer
' automorphism it must be of the form T(y) K , where K is given in(3Al) and/■>' €*XU GXu
' T(y) r ( b ' ) *  = r (b'). This implies the condition
A: r must be equivalent to T*. Thus every occurring in the reduction of
1 *^ as in(3,29) must either (1) be equivalent to T-^ (i.e. y /  exists such that
T(y.’)r^  = I ), or (2) occur the same number of times as F in (3,29) (i.e.
Pj* = Pj).
Thus y is of the form
y = B( ®  E (Kp.) ®  y.') A 1 L(2n.p, ))B~^ , (3.43)
assuming that the H  satisfying A(l) are listed first and the F^ and F^
satisfying A(2) are listed consecutively. By considering the structure of c 
and y given in (),32) and^.43) and noting that y.* can be chosen such that-V J
y.'y.'* = 6. 1 (n, ), where e. is +1 for F"^ real and -1 for F"^ preudo- real andX-J 2 3 J
27wnere r
involutive condition reduces to
i that exp(-2F^(h')) = i. I(n.), h . = +1 (x, not necessarily real), the ^  J J J J
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B: (1) If satisfies A(l), then t . is real and if c.x. = -1 then p. must beJ J J " J
even. The c,"(p.) must also satisfy c/’Cp. )c."(p .)* « e.x. I (p.).J -J J -d J J J "^  ' 3
(2) If and satisfy A(2) then the c^"(p^) must satisfy_c^*"(p^) =
The trace condition is
C: Trace {T(exp(F(h^)).c.y).Kg^g} = -6.
Conditions A, B and C form a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
embedding.
3.5.8 Embeddings with S^  outer and S inner
This case only applies if f* - A^,, or Eg. The cases not covered by
jlC, It or ICLJ are f ' = Eg with £ classical, and JC’ = A^, , D^, or Eg with £ 
exceptional.
(a) £' = Eg and £ classical.
This case is very similar to the case where f ’ = A^, described in^llj 
section 3(d) and 5(b) and [ill section 6(c). The condition given in these
sections apply for SU(£’+1), SL(£’+1, R) and replaced everywhere by
3 4CEg, NEg and NEg respectively.
(b) f ’ “ A^,, Eg and £ exceptional.
The extension of K' must be of the form T(y) (for y of the type given in 
(3.43)) and so a necessary condition is:
A: V must be equivalent to F*. Thus the ^  occurring in the reduction of
as in (3.29) must either
(1) be equivalent to F^ (i.e. there exists a y . ’ such that T(y.’)F^* = F^), 
or (2) occur the same number of times as F^  in(3.29) (i.e. Pj^ = Pj).
The argument follows that given in [ll] sections 3(d) and 5(b), the cases with
NEg and NEg being as for SL(&’+!, R) and respectively, but £  may not
necessarily be of the form(&37), so the involutive condition is :
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.3
. Q; or m l .
, n I(r) . if £' = S L a ’ + l, R) or NE,(c*y*) * ij  ^ (3A4)
where r’ and r are the dimensions of £ ’ and £ respectively. = 1 and nc c
must be real except when f = Eg. This reduces to the condition
B: (1) If satisfies A(l) then c."(p.)^ = f n*c « I (p.), for f ’ = SL(&’+1, R)'J J 1 J J oor NEg,
Up.), for = Qj
or NE* ,h O
and if £ is , F^, E^ or Eg then pj is even if n = -1, 
or (2) if and satisfy A(2) then c. "(p.) must satisfy
a - * 3
n*c."(p.)"l , for 4 ’ = SL(&'+1, R) or NE? ^
c . * " ( p . )  =  <  ^ _ i  A
n*o.c.”(p.) , for £' = Q|(r+i) "
The trace condition is:
C: Trace (T(F(d’) y c exp F(h')} = -6 .
Conditions A, B and C form a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an
embedding.
(c) X ’ = D^, and £ exceptional.
As in filj section 3(c), a q must exist such that T(q) F(b’) = F(T(Q’)b'),
which implies:
A The occurring in the reduction of F (29) must satisfy either
(l) there exists a q / belonging to £ such that T(q.')F^(b’) = F^(T(Q’)b’)-vj c 'v- -w- ~-
for all b ’ in X ,c
or(2) F^(b') and its conjugate, F^(b’) = F^(T(Q')b’) must occur the same number
of times (i.e. p^ = pj).
Thus the extension of T(Q’) is T(q), where
q - B( ®  Ï (Up.) ®  q,' ) + E L(2n.p, ))B~’- . (3.45)~  j 'v- J /V J k  ^  K K ~
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The argument follows that given in section 3(c), 4(b) and 7(c). The
2 ' rinvolutive condition is (q c) = nl(r) where n =1. Thus n must be real 
except when X = Eg. Taking into account the structures of c and q given in 
(332) and (345), this reduces to the conditions;
B; (1) If satisfies A(l) then ^ / ’(p^)^ « n ^Pj ) or
(2) If satisfies A(2) then c. "(p, )c-"(n ) = n I(n, ).n ."He k '^K, ■ k ■ k
The trace condition is then
C: Trace iT(q c exp r(h’))} = ~6.
A, B and C are a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for an embedding.
3.5.9 Summary of procedure for constructing an embedding of X ’ in.X 
(£' and X are two real Lie algebras not both classical)
1) Use the branching process to find the reduction of all non-conjugateIembeddings of X^’ in X^. Work through each of these separately.
2) Find an explicit form of T (i.e. F(b.’) = X.,b, ). This will usually■'I ik~k
involve finding B.
3) Find the form of the centralizer elements and the set of if c^  can be
-1expressed as r(expjr)r
4) Choose an S' which generates X' from X ' (X' = /s^ X ) .c c
5) If S' is an outer automorphism, find its extension (i.e. find which ever of
y, s or q is appropriate) and calculate £. or o. if applicable.J J
6) See if the set of necessary and sufficient conditions (given in sections
3.5.5,315.6,3.5. 7 ori.5,8) for this case are satisfied for any ^  in the
centralizer and any allowed value of n (if it appears in the conditions).
7) If the conditions in (6) are satisfied then X' is a subalgebra of
X « *^ ®ext ^ "^ c the, generators of X ’ are the same linear combinations of 
X as the generators of X^' are of X^. If the conditions in (6) can not be 
simultaneously satisfied then X ' is not a subalgebra of X for any representation 
conjugate to P.
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9.6. Examples
9 6 , 1  Subalgebras of real forms of Gg
As will be seen from figure3.1, there are six non-conjugate semi-simple 
subalgebras of G^, four of these are non-conjugate embeddings of A^, and there
is embedding of A^ and of A^ (J) A^v We will examine them in the reverse order,
‘ (a) r  = A ^ @  A^
A^ @ A ^  is a subalgebra of G^ with the embedding representation 
X  ” (1))®'C(0) (,2)))^  which can be realised as
'r
" -2,2 * -is.S '
° ■^£2 , 2  ■'£3 , 3  * £ 4 . 4  “ ~5,5 *
m i  + £2.4)%"^ '
m ® £ i >  = m i . 2  + £3,4 + + '^£6.7)1 '-
where B can be taken to be B « I. - + I„ „ + I„ . + I, , + I_ _ + I,  ^+ 1_ ,~ -1,1 — 2,2 -3,5 -4,6 -5,7 -6,3 '^ 7,4
and the explicit form of F is then
m i ' ®  I) = "(2Ü1 m 2 )  • r ( i ® h / )  = -h2
£^îi'®£) ° S' -11222 ' F^l®Sj.') “ £2 '
The centralizer elements are of the form
X ^ X^^l ®  ^ 2 diagonal
Thus c = exp h for h = -nrrih (n = 0,1), c« = 1 and c, = +1,— ~ ' —z / i
SU(2) (g) SU(2) is generated by S* = T(exp 0), the involutive condition is
satisfied for both values of n and the trace condition gives an embedding in
CG^ (n = 0 and trace = 14) and in NG^ (n = 1, trace = -2). SU(1,1) 811(2) is
generated by T(exp i ~ (h^ ' (x) p  ) and thus Y = (T(exp iiï(h^  + (n+Dhg))
does not satisfy the involutive condition for either value of n. S’ Y =ext
T(exp-in(n+|)h^) for SU(2) g) SU(1,1) and again the involutive condition 
cannot be satisfied, 811(1,1) 0  SU(1,1) is generated by
S’ = T(exp (^(hj^’ X  + 1(B) h^’)), so that 8^^^ Y is T(exp - in(h^ + (n+Dh^)),
. « /
which satisfies the involutive condition for n = 0 and 1, The trace condition
gives an embedding in NG^ (n = 0,1, trace = -2), SLC2, C) is generated by Z’,
but there is no extension of Z* for this representation (see section2.4,2), 
so there is no embedding.
Thus only SU(2) @  SU(2) and SU(1,1) @  SU(.1,1) can be embedded in real 
forms of G^, The generators of SU(2) ®  SU(2), when embedded in CG^ or NG^ are
' ■‘^ -2’ 6^-11222 -11222^* ^^^11222 ” Xn222^ ’ ^-2 ^ 2 ) »
i(f^ - ^ 2  ^ the generators of SU(1,1) 0  SU(1,1) in NG^ are -i(2h^ + h^),
- ih ^ ,  ^^®11222 X11222) '  '6^-11222 ^ Xn222^ * ^^-2  - 2 ^ '  ^-2 "  X g ) '
(b) X' =
A^ is a subalgebra of G^ for which the form of the embedding representation 
is ^((1,0) + (0,1) + (0,0))^^, which can be realised as;
1 . 1  + £ 2 . 2  + J:4.4 - £ 5 .5 )2 :' ,
2 . 2  *-£3 , 3  ■'■'£5 , 5  "Je, 5 )^ ,
.2 - £ 5 .4 )1 ',
, 3  - £ 5 ,5 )^ ^
where B can be taken to be B = + +£2,1 + £ 3 . 2  *£4,7 + £5,5 " £5,4 +-Î7,3j,
and the explicit form of £ is then
. m i )  = - £ 1  • i%2') = - %i + 1 2 ),
rCji') + £1 > £(£2') “ 6~1222 '
The centralizer elements are of the form
c = B(c^ 1(3) 0  Cg £(3) <3 c^ £(1))^  ^ = diagonal (c^jC^jC^ ,c^,C2 jC^  ,Cj^ )^
Thus (C = exp h., where h = ^Tîi h^, c^ = 1, and c^ “ c^* * expCy^^^).
SU(3) and SU(2,1) are generated by T(exp h’) with h’ « 0 and ^  (2h.' + h«’),J — 1 — Z
so that Sg^^ Y is T(exp ^2) and T(exp -ni(h^  + ^hgCl+Zn)) respectively.
The involutive condition is only satisfied for n = 0 for X' = SU(3) and n = 1
for X* = SU(2,1) and the trace condition allows embeddings of SU(3) in CG^
(trace = 14) and SU(2,1) in NG^ (trace = -2). SL(3, R) is generated by T(^*).K.
= £(-!.
= B(-I,
= B(I
£(62* ) " BClg
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Since in (0,1) is the complex conjugate of (1,0) it follows that 
y = B(L(6 ) + I(1))B ^, and from QlJsection 2
“ X^Xl,3 " ^ 2,2 ^ J-3,1 ■^-4,6 " is,5 '*'-6,4 
Conditions A and B are satisfied, and r(d’)y.c is B(c, (I, „ - ,) +— -t- 1 -— 1,3 — 2 , 2  ^ ^ , 1
“ 1 ^^2 ^X4 6 "" X 5 5 J^6 4  ^ ^ Xy y^- » condition U is satisfied for an embedding
of SL(3, R) in NG^ (trace = -2).
Thus the only embeddings of real forms of A^ in real forms of G^ are
SU(3) in CGg, SU(2,1) in NG^ and SL(3, R) in NG^* The generators of F(X’)
are /s^_ Y F(g.’) where X ’ = /s X ’ and the g.* are generators of X exu -V- c c
(c) X' =
There are four non-conjugate embeddings of Aj^  in G^ namely corresponding 
to representations which reduce no (6 ), (2 ) + (2 ) + (0 ), (2 ) + (1 ) + (1 ) and 
(1) + (1) + (0) + (0) + (0). They will be examined in this order.
(i) The representation (6 ) has generators
£(hi') = ^£2 , 2  %3,3^ % , 5  ’*■ % 6 , 6  %y,y ,
Ke^^’) = ^  ' ^ X 2 , 3  6 3 , 4  ‘^ X 4 , 5  ■*■ ’^ - 5 , 6  ' ^ - 6 ,y:
This representation can be embedded directly in G„ (i.e. B = I), the explicit
r form for r being
r -
 ^ F(h.’) = 6 h_ + lOh- , 7A. i. 1-z — -1
r(e/) - v/ 2 f_ + /Ï0  e, . ,-wi —2 'wi -*
 ^ The centralizer is the identity (as £•is irreducible). SU(2) and SU(1,1) are
t generated by T(exp h') for h' = 0 and &nh,' respectively. Thus S' Y is— i ext
T(exp 0) or T(exp irrOh^ + 5h^)), both of which satisfy the involutive condition.
h
The trace condition allows an embedding of SU(2) in CG_ and SU(1,1) in NG_.r 2 2
) (ii) With the representation (2) + (2) + (0), A^  ^ can be embedded in G^ in the 
f orm
■>-
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mi') = 2!mi.l + £3,3 - h,A •
i^ll') “ s^il,2 * '2,3 * '4.5 * £ 5 ,6 ) 1  >
where « (£1 , 2  ^2,4  ^ i3,6 " X 4 / 7  ’*'-5 , 1  '^X6,3 * Xy,5)' Thus£(h^')32h- and r(e,’) = -jtt The centralizer elements are of the form— 1 -V K2 —1222 — 1222
c = B(c/’(2) ®  1(3) ®  c- I(1))B ^. c must be a member of CG„, which implies
that the off diagonal elements are zero. Thus c^ - > ^ 2 2  > < ^ 2 2 * ^ 11 *^11 ^22^
exp h for ^  X 2 , and hence c^ = 1, c^^ = c^ 2  ” exp Thus Y is
T(exp —2) or T(exp in(5h_ + (.3 + ÿ^)h„)). The involutive condition isj  ''V- J, J
only satisfied for n = 3 in both cases, and the trace condition gives an
embedding of SU(2) in CG^ and SU(1,1) in NG^.
(iii) The representation (2) + (1) + (1) can be embedded in the form
r(hi') . B(2(-Ii_i ^ ^ 3 3^ ) - ^ 6 . 6  +.£7 ,7 )*"'
r(ei') “ ^(*^ ül,2 ^ ^ 2,3^ ■*■-4,5 ^ Î6,7^ -1
for B = / 0 1(2) 0
1(3) 0 0
0 1(2)
Thus r(h,') = h„ and r(e,') ” e_, and the centralizer elements are of the formr- 1 — 2 — — 1 — 2
c = B(c''(2) 0  1(2) © c„.I(3))B ^, which can be diagonalised to the form 
\ ““1 .c = r(exp g)r with g = nni h (n = 0,1). The involutive condition is/-L. A-/ — -V., — 2
satisfied for S’ = T(0) but not for S' = T(exp |iri h^'). The trace condition 
allows an embedding of SU(2) in CG2 (n = 0, trace “ 14) and in NGg (n = 1, 
trace - -2),
(iv) The representation (1) + (1) + 3(0) of can be embedded in the form
l%l') -("Xl, 1 -2,2 “ Xa,3 ■*■ - 4,4)^ »
XX%i') = !XXi,2 + X3,4)2:' '
^  ^  il,5 "*■ -2,1 * is,2 ■*■ - 4,6 ■*■ -Xs ,3 ■* Xô,4 "*'J'7,7 "
Thus r (h. ' ) = h^  and r(,e.') = e,. The centralizer elements are of the form^  JL 'w '^ JL JL u
B(c£'(2) (g) 1(2) 0  £ 2 ' (3))B ^, which cannot be put in the form^,44) but can be y{
expressed in the form
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exp ^2 ( ^ 1 2 2  X 1 2 2 ) exp Xg ^(®122 "’'X122)
For SU(2), S' Y « T(c), the involutive condition is only satisfied for
X„ - X„ = 0 and X, = 6 nni, and then c = 1. The trace condition allows for 2 3 1
an embedding of SU(.2) in CG„. S' Y - T((exp i^h„)c) for SU(1,1), but theZ Z '"v-Z
involutive condition cannot be satisfied for any value of c so there is no
embedding of SU (1,1).
The semi-simple subalgebras of real forms of Gg are summarized in tablell
$,6.2 Subalgebras of real forms of F,
The subalgebras of F^ are too numerous to consider in their entirety here 
so we will only examine embeddings of real forms of ((0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ) + (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 )) 
((16) + (9)) and all embeddings of SL(2, G).
(a) T' = B,
B^ (0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ) + (1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) can be embedded with the explicit form for
I =B((0,0,0,1) ®  (1/0,0,0) « (0,0.0,0)1 B"' being
r(hi')
rCh^ ')
L%')
£<£4')
= h.
= h
r(6i')
r(e,')
2 *
•1 '
£233 ’
= h, - f J
The centralizer elements are of the form
c = B(c/ 1(16) ($) c ' 1(9) + c„ I(1))B ,
" V ,  ''W. J . Z  J  y\y
which is a member of OF. if c„ = c_ = 1 and c, = ±1. Thus c « exp nni h^4 2 3 1 -'-1
whe re n = 0 ,1 .
The real forms of B^ are S0(9 - 2p, 2p) for p = 0,...,4, which are all 
generated by inner automorphisms, and Y is T(exp h) for rnri h^ (p = 0),
ni((4+n)h^ + 8 h2 + 6 ^  + ~ h^) (p=l), ni((4+n)h^ + 7h^ + ‘‘ (p=2),
ni((3+n)hi + 6 h,, + 4h + 5h.) (p=3), iri((2+n)h., + 4h. + 3h„ + 2h, ) (p=4).i ~ 2  -T-3 ^ "L- 3 -M4
The involutive condition on T(exp ni I X. h.) is only satisfied if all the
i«l ^
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are integers. Thus it is not satisfied for p « 1,3. The trace condition
1gives embedding of S0(9) in CF^ (n » 0, trace = 52) and NF^ (n = 1, trace = -4), 
SO(5,4) in NF^ (n = 0,1, trace » -4]^  and 80(1,8) in NF^ (n “ 1, trace * -4) and 
NF^ (n « 0, trace = 20).
(b) = Ai
The representation (16) + (8) of A^ can be embedded in F^ with the explicit 
form for = JBC(16)+-(8))£  ^ such that
I(hi') = 6hi + 4h, + IZh, + Sh^,
£(£1 ’) = 4 £ 1 2 3  - /3Ô£^234 " T ®233
/TêT
J  92 -1222333344 *
The centralizer elements are of the form c = B(c, 1(17) <39 c„ 1(9) )B ^, but 
both c^  and c„ must be l(so that c » I). The involutive condition is1 Z — .-V
satisfied for S' Y being both T(0) and T(exp(3h- + 2h« + 12h_ + 8h.) (i.e.ext ~j. '"^z '"'-o '"L-A
for SU(2) and SU(1,1)), and the trace condition allows the embeddings SU(2) in 
CF, and SU(1,1) in Nf J.
(c) V  = SL(2, C)
Any representation which provides for an embedding of SL(2, C) must reduce 
to a form which only contains terras F (gj H  and^ F^"^  ^  <S) F_^ j(see
section2.4. 2). Thus many of the representations of A^ ®  A^ may be eliminated, 
and the only three remaining representations are
£1 = 4((0)(& (1) + (1\(& (0)) + (1)(& (1) + 6((0)(B (0)) ,
£2 = ((0)35(2) + (2) ®  (0)) + 4((1) <B(1))+ 4((0)<&(0)) ,
,£2 = ( d )  (B (3) + (3) (B(l)) + (2)<B (2) + (0) 3)(0) . J
(i) An explicit form for F., is F(h ' <S> I) = h_, r(e, ' ^  I) = e_, F(I (g. h. ' )•>,■1 -I' i .T- — Z''- "ML ■ '4—2 ''ML
h„ + h., 1(1 0e,') = &eg-_, where F = B F, B a^ 2 -"v- 3 -V 'S. '' i "^ 2 33 -V. -.-1
The centralizer cannot be reduced to diagonal form but can be expressed as
1 2c = exp X(h„+2h„+2h/) . II(exp X (e +f ) . exp X i (e -f ) ,^  -w3 a,4 a -v-a -va a '^ a "'-a ’
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where the X  ^ are zero except for a being a„+2a.j+2a. , a,+a_+a_, a_+2a_+3a_+2&., ‘d 2 3 4  1 2 3  1 2 3  4
2a,+3a_+4a_+2a,. Z’ can be taken as T(B(L(16) ®  w ’ (4) ©> I(6 ))B ^), where1 2 3 4 ext .vext y\„
is defined in sectionZA. The involutive condition is however only
1 2 satisfied for X = 0  for all a and X “ 0 for all a except aA+2a_+2a, and a a 2 3 4
2 a^+3 a2 +4 ag+2 a^, when it is a multiple of rri. The trace condition allows an
2 1 embedding of SL(2, C) in NF^ (X = 0, trace = 20) and NF^ (X “ ïïi, trace = -4).
(ii) Fa can be embedded in the form F = B B  ^where F(h^ * ®  I) = h^,z ^  rt_ A, i 'V- 3
“ ® 1 2  ^1233* i l ’) “ % 2  “ ®123344 *
£ 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 ' Again the centralizer cannot be diagonalized but can be
expressed as
c - n (exp X ^(e +f ) . exp X ^i(e -f ) ) ,^ a ^a-^a ' a X.a
where are zero except for a = a2 +2 a^+2 a^ and 2 a^+3 a2 +4 a^+2 a^.
Z' can be taken as ext
Zgxt = T(B,(L(6 ) ®  1(4) ® W g ^ / 4 )  ®  1(4))^"*) .
2 1 The involutive condition (Z' T(c)) = I implies that X = 0  for both a andext 'W' Qt
2A is a multiple of n.a 2For X = 0 for both a the trace condition allows an embedding of SL(2, C)
2 2 in NF^ (trace 2 0 ), and for X^ = n for both a the trace condition allows an
embedding of SL(2, C) in (trace -4). Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in
both non-compact real forms of F^.
(iii) The representation I' can be embedded in the form F = B F_ where B
is such that the explicit form of F is
G> i) = h, - Tb^, ^ (I(g>hi') . -2hi + Ihg + h^ ,
21223334 -12 " -23344 ’
£ ( £ ^ ^ 1  ) “ "-34 “ -1222333344 %1222333344 *
The centralizer is diagonal and therefore can be expressed as
c = exp 2nni(hg + h,). Z' . can be taken asA- "M3 — 4 ext
Z' = T(B(W(8,8) few' (9) ®  K D b"’- ,fv <^ 0Xt ^
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where J£(np, n^) is defined in section2.4. For n = 0 and 1 the involutive 
condition is satisfied and the trace condition gives an embedding of SL(2, C) 
in NF^ (trace - ~4).
3.6.3 Real forms of containing SL(2, C)
We shall only consider embeddings of SL(2, C) in real forms of E^. As6
for F^ s^ embedding representations may be eliminated if there is no extension 
to Z' (see sectionl.4.2), The only remaining representations are
= 4(((0)(& (1)) + (1) G5(0)) + (l)(g>(l) + 7((0) (g)(0)),
£2 =(0)G>(2) + (2) #(0) + 4(d) ®  (D) + 5((0) g)(0)),
£2 = (1) (B (3) 4 (3)(B (1) + (2) (3) (2) + 2(0)(B (0),
£4 = 3((2)(& (0) + (0)(g (2)) + (2)(&(2),
= (2) (&(0) + (0) & ( 2) + (2)(B (1) + d)(0 (2) + d)(S (0) + (0)(B (1)
+ (1) ®  (1) + (0)(& (0),
= (4)0 (0) + (0) (g)(4) + (3)(g (3) + (0)(& (0).
(i) r can be embedded in the form T = B 1' B  ^with F(h ' (# I) = h. ,
F(e ’ 0  1) = e., I(I0h,*) ~ h„, F(I^pe ') = e.,. The centralizer elements
cannot be diagonalized, but they are of the form
C ” + a^ CJhg+h^ ) + ajhj + Üla+hfi>) •
where is zero except for a being , a^+a^-ta^+a^, a^+2a2+3ag+2a^+a^+2a^) %'
Op , -^ a.+ap+a, , a +2a„+2a„+a,+a,. Z’  ^is given byo 1 I 3 4 3 0  1 2 3 4 6 ext ■'
Ky.t = T(B(L(16)(3r»;x^(4) ®  I(7))rb ,
For S inner, the involutive condition implies that X  ^ = 0 for all a and X  ^ isa . ut
a multiple of n for all a, and that = a^ = nni and &2 " ^4 " 2mni. The
2 2trace condition allows for an embedding in NE^ (n = 0 = X^ , trace = 14) and
NE^ (n = 1, trace = -2). For S being outer, Y is outer and thus a y is9
required such that T(y)F = F*, such a y being given by y - B( Z y. <$> I(7))B*~^
'■'V' X  "" 1 ''—X  •'X—
" S
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for y. = M(2) when i =1^ -,8 and y_ ~ M(4), with M(n) given byyxJi. -"V- ' i_ g) 'M —
[M(n))^^ ^p+q, n + 1
The involutive condition puts no restriction on the centralizer elements, but
the trace condition is only satisfied for NE^ (trace -6), Thus SL(2, G) can
be embedded in NE^, NE? and NE^ with representation B 1% B ^.6 6 6 —1 —
(ii) I’ can be embedded in the form F = B B  ^with F(h,' <g) 1) = hr + h, , I
/v -Z  A , -L Z  /A .' ■ i  ^  —• J  O
£l8l’ ^};} ^ '^3456  ^£3 4 ' 1 Ü  ®  6 1 '^  “ 5s “ Ï6’ £(£ ^  ®345 *" ^646'
The centralizer elements are of the form
2c = exp(a_h + a^(h_+2h.+h_) . n(exp X ’ (e +f ) , exp X i(e^“f^)) , ^ l-'^l 2 — 2 — 4 — 5 a 'L-a A-a a --aa
where the X  ^ are zero except for a = a, or aT+2a_+2a_+2a,+ar+ax, which cannot a 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
be diagonalized to the form(3,3?) . ^^xt taken as
.
i 2For S inner the involutive condition implies that X = 0  for all a and Xa a
is a multiple of n and a^ - mr and a^ = 2mti, The trace condition allows for
2 1an embedding in NE^ (n = 0, trace = -2) and in NE^ (n = 1, trace = +14).
If S is outer then y can be taken as B( E y. + 1(5))B , where y. is M(3)- i=1  ^ —  cl
for i = 1,2 and £4(4) for i = 3,..,,6. ’I
The involutive condition puts no restriction on c but the trace condition 
is only satisfied for NE^ (all values of c give trace -6).
Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in NE^, NE^ and NE^ with representation F^ .
(iii) r = B F_ B  can be embedded such that F(h * C> I) = 2h.. + h_ + h, ,
l ÿ l  ^  -V “ t£l2346 ” --23456“^ £ 2 34 ■*" '^— 1223334456' “ %-3 “ ^ 5
£ 1  %6' I %  ®  - 1  ^ " ’^ £ 1 2 3 4 5 6  ~ £ 1 2 3 4  *” '^-12233344566 ’*’•£•2345'
“ 1centralizer elements can be diagonalized and can be expressed as c = r (exp gjr ,
where g is X.(h^ + 2h„ - 2h, - h_). Z'  ^ can be taken asZ- 1 0 - 1 A-2 a-4 . /V.5 ext
K y t  = T(B(W(8.8) @ % ; ^ J 9 )  e U 2 ) ) B - b .
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For S inner, the. involutive condition is satisfied for X *= n-rr and the trace
2condition gives an embedding in NE, (n = 0,1, trace = -2).
3
If S is outer y can be taken as B( E y, ©  1(2))B , where y, = y_ = M(8)A/ - — I —  ,v- i A- Z —1=1
and y„ = M(9). The involutive condition is satisfied for all A and the traceA-J . —
condition gives an embedding in NE^ (trace = ~6 for all values of ^).
Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in NE^ and NE^ with the representation^ 2 ”
 ^ ' ' [ ' ' [ 7(iv) The embedding with. representation = B£^ B can be realised in the form
where F (h ’ 0 1 )  = 2h, , I (e_ ’ (g) 1) = h, ’) = 2h_„ , F (I (g) e ’ )A,- 1 — 1 A-A-i A. iZjD —Zoo A' — j A -A- A i
eiAOAOAz/c/ “ f1 AnAA//cr• Tho exteusion Z' may be taken as '-1223334456 ^-122334456
and the centralizer elements can be diagonalized to the form jc = ^(exp g)^ ^, 
where g is rnii(h^ - h^) + xih^. For S inner, the involutive condition is
satisfied for n = 0,1, A = mir, and the trace condition is satisfied for
2 1embeddings in NE^ (n = m = 0, trace = 14) and NE^ (n = 1 or m = 1, trace = -2),
 ^ “1When S is outer, y may be taken as B(C& E y,)B , where y. = M(3) forA- -V-1A- A _ 1 a-1=1
i=l,...,6 and y^ = M(9). The involutive condition is satisfied for all ^  and 
the trace condition is satisfied for an embedding in NE^ (trace = -6 for all 
values of .
Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in NE^, NE? and NE^ with representation F.,  __  :__ ___   :........  j?.... ______________ 2±_
(v) F = B Fr B  ^ can be embedded when F(h,’ I) = 2h- 4" h_, F(e.,’ @  I) •=^ A- A 3 —  I ^  A-p-- - j A. A. A-
£12233344566 £ 2 3 4 5  “ '£l234>-^£® £-1* ^ £l £-3 '*'-5' ^  5l' ^
e, + e^ + e_' The centralizer elements are diagonal of the form c =— I a-3 a-5 ° -V-
exp X(h. H- 2h,, - 2h, - h-), and Z’ _ may be taken as A1 -Z a-4 -V.5 ext
Z’ = T(B(L(6) €> W(6,6) e  L(4) ®  w' ^(4) ®  1(1))b“ )^ ,ext A— u- A- —  A-ext -A. A-
For S inner, the involutive condition implies that X = nr (n = 0,1) and the
2trace condition is satisfied for an embedding of SL(2, C) in NE,. For S outer,
 ^ -1 Jy can be taken as B( E y. (?) 1(1) )B , where y. = y_ = M(3), y- = y, = M(6), iA _ A-1 —  A.- <- 1 A /  A. A 3 A_ 4 A_ J1=1 ,‘j
Yr = y, ° M(2) and y_ = M(4). The involutive condition is satisfied for all Jv 3  A - O  — A . /  A - I
4 Nc and the trace condition for an embedding in NE, (trace = ~6 for all values of c).,|A, D . il’i
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Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in NE^ and NE^ with representation
(vi) F, can be embedded in the form of F = B F. B ^, where F(h.' 0  1 ) “ 4h, +— 0 A- -1,5 A- ’ A. A-.1 —' A-l
% 2  % 3  — 4 ^-123346 ’^ £-3,6 “ ' ^ £ 3 4 '
4h« + 4h„ + h. + h, and F(I<^e.,') = 2e„„., •- /3 f, “ /3 f,. The centralizerA-Z a-3 a-4 ■v-5 A- A A-i '—2346 -— 4 — 6
consists of elements of the form e I, so that T(c) is the identity
operation. The extension of Z’ is T(B(.L(10) <$>w’ ^(16) (& 1(1) )B~'^ ) and forA—  eXt A -  -Ip
S inner the involutive and trace conditions are satisfied for an embedding in
2 -1 NE- (trace 14). For S outer, y may be taken B(M(5) 0  M(5) C3b M(16) I(1))BO -V— /'Tp,- '
and the involutive and trace conditions are satisfied for an embedding in NE^ 
(trace = -6),
Thus SL(2, C) can be embedded in NE^ and NEg with representation Fg.
3.7. Conclusions concerning embeddings of SL(2, C)
In section2.9, it was shown that the list of real Lie algebras 
containing SL(2, C) given by Barut and Raczka [1] was incomplete. The 
results of this indicate that there are many exceptional Lie algebras
which contain SL(2, C) , which were also not mentioned in C H .  It has also 
been shown that SL(2, C) may be isomorphic to several non-conjugate sub- 
algebras of a real form of an exceptional Lie algebra. The following list 
gives all exceptional Lie algebras of rank < 6, which contain subalgebras 
isomorphic to SL(2, C) (the number of non-conjugate embeddings is given in 
brackets after each algebra): NfJ(3) , NF^(2), NEg(3), NEg(6), NEg(6).
1V 
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ii-.l Lie Groups and Lie Algebras o
All locally isomorphic Lie groups have isomorphic Lie algebras ÿ j 
since the generators of a Lie algebra £ are the infinlt^esimal |
generators of its Lie group G Thus all elements g e G in a 
neighbourhood of the identity can be expressed as
g - I + t. a. (4 «l)A- 1 A 1
More generally any g e G can be expressed as
g = exp (t. a.) (4c2)
/ \ y  X
which becomes (i|-c3 ) in the limit as the t^  tend to zero , Thus the 
infinitesimal elements a of G ( unit elements of ) can be obtained
from the elements of G  : 
a lirni as g-s>I along a continuous path  ^ (U'3)Us-
All continuous representations of G ( single-valued , multi-valued, 
faithful or unfaithful) will have isomorphic Lie alg-^ebras  ^ There 
is one simply connected Lie group G  ^ (unique up to isomorphism) , 
which has a Lie algebra isomorphic to £ , This group is the Universal 
covering group of all groups locally isomorphic to it , Every group 
G is a factor group of its universal covering group :
G  = Is/N , (4f4)
/ \ '1where N is a normal (invariant) central subgroup of G  ^ Hence every
representation of G  is a representation of G and vice-versa - All 
representations of G are single valued and all representations of 
groups with trivial centres are either faithful or trivial ,
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A linear group is one which has at least one faithful linear 
representation , i,eo a representation in the form of linear operators 
(equivalent to a matrix representation ) <> It is these groups which 
are physically important y they are each isomorphic to a subgroup of 
the general linear group GL(N,C)y where N is the dimension of the 
group o All compact universal covering groups are linear , but non- 
compact universal covering groups are not all linear * Thus it is 
useful to define a universal linear group G , as in ? unique
up to isomorphism , which is ^ linear group , of which all other 
locally isomorphic linear groups are factor groups o
Prom theorem I4.  ^ a faithful linear representation of G provides 
a faithful linear representation of £  and a faithful linear repre­
sentation of j}provides a linear ( but not necessarily faithful) 
representation of G » Thus if T( j) ') CZ JD , it is not necessary 
for G* Co G , since V may not be a faithful representation of G ’»
The problem for non-linear groups is mathematically complex , but 
physically unimportant , Results are therefore obtained for linear 
semi-simple groups only *
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U^2 Embeddings of a linear semi-simple Lie group G' In a linear semi- 
simp le Lie group G .
4*2*1 General Theory
To avoid confusion in this section , G will denote the abstract 
Lie group and j] its abstract Lie algebra, r(G) will denote any 
linear representation of G and r(jS ) the representation of the 
infinitesimal elements of r(G) * Theorem 5 shows that f(G) = e x p r )* 
A necessary condition for G’ to be a subgroup of G is that ' is a 
subalgebra of JÎ , (theorem l) * Thus the problem is ; if JG * is a 
subalg—ebra of & , what are the embedding relations of the Lie groups 
having Lie algebras isomorphic to £  ' in Lie groups having Lie algebras 
isomorphic to £ »
If ’ is a subalgebra of JE , then for every linear representa­
tion r of there obviously exists a linear representation f  of dj'
such that f ’( X ’) is a subalgebra of I ( A  ) , (f is a projection 
of r onto Jb ’ ) 0 Thus for a representation Ju ) which gives a 
faithful (single-valued ) representation PfG) of G when exponentiated,
there exists a linear representation f  of ii ’ such that P ’ ( ' ) c. F„(Ü)U"
f ’( ’) will give a faithful representation of some group G ’ when expon
entiatec (theorem 6) » Thus f'(L ’) f^( £  ) implies
r*(G’) ~ exp f'(Jj ’) (C exp r(£.} - f (G) and hence that G' is a
subgroup of G *
So if Ü/' , then every linear Lie group G whose Lie algebra Is
isomorphic to cC contain as a subgroup , at least one Lie group G'
whose Lie algebra is Isomorphic to ^  ,
Moreover if has n non-conjugate semi-simple subalgebras , so does •
- 1
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£  ) and thus G has n non-conjugate semi-simple Lie subgroups * Howevei^ 
isomorphic subalgehras of £  do not necessarily correspond to isomorphic I 
subgroups of G sr although they do correspond to locally isomorphic 
subgroupso Also all locally isomorphic groups have the same number of 
non-conjugate semi-simple Lie subgroups 9corresponding to the same 
subalgA.ebras of £   ^though isomorphic subgroups of a group G do not 
necessarily correspond to isomorphic subgroups of a locally isomorphic 
group F 0 Section 4.2,2 illustrates this with the example of the 
subgroups of groups locally isomorphic to SU(4) ? the results being 
summarised in table 4,3 «
Any representation r ’( ') of £  ’ , when exponentiated gives
a faithful ( single-valued ) representation r ’(G’) of one Lie group 
G' (unique up to isomorphism ) by theorem 6 * Any equivalent representa­
tion r” ( £  ' ) :r: ^ Will glvc BTL equivalent representation
BoF*(G')ag of G ’ , when exponentiated since
r I r I
- B( I + a +000 +, o e. )B  ^ = B(exp a ) B"
Hence
"Ge-=#%rt conjugate embeddings of £  ’ in 2 correspond to conjugate 
embeddings of G' in G * Thus in order to find all non-conjugate 
embeddings of G' in G , one must find all non-conjugate embeddings of 
£  ' in £ o If 1^( G) and r'(G’ ) are faithful representations of G and 
G' respectively and if ')(Z f( £  ) , then
r*(G') = exp f ( Jij ’ ) <C exp 1^(£ ) ~ G) and hence G' is a subgroup of
G o If G* is a subgroup of G @ then it is obvious that the infinitesimal 
elements of F'(G')  ^ are Infinitesimal elements of f (g) , whereÜ*
r ’(G') C: r(G) , both r' and V being faithful , and thus f ' ( ' ) is 
a subalgebra of f^ (jg) ^
Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for G' to be a subgroup of
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G is that there exists a faithful (single-valued ) linear representation T '(G*) of g ', 
such that T  ' ( jC' ) is a subalgebra of T^( ) , where (G) is a faithful representa­
tion of G .
T  (G) is a faithful single-valued representation of G if and only if its centre 
is isomorphic to the centre of G . Any linear semi-simple group G has at least one 
faithful , single-valued representation , which is completely reduced . Taking one of 
these ( the one of smallest dimension )T =T*^ . . . T* ™ then any
member T* (2 ) of the centre T  (Z) must be of the form T* (2 ) = (z) ( 2 ) ©. ..®P'”(z),
where "P^(z) commutes with T  ^ (^) for all ^ e G  (i= 1 , .,.,m) and thus Schurr’s lemma 
gives H  ^(2 ) = X l ( n ^ )  ( n^ being the dimension of F  ^ ) . Since all irreducible 
finite representations of semi-simple Lie groups are unimodular X  must bi' an
n^th root of unity and soT’^(Z) is isomorphic to a cyclic group I^< of order n^ ^  .
Thus F  (Z) is isomorphic to the direct sum of cyclic groups ( which is isomorphic to 
the direct product of cyclic groups ) . Thus Z itself must be isomorphic to the direct 
sum (or direct product ) of cyclic groups . If G has a faithful ,single-valued , 
irreducible representation (of dimension n ) , then its centre is the cyclic group
_ 1 J. for some n' 4  n . The centres of all universal
covering groups a n d  universal linear groups can be obtained from and hence the
centres of all their their factor groups can be found also . The centre of the direct 
product of simple groups is the direct product of their centres . Table 4.1 gives 
the centres and number of locally isomorphic linear groups for all real simple 
complex Lie algebras . If <4 is generated from £  ^ by an inner automorphism then its 
Cartan subalgebra will be the same as that of X ^  and since the central elements are 
of the form z = T I = e x p T ( h )  for some h in H  , F  (G) and V  (G^) will have isomorphic 
centres . Thus the following sets of groups have isomorphiec centres :[^SU(p ,n+l-p) ; 
p=0,. . . [|J j jso(2p,2n-2p+l):p=0,. .n} ,|sp(an) ,NSp l N D g ^ , S 0 (2p,2n-2p)i
p=0,...[f]] j , [CE^.NE^.NE^.NE^] , (cEg ,NbJ ,NE  ^] .
{^CG^jNGg j and the sets of factor groups of these groups . A  similar argument holds 
for algebras generated by outer automorphisms of the same component . Thus the following 
sets of groups have isomorphic centres : j^Qi(n+l) ’ SL(n+l,R)J , ^ S O ^ + 1 , 2 n - 2 p - l ) :
p = 0 , . . J J , |^NE^,NE^| and the corresponding sets of factor groups .
- n z
Table 4.1
Locally isomorphic linear groups having simple complex Lie algebras.
Centre of No. of locally Well known locally1 G : Z isomorphic gps. isomorphic groups
An SU(p,n+l-p) :p=0, . 2 ™ ^(n+1) No. of factors 
of (n+1)
SU(p,n+l“p) = G
SL(2n+l,R) 1 SL(2n+l,R) = G
^2n+l On ^2 2 Q = G n
SL(2n,R) 2 SL(2n,R) = G
«n SO(2p,2n+l-2p):p“0,.n ^2 2 SO(2p,2n+l-2p) = ^
Cn Sp(2n) '2 2 Sp(2n) = G
NSpg^ : p=l, ... Y ^2 2 Nsp^ p . a
Sp(n,R) ^2 2 Sp(n,R) = G
S0(4n) I2 ®  ^2 3 S0(4n) = G/I 2
SO(4n-2p,2p) I2 ®  ^ 2 3 SO(4n-2p,2p) = G/I^
I2 CB) I2 3 “ ta ■ “ 4./L
SO(4n-2p-l,2p+l) ^2 2 SO(4n-2p-!,2p+l)= G/Ig
°2n+l SO(4n+2) ' \ 3 SO(4n+2) = G/I
S0(4n+2-2p,2p) ^4 3 S0(4n+2-2p,2p) = G/I 2
^4 3 “ ta+2 -
S0(4n+l-2p,2p+I) ^2 2 S0(4n+l-2p,2p+l) = G/I
"6 NE^ .NE* ,^31^
21
All real forms ^2 2
"s'
^4 All real forms I] 1
"2;
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A procedure for obtaining all non-conjugate embeddings of a semi­
simple Lie group G ’ in a semi-simple Lie group G is :
1) Find all non-conjugate embeddings of the abstract Lie algebra
in the abstract Lie algebra J) ( from [lO , 11, 1^ and chapters
2 and 3 ) o Select one F^( Jj ’) •
2) Find a representation F^( j] ) of ^  which provides a faithful(single-
valued ) representation of G when exponentiated »
3) Find the projection F ' of F^  on F%*)^  (i «e * F ' F^ ( X, ' ) C  F^( £  ) )*
If the centres of F ’(G') and G ’ are of the same order ( i ,e * F*(G') 
is a faithful (single-valued) representation of G* ) , then G ’ is 
a subgroup of G with representation F , If the centres of F ’(G') 
and G are not isomorphic then G' is not a subaAg#b^ of G with any
Frepresentation conjugate to F
4) Repeat 3) with all non-conjugate representations F ( ' ) for which
r®( r^( £ ) .
The isomorphism theorems ( 7 and 8) are useful ? in that they 
show that all subgroups of G - G/N are of the form G'/N , where G' is
/\ /Sa subgroup of G , and N O G ’ * Thus if all the subgroups of G are 
known ( including finite groups and the direct product of finite and 
Lie groups) , then all the subgroups of G are factor groups of the 
subgroups of G * Note that a group G” can be a subgroup of both G and 
G 5 if G”j^  N is a subgroup of G *
4,2*2 Example : Semi-simple subgroups of groups locally isomorphic to SU(4)
A^ has A^ p Ag , and A^ 0  A^ as subalgebras « Table 4,2 gives the 
locally isomorphic compact Lie groups with complex Lie algebras A , n = l , 3 
Cp and A^ 0  A^ , and their centres *
For A^ , the centre of an irreducible representation F^ of
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Table 4.2
Locally isomorphic compact groups for jl = A^,A^,C^
X Ja Z(G) Isomorphic groups G Z(G)
SU(2) L 5p(2)=SU(2)=G G
S0(3)=G/Ig L
G SU(3) b SU(3)=G b
SU(3)/I^ h
^3=°3 SU(4) h SU(4) =G L
SO(6) =È/Ig h
SU(4)/I^ L
^2=^2 Sp(4) h Sp(4)=G h
SO(5)=G/Ig L
SU(2)fc^(2) SU(2)^SU(2)=G 12^'
S0(4) = G/Ig L
S0(3)gS0(3)=G/I^Ig h
N.B. The group SU(2 )(&>SU( 2 ) denotes the group of ordered pairs 
^(a.b) : a,bc_.SU(2) I . This group is isomorphic to the
group of matrices SU(2)©SU(2) = ) attb ; a,bc.SU(2)| , but 
not to the group of matrices SU(2)^SU(2) =] a^b : a,beSU(2)j,
^  V L.. V. L. J
which is isomorphic to 80(4) .
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consists of elements c = expÇF (h,) = yl. Since T (h,) =^ ~n~'l n 1
diag (n-1 ,n-3, ... , - n +  1), Ç = miri and y = ± 1. If n is odd then ï
-one diagonal element is zero, so y = + 1. Thus the centre is Ij if |
£r only contains odd dimensional representations and I^ if F contains ÿ
any even dimensional representations. In the former case F provides
a faithful representation of S0(3) and in the latter case F provides
a faithful representation of SU(2). For ©  Aj, a representation 
of the form ^2 n ®  ^ 2 m ^ centre of ± I(2 n) C© ± I^ (2 m) =
± I(4nm) = ^2 ’^ 2 n+l ®  ^ 2m+l ^ centre I( (2n+l ) (2m+l ) ) = ^i»^2n^^2m+l
has a centre ± I(2 n(2 m+1 )) = I^, and a representation of the form
^2 n ® ’’2 m + l ®  ^Zm' + I ®  Ln' ^ centre of the form
- I(2n(2m+1)) ©  ± I^2n'(2m'+I)) = I^ ©  I2 • Thus representations 
with only odd dimensional representations in their reduction are 
faithful representations of S0(3) ®  S0(3) e.g. F^(x)Fj + F^  (x) F^ ;
those with at least one term F_ (g)F« and one term F_ , , <x) F„ ,2n  2 m + l  2 m  +1 2 n
are faithful representations of SU(2) 0  SU(2) e.g. F^ 0  F^  + F^  (x)F^ ; 
and all other representations are faithful representations of S0(4).
Since Sp(4) is 4-dimensional, it gives a 4-dimensional representation 
of : F^, and 80(5) gives F^. Similarly SU(4) gives F^ of A^ and 
SO(6 ) gives Fg. The centres of SU(4) and F^(A^) are of the same 
order and so are the centres of ^5 (^3 ) and S0(6), and the 
centres of and SU(4)/I^. Thus using [33] the semi-simple
subgroups of F^(Ag) s SU(4), F^(A^) = SO(6 ) and F^^CAg) = SU(4)/I, 
are found and given in table 4 .3 .
I60•ST3
C
t
sf
C-.
3 vr>
o
f-H
ge
XIP w m Q N
C-.
<u <! ■yn) m (JO o
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ADuendlx 1
DY1IKI.M DIAGRAMS ^CARTAN MATRICES AND THEIR INVERSES EOR ALL SIMPLE
LIE ALGEBRAS .
A o 1 o I Art
Dynkin dimgrem
© — <3— 0
Cartan Matrix 2 j — 15 0
(n-l) 5 (n~?) 
2(n-l) ,2(n-2) 2r
A 2rtv+1
2r
.118.
A,1,2 Bh
Dynkin diagram
Gartan Matrix
2,-1,0
Aol,3
•119«
Dynkin diagram
‘rt'i
Cartan Matrix
A —
2 s — 1 g 0
1 5> 2 s>
0 ÿ — 1 j 2
0 . . . .
O . O . .
O . O . .
0 , , o ,
0 , 0 , .
^*"3.#o*do«ooe«ooooûoo
^ O d 9 « 4 > 9 9 9 a d 9 ( 9 0 9 < 9 0 e 0 9
A-1
1
ri
120.
A.1.4 Dn
Dynkin diagram
Cartan Matrix
1p 2 p —1
12,12 12
12,16
121
A.1.5
Dynkin diagram
Cartan Matrix
2,-1, 0, 0, O, 0 
■1, 2,-1, 0, 0, 0 
0j'-1 j ?ÿ—lÿ Op—1 
0, 0,-1, 2,-1, 0 
0, 0, 0,-1, 2, 0 
0, Oj—Ip Op Op 2
A -1
3 9 6p I|-j 2 p 3
5.10.12, 8, 4, 6
6.12.18.12, 6, 9 
4 , 8,12,10, 5, 6
k 9 6, 5, h 9 32,
 ^ 3, 6, 9 9 3 ?
A.1.6 E .,
Dykin diagram
Cartan Matrix
0  ®  © — © — © ) — ©
©
A
2,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
■1, 2,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0
0,-1, 2,-1, 0, 0,-1 
0, 0,-1, 2,-1, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0,—Ip 2,-1, 0
0, Op Op Op—1, 2, 0
0, Op—1, 0, Op 0, 2
A"
2, 3, U, 3, 2, 1, 2\
3, 6p 8, 6, Up 2p U
i© ? 8, 12, 9, 6, 3, 6
3, 6, 9,7 , 5,2 ,U2, U p 6p 5, Up 2,3 1Ip 0C p 3,2 , 2,1 ,1 /2, u, 6pU p 3,1 ,3 /
A,1,7 E,
122.
Dynkin diagram
Cartan matrix
A
1. 0. 0 0. 0
2.-1. 0„ 0 0 . 0
0. 0
0. 0 C. 0
0. 0 0, 0
0. 0 . 0 . 0
0. O.-l 0, 0,
A-1 Up 7plO, 8p 6p U? 2g 5
7,lU,20,16,12, 8, U,10 
10,20,30,24,18,12, 6,15 
8,16,24,20,15,10, 5,12
6.12.18.15.12, 8, 4, 9
4, 8,12,10, 8, 6, 3p 6
2, 4, 6p 5, 4, 3, 2p 3
5.10.15.12, 9, 6, 3, 8
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A.1.8 Fk
Dynkin diagram
o(,
d y - & = < D ~ < D
Cartan matrix
2j(—Ip Op 0 
•lo 2p—Im 0AAx
O p — 2 p  2 p — 1
Oo O g —lo 2
A"
2, 3, 2, 1
3 p 6p 4? 2
4 , 8 y 6 p 3
2, 4, 3, 2
A,1.9 G,
Dynkin diagram
u,
Cartan matrix
A 2 p —1a, 2 A”
2p 1 
3p 2
12i|-
Appendix P
EXPLICIT MATRIX FORMS FOR THE CLASSICAL SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
( IN CANONICAL FORM )
A.2,1 A I
~ ^ T+l,j+l I . .
<j 1,00 L
A,2,2 BA
" î j + l j , j  +  l  +  ~ j  +  2 , j + 2  + l p j +  + 1  "  ~ j +  + 2 , 3 +  + 2
-5] 3^+T-si+2 ~ ^3+ + 2 ,3 +  +1
le -e+l,£+l + ^ 2 e + l , 2 t + l )
j  ■" 1,0031» 1
Sx =/2( ItlpPe+1 ~t+l,l
r . zr j — 1 J o o &
A,2.3 C&,
'~3,3 13+1,3+1 l)+e,3+t - I
L .3 + 1 ^3+&+l;3 + C
j+ LfTpj+^+1
j= 1,0 T-1
h, • I + I2t,2C
-f,2&
f . -- -e . j=l piOOOOOOO 9 p
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A o 2 o 4
'3,3 -3+1,3+1 L+^,3+t 4+«+l,3+t+l
®3 “  - 3 , 3 + 1  ■ - 3 + « + l , 3 + t -
3=1
- l i , t  + Le-i,?e-i + 
& e “ " ic.,2«-i
^3 -3 J—l,ooaooo,^
APPENDIX 3
THEOREMS
Theorem 1 If G' is a suhalgehra of G , then Its Lie algebra Jb' is
a subalgebra of c£ ? the Lie algebra of G .
Proof
X  is the algebra of the infinitesimal elements of G , so that every
element g a G p in a neighbourhood of the identity I can be expressed
g = I + t. a. p where the a.(i =1; , are ther\^ -i. /V-i 1 /
generators of J, ? which has dimension n , Similarly all elements 
g’t'G’ in a neighbourhood of the identity can be expressed as
g* r= I + t! a! o But since all g ’e G' also belong to G p for
any generator a I of  ^ there exists a g ’ aG’ and G such thatXT-
g’ - I + y ’al = I + y..a. for some set y . . ( i=l,o*n : j=l,..n') 
Thus a I = ^ y. . a . which belongs to , Thus all the generatorsJ X -t- J JL.
of ^  ’ belong to , anti X  ’ is a subalgebra of k? o
Theorem 2 All automorphisms of ( jE ^ and £ being simple)Ar- ^  JL c: ±  d ^  ,-k.
are of type(i) if £  ^  ^  ^ and of type (i) or type (ii) if £ X
Proof
Gantmacher ^19 and 2C^ has proved that every automorphism A of a
semi-simple Lie algebra £ induces a rotation in the root space V of
and every rotation r of the root space can be completed to an 
automorphism of . Thus (A- r)^h =J0 for all h in J-C , and
Ae^ _e^  ^ where %  - + 1 and t a - , He has also shown
that an inner automorphism corresponds to a reflection cr about a
plane perpendicular to a root , S' being the group of all such reflec­
tions o An outer automorphism corresponds to a 'particular'rotation ? 
(one which induces a rotation of the simple roots in the Dynkin diagram)
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The group of automorphisms can he decomposed into the sum of connected 
components :
Q ® » o •
and each c o m p o n e n t c o r r e s p o n d s  to a chief particular rotation y
being the identity  ^ The automorphisms of  ^ then induce the
rotations of , all of which can only be completed to give
1
of Jt. ^   ^ 5 it is sufficient to examine the rotations of the root space
automorphisms which belong to , Thus in examining the automorphisms
2
V = + Vg y where and are the orthogonal root spaces of and
£  g respectively ,
There is a class of rotations , induced by automorphisms of type
(i) y which can be expressed as a product ® rotation "3^  inV^
and a rotation Tg in  ^ . All elements of G"' must be of this form,
since they correspond to inner automorphisms , which are of type (i) :
T(_gl^g2) ” all ^  and , So it is only
particular rotations which may not be of this form .
Suppose there exists a rotation r which does not correspond to an
automorphism of type (i) , Then rV^ and rV^ V . Thus at least
{1 )one root of V-, , , is mapped into V and at least one root of V o
( a )j y is mapped into , The roots of and can then be arranged :a
Vg for j - l,.«q 3
for j - qtl,...;k^o
e Vg s r a^2) g. f ^1 j l,oo,or o
L  Vg for j “ r+l,*oo,k «
where Xj. bas roots ( 1=1,2 ) , Since r is an automorphism of V
( a,4 ) = (t cx ,r ) for all a,/3 e V , Thus :
( a^2) ) = ( r r ) = 0 i= l,.«.k.^ , j= l,...kg , and
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( T  y r ) =- 0 , 1= l,...q , j- g+lyo„ok^ ,
This implies that consists of two orthogonal components unless q =0 orfL-
k^ . This would contradict the assumption that  ^ was simple , Thus 
q = 0 or k^ and similarly r = 0 or kg . q and r both zero corresponds 
to automorphisms of type (i) and since V is finite V^+Vg or Vg
is not an automorphism , it is not possible for q to be zero and r non- 
zero or vice versa , Thus the only possiblity is q=k^ and r=kg « So 
rV^ = Vg and TVg = V^ ® Since r is an automorphism this implies that 
V^ and Vg are isomorphic , and hence if r is completed to A ,
Aj?^ £  2 A £ g = X  ^ y which is an automorphism of type (ii),
/ V-  ' v -
This also implies that £. = X , Thus if Ji  ^ X  then tne
automorphisms of £ are either of type (i) or type (ii) and if -
n , ■p" ■ fV$ Ig then the automorphisms of £  ^ (3) X  are of type (i) ,
Corollary The automorphisms CD X  are of type (i) if
and of type (i) or type (ii) if £ = Xg^ ,
Proof
All automorphisms of X  # £p can be extended to give automorphisms 
ofX (3 jLp o Thus all automorphisms of £..  ^ £ can be obtained from
those of #  £g , £ ic ^^20 ^ X  g , Since an automorphism
of G £ g will be of the same type when it is reduced to g^
the automorphisms of ^^20 will be of the same type as those of
X b 2 °
Theorem .3 All representations f of a simple Lie algebra £ are either
faithful or trivial ,
Proof
Since <£ is simply-connected T can not be multi-valued .
Tf r is not faithful then there exists a set 8 of X  defined by :
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8 = T a  : r(a) = b \ for some b y which contains more than one 
element p If a-, and a_ are two distinct elements of 8 then r(a.-a_)=:Oo■'lI d 'U'-A-l --^d
Hence a set of at least two elements can be defined by
K = r(k) = ^  j! = ^  Oy (a^-Sg) y ,. o. ^ o Since T is a repre­
sentation r( Y  kyal ) = \"r(k)y r(a)( = rb y r ( a )1 =: 0 o So K is an
ideal and £ is not simple . This contradicts the initial assumption 
that £. is simple and so either K is trivial ( f faithful ) or K =jj, 
(r trivial ) o Thus f is either trivial or faithful ,
Theorem U
a) A faithful linear representation of a serai-simple Lie group G 
provides a faithful linear representation of its Lie algebra ,
b) A faithful linear representation of a semi-simple Lie algebra JE 
provides a linear representation of any group G having £> as its 
Hie algebra C not necessarily faithful or single-valued ) «,
NoBo faithful also implies single-valued here .
Proof
a) If r is faithful and linear then P(G) ^ GL(nyC) y (n being the 
dimension of V) and there is a one to one correspondence between the 
elements of G and those of P(g) ,(i.e. between g and P(g) ,geG) ,
If P( £  ) is defined as the algebra generated from the elements :
r(aj = limit I£lexE,...t. .81,1 -J, | (A.l)
t -» o  L t
where the are the generators of X ,  (i,e. r(c£ ) is the Lie 
algebra of P(g) ) . Then since GL(n,C) is closed P(a.) aGL(nyC) ,so 
P( £  ) is linear . In a neighbourhood of the identity there is a 
one to one correspondence between g and P(g) and thus between 
I -t- t . a . and I + t . P(a.) and between a. and P(a.) for all the 
generators _a^  of JL , Thus P( £  ) is a faithful representation of jL ,
b ) If r(X) is a faithful linear representation of X ? then f (£) e 
GL(nyC) and so exp P ( £)  a GL(nyC) . Thus by defining P(g) by
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r(g) = exp r(a) (A.2)fV
where g = exp a and so
^(exp ^ ) = exp r(^) (A.3)
Then
nexp a.exp t) == r(exp(a+t+ | a + .i, [ a , f e ] ]
(a ,u )
by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorf* formula and
r(exp a).r(exp b) = expf(a)oexpr(b) = exp(f(a)+F(b)+~ r(a),r(b) ----------  ! \ ^  ,-1^ XU ^V- A -  X W  XU. XT  XV- jX T—  XV  x\— -X.-,
(A.5)
Since r is a representation of <& , r(a+b) - r(a)+r(t) and r( [a.9) =
o Substituting into (A.3) and substituting from 
(A.3) in (A®4) ? both equations can easily be shown to be equal . 
Thus F(g^,g ) = r(g ),r(g ) and so F is a representation of G ,
yTY, X, -L XV ^  X U x v _ L  'TX XV. (X
Theorem 5 If F(J^ ) is the Lie algebra generated by the infinitesimal 
elements of F(g ) , then exp F(£) - F(g ) .
Proof
Since F (£_) is the Lie algebra of F(g ) as defined in (Ad) ? in a 
neighbourhood of the identity
and
F(g) = F( I + t.a.ooo) (A.6)
Xtx ^  XV XV- 1 — - 1
exPift^a.) = (A„7)
since F is a representation of , (theorem U) (A,6) becomes
equal to (A,7) and so F(g ) exp r(£ ) , where F(£ ) is the algebra 
of the infinitesimal elements of F(g ) ,
Theorem 6 Any faithful linear representation F of a Lie algebra 
provides a faithful (single-valued ) representation of one Lie 
group G (unique up to isomorphism ) ,when exponentiated «
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Proof
By theorem 4(h) expP(Ji) is a single-valued representation of the univor- 
sal covei'h.g ;roup G of all locally isomorphic lie groups with Lie 
algebras Isomorphic to £  ( all representations of G are single­
valued ) o Thus expF( Jj) = r(G-) , which is a Lie group since it is
continuous 9 closed,has an identüy element and all elements have an 
inverse , Thus there is an abstract Lie group G (unique up to 
Isomorphism ) for which F(g) = expP( JG» ) is a faithful representation.
Isomorphism Theorems
The proofs of these theorems will not be given as they appear in 
most standard group theory texts .
Theorem 7 : If H is a normal subgroup of G and G' is a subgroup of 
G jthen Hf\G’ is a normal subgroup og G' and G'/H G' is isomorphic , 
to H.G'/H .
Theorem 8 :
a) If H<=nG* c. G and H is a normal subgroup of G , then it
is normal, in 0 ’ and G'/H is a subgroup of G/H . Conversely every 
subgroup of G/H is of the form G'/H for some G' between G and H .
b) If H is a normal subgroup ^f G' and G^and G ’ is a normal subgroup
of G 5 then G'/H is a normal subgroup of G/H and
G/H G
G'/H ^
Conversely every normal subgroup of G/H is of the form G'/H for some 
G' 5 which is a normal subgroup of G and of which H is a normal sub­
group o
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